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vivo# lung# models# have# allowed# for# the# investigation# of# functional#respiratory#measurements#in#small#animals#but#have#yet#to#be#utilized#with#hp#noble#gas#MRI.##
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The# ex* vivo# lung# model# presented# within# this# work# allowed# for# the#study#of#pulmonary#physiology#using#hp#129Xe#and#hp#83Kr#MR#imaging#in#intact#lungs#from#both#healthy#rodents#and#rat#models#of#respiratory#disease.# Novel# hp# 129Xe# imaging# protocols#were# developed# to# provide#measurements# of# functional# respiratory# parameters# and# to# gather#information#of#regional#gas#distribution#in#healthy#excised#rodent#lungs.#Furthermore# the# developed# 129Xe# methodology# was# used# to# study#regional# responses# in# an# ex* vivo# model# of# human# asthma# after#intravenous# deliveries# of# increasing# quantities# of# the#bronchoconstricting#agent#methacholine.##The# ex* vivo*model# provided# the# platform# to# develop# the# novel# lung#imaging#technique#of#hp#83Kr#surface#quadrupolar#relaxation#(SQUARE)#MRI#with#this#new#methodology#used#to#study#an#excised#rat#model#of#emphysema# potentially# providing# the# first# application# for# this#quadrupolar#noble#gas#isotope#in#the#field#of#respiratory#medicine.#
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!Lung! disorders! form! a! large! part! of! the! burden! of! human! disease!worldwide!with!respiratory!diseases!amongst!the!leading!causes!of!death![1]! and! accounting! for! ~7%! of! all! hospital! admissions! in! European!countries![2].!By!2030!it!is!expected!that!this!burden!will!rise!and!that!one!in!five!deaths!worldwide!will!be!caused!by!respiratory!disease![1].!!The! study! of! functional! respiratory! parameters! has! proven! important! in!both!the!diagnosis!and!monitoring!of!human!lung!disease!due!to!the!close!link!between!alteration!in!lung!function!and!underlying!structural!change![3].!With! the!absence!of! current!alternative!methods! to!study! function! in!the!intact!organ,!the!use!of!animal!models!is!necessary.!
1.1.2. Small(animal(models(in(the(study(of(respiratory(disease(!Small!animal!models!of!respiratory!disease,!typically!utilizing!members!of!the! lowest! order! of! the!mammalian! clade,! rodentia,! including!mice,! rats,!guinea!pigs!and!rabbits,!have!been!widely!used!in!the!development!of!new!pharmacological! treatments!and!in!safety!pharmacology!and!toxicological!testing! [4L7].! Rodent! models! in! particular! have! allowed! for! rapid!
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throughput!investigation!in!the!study!of!respiratory!disease!because!of!the!relative! ease! in! setting! up! and! the! comparatively! low! costs! due! to! the!animals’!small!size!and!short!lifecycles.!!Much!of!the!study!of!lung!function!in!small!animals!has!involved!the!use!of!techniques! initially! developed! in! humans! and! other! large! mammals.!However,! the! downscaling! has! resulted! in! additional! requirements! for!sensitive,! highly! precise! equipment! with! measurements! in! vivo! proving!technically!challenging![4,!5,!8,!9].!!By! comparison,! several! investigators! have! utilized! ex! vivo! rodent! lung!models! to! study! lung! ventilatory! physiology! [10L12],! lung! vascular!function![13L15]!and!the!monitoring!of!inflammatory!responses!to!noxious!stimuli![16L19].!In!addition!isolated!and!perfused!murine!lungs!have!been!used!to!investigate!the!pharmacokinetics!of!inhaled!aerosols![20,!21].!
1.1.3. Hyperpolarized(noble(gas(magnetic(resonance(imaging((MRI)(!The!study!of!hyperpolarized! (hp)!noble!gas!MRI! techniques!has! similarly!seen!the!necessary!downscaling!to!take!advantage!of!small!animal!models!of!disease!in!the!quest!to!provide!new!biomarkers.!This!has!had!the!effect!of! further! increasing! the! complexity! and! cost! of! already! technically!demanding! lung! function! experiments! in! small! animals! [22,! 23],! limiting!the!application!of!this!imaging!modality!in!animal!models!to!a!few,!highly!specialized,!research!centres.!
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1.1.4. Purpose(of(this(thesis(!The!purpose!of!this!thesis!is!threefold.!Firstly,!it!will!demonstrate!that!the!
ex! vivo! model! offers! the! opportunity! to! reduce! the! experimental!complexity! of! hp! noble! gas! MRI! in! small! animal! models,! facilitating! the!rapid! development! and! testing! of! novel! imaging! protocols! and!technologies.!Secondly,!it!will!be!shown!that!the!ex!vivo!rodent!lung!model!permits! the! study! of! lung! structure! and! function! in! healthy! and! disease!models! with! hp! noble! gas! MRI! and! that! the! combination! provides!additional! benefits! and! insights! beyond! those! already! acquired! using! in!
vivo! techniques.! Finally! this! thesis! will! demonstrate! the! intrinsic!usefulness!of!hp!gas!MR!imaging!as!a!tool!to!study!respiratory!disease,!able!to! further! the! understanding! of! pulmonary! disease! and! assist! with! the!development!of!new!therapies.!!
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1.2. Basic(anatomy(and(physiology(of(the(lung(!There!are!an!extensive!number!of!texts!on!the!subject!of!mammalian!lung!anatomy!and!physiology!(see!for!example![24L28])!but!in!this!section!there!will! be! a! brief! overview! of! the! points! most! pertinent! to! understand! the!relationship! between! lung! structure! and! function.! A! particular! focus!will!be!on!the!rat!lung!as!this!is!the!species!most!used!in!this!thesis.!!The!primary! function!of! the! lung! is! for!gas!exchange,! that! is,! to!allow!the!free! diffusion! of! oxygen! (O2)! from! the! air! and! the! elimination! of! carbon!dioxde!(CO2)!from!venous!blood![26].!To!this!end!the!lung!has!evolved!into!an! organ! that,! in! health,! allows! the! easy! passage! of! air! from! the! upper!respiratory!tract!to!the!distal!airways!where!the!key!respiratory!unit!of!the!alveolus!is!found,!across!which!gas!diffusion!occurs.!!The! rat! respiratory! system! illustrated! in! Fig.! 1.1! consists! of! the! upper!airways!of!the!nasal!and!oral!cavities,!pharynx!and!larynx!and!the!series!of!successively!branching! tubes!of! the! conducting! airways! starting!with! the!trachea! and! ending! with! the! respiratory! bronchioles! in! the! terminal!respiratory!unit! of! the! acinus! (See!Fig.! 1.2).!With! each! successive! airway!branching! in! the! conducting! airway! there! is! a! reduction! in! cross! section!and! length! and! an! increase! in! the! level! of! airway! smooth!muscle.! In! rats!there! are! around! 16! branchings! [29]! until! the! highest! order! of! terminal!bronchioles! after! which! the! respiratory! zone! begins.! These! conducting!airways! do! not! take! part! in! gas! exchange! and! make! up! part! of! the!
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anatomical! dead! space.! Table! 1.1! illustrates! the! comparative! anatomy! of!the!human!and!rat!lung.!!
Figure' 1.1.' Anatomy'










alveolar' sacs.! Note!the! reduction! in!cartilage!from!segmental!bronchus!to!the!bronchioles!where!no!cartilage!is!found.!The!alveoli!communicate!within!alveolar!ducts!and!the!Pores!of!Kohn!in!the!alveolar!sacs!themselves.!Reproduced!with!permission!form![30].!!
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The! acinus! starts!with! respiratory! bronchioles! off!which! there! are! small!numbers! of! alveolar! buds.! Respiratory! bronchioles,! present! in! human!airways!but!not!in!rodents,!then!branch!into!alveolar!ducts!where!alveolar!budding! is! more! numerous.! The! acinus! finally! terminates! in! clusters! of!alveoli!called!alveolar!sacs!where!the!surface!area!for!gas!exchange!is!the!greatest.!!
Figure' 1.3.' Histological' structure' of' the'
human' alveolus.! Light! microscopy! image!stained! using! haematoxylin! and! eosin! (H&E)!demonstrating!principle!cellular!components.!Note! the! cuboidal! shape! with! the! thin! walls!composed!of! type! I!and! type! II!alveolar!cells.!Reproduced!with!permission!from![31].!!!!The!alveolus!is!the!key!unit!for!gas!exchange!(Fig.!1.3).!The!mean!diameter!of! alveoli! in! rats! varies! with! age! and! between! strains! but! is! generally!considered! to!measure! 90! μm! in!mature! rats!when! inflated! to! total! lung!capacity![32],!compared!to!270!μm!in!!humans![33].!Several!key!features!of!the! alveolus! should! be! noted.! ! Firstly! the! alveolus! is! roughly! cuboidal! in!shape,! rather! than! spherical! as! it! is! routinely! depicted.! Secondly,! the!alveolar! wall! is! a! very! thin! structure! composed! of! type! I! and! type! II!alveolar!epithelial!cells,!the!former!being!exceptionally!delicate,!providing!the!greatest!surface!for!gas!exchange,!whilst!the!latter!are!largely!thought!to! have! a! secretory! and! repair! role! [34].! Thirdly,! the! alveolus! is!
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Table' 1.1.' Comparison' of' human' and' rat' lung' anatomy.! Values! from! references![26,!35,!36].!#Note:!competing!measurements!currently!available!with!wide!ranges.!!The!vasculature!of! the! lung! is!such!that!the! full!cardiac!output,!of!around!85!mL/min/kg! [26]! in! humans! and! ! 200!mL/min/kg! in! rats! [37]! passes!through! the! low! resistance! pulmonary! circulation!with! a! low! pulmonary!arterial! pressure.! This! situation! allows! the! alveolar! membrane! to! be!incredibly! thin! but! means! that! it! is! rather! intolerant! to! increases! in!
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pressure,!with! potential! flooding! of! the! alveolus! if! the! capillary! pressure!rapidly!increases.!!The! lung! itself! is! a! very! elastic! structure! allowing! it! to! expand! during!inspiration! and! contract! by! recoiling! during! resting! expiration!when! the!inspiratory!pressures!in!the!pleural!cavity!outside!the!lung!have!returned!to!resting!(less!negative)!values.!The!thin!structure!of!the!alveoli!would!be!inherently!unstable!if!it!were!not!for!the!fibrous!support!structures!which!pervade! the! entire! lung! [3]! with:! axial! fibres! to! provide! inward! traction!towards! the! hilum! (lung! root);! peripheral! fibres! providing! outward!traction! to! the! outer! pleural! lining;! and! septal! fibres! between! the! two.!Collapse! is! also! avoided! by! the! inner! surface! of! the! alveolus! being! lined!with! secretions! that! smooth! out! surface! irregularities! and! prevent!epithelial!damage!through!drying!and!microbial!attack.!!The! surface! tension! of! the! internal! fluid! film! would! exert! a! significant!resistance!to!expansion!of!the!alveolus![26].!However,!type!II!alveolar!cells!produce! a! substance! called! surfactant,! composed! of! phospholipids! and!proteins,!which!is!profoundly!hydrophobic!and!so!interrupts!the!fluid!film!lining!the!interior!of!the!alveolus,!reducing!the!surface!tension!particularly!at!endLexpiration!when!alveolar!volume!is!at!a!minimum![38].!!The!process!by!which!inhaled!gas!gets!to!the!alveoli,!where!gas!exchange!occurs,!is!ventilation.!During!inhalation!the!lung!inflates!with!inspired!gas!as! the! result! of! an! increase! in! the! thoracic! volume.! Contraction! and!flattening! of! the! diaphragm;! and! contraction! of! the! external! intercostal!
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muscles! pulling! the! ribs! upward! and! forward! are! the! process! by! which!thoracic! volume! normally! increases.! Expiration! of! gas! during! resting!respiration! is! however!principally! a! result! of! the!passive! elastic! recoil! of!the! chest! wall! and! the! lung! itself! with! a! return! of! the! diaphragm! to! its’!resting! (domeLshape)! dimensions.! Control! of! ventilation! rate! and! depth!occurs!by!a!variety!of!neural!and!local!mechanisms![26]!which!as!they!are!outLwith!the!context!of!this!thesis!will!not!be!covered!further.!The!theory!of!ventilation!will!however!be! further!developed!under! the!relevant! tests!of!lung!function!in!section!1.3.!!One!final!important!concept!in!the!study!of!lung!physiology!in!the!context!of! this! thesis! is! that! of! airway! tone.! As! mentioned,! the! airways! are!composed!of!varying!degrees!of!airway!smooth!muscle!(ASM).!The!degree!of! contraction! of! this! muscle! is! an! important! determinant! of! airway!resistance!with! changes! brought! about! by! a! variety! of!mechanisms! [39].!The!parasympathetic!cholinergic!fibres!of!the!vagus!nerve!provide!a!stable,!relatively! reversible,! baseline! level! of! ASM! tone! under! normal!circumstances![40]!with!tone!regulated!by,! for! instance,! local! irritant!and!pulmonary! stretch! receptors! [26].! However! factors! beyond! the! vagal!parasympathetic! ganglion! also! affect! changes! in! ASM! tone! [41].! Indirect!sympathetic! control! via! inhibition! of! parasympathetic! ganglion! neurones!and! β2Ladrenoceptors! on! the! ASM! themselves! tends! to! counteract! high!levels!of!cholinergic!activity! [39],!although! further!mechanisms!have!also!been! identified! [41].!Measurement! of! airway! tone!with! further! detail! on!the!theory!will!be!covered!in!section!1.3.2.!!
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1.3. Tests(of(lung(function(!As!described!earlier,!tests!of!lung!function!initially!devised!for!humans!and!large!mammals!have!been!adapted!for!use!with!small!animals.!There!have!often! been! several! competing! techniques! devised! to! measure! a! certain!aspect!of!lung!function!each!with!their!own!advantages!and!disadvantages![7,! 42,! 43].! The! use! of! nonLinvasive!measurements! on! conscious! animals!has!the!advantage!that!they!are!often!quicker,!easier,!and!repeatable!over!long! studies! with! the! animal! being! studied! in! a! situation! close! to! the!normal! physiological! state.! However,! nonLinvasive! measurements! are!often! prone! to! artefacts! due! to! animal! movement! and! include! the!contribution! of! the! upper! airways! producing! uncertainty! about! the! site!and! nature! of! any! functional! changes.! Additionally,! compared! to!performing! the! tests! in!man!where! a! certain! degree! of! cooperation!with!manoeuvres! is! available,! in! small! animals! certain! manoeuvres! such! as!prolonged!breath!holds!or!deep!inspirations!are!simply!not!possible!whilst!the! animal! is! conscious.! Therefore! the! need! for! general! anaesthesia! and!often! paralysis! with! neuromuscular! blocking! drugs! is! necessary! which!themselves!introduce!changes!in!ventilation!and!smooth!muscle!tone!.!
1.3.1. Measurement(of(lung(volumes(!The!most!basic!measurements!of!respiratory!physiology!are!those!of!lung!volumes.!As!can!be!seen!from!Fig.!1.4!the!tidal!volume!(TV)!is!the!volume!of!gas!moved!during!resting!steady!state!respiration!and!is!usually!around!1.5!mL! in! the!300g!adult! rat! [44].! !The! total! lung!capacity! (TLC)! includes!
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the! vital! capacity! (VC),! the! maximal! amount! of! gas! that! can! be! expired!(approximately! 12.3! mL! in! the! rat! [45]),! and! the! residual! volume! (RV),!which! includes! the! dead! space! gas! (~1.2! mL! in! the! adult! rat! [46]).! The!functional! residual! capacity! (FRC)! includes!both! the! residual! volume!and!the! volume! of! gas! expired! during! forced! expiration! from! tidal! volume!(known!as!the!expiratory!reserve!volume).!!
!
Figure' 1.4.' Schematized' spirometric' trace' with' time' plotted' against' volume'
indicating'the'most'commonly'used'measurements.!Trace!indicates!initial!normal!resting!breathing!followed!by!a!deep!inspiration!with!full!expiration!and!resumption!of!normal!resting!respiration.!!The!measurement!of!lung!volumes!in!small!animals!normally!necessitates!the!use!of!general!anaesthesia!and!tracheal!intubation!either!orotracheally!or!directly!via!a!tracheostomy.!In!anaesthetized!animals!measurements!of!lung! volumes! are! recorded! at! a! particular! total! respiratory! system!pressure!Prs.!TLC!is!normally!measured!while!Prs!is!in!the!range!of!25!−!35!cm!H20!(≈ 2.5!−!3.5!kPa)![4].!RV! is!normally!defined!as!the!volume!of!gas!left! in! the! lungs! when! Prs! =! L15! cm! H2O! (≈! L1.5! kPa).! VC! is! then! often!









Table' 1.2.' Comparison' of' human' and' rat' lung' volumes' adapted' for' total' body'
weight.!Values!adapted!from!references![26,!35].!! (
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1.3.1.1. Measurement(of(FRC(and(RV(!The! measurement! of! FRC! and! RV! necessitates! the! use! of! slightly! more!complicated! methods! involving! either! plethysmographic! or! gas! dilution!techniques.!!
Plethysmography.An! example! arrangement! for! the! calculation! of! lung! volumes! using!plethysmography! is! shown! in! Fig.! 1.5.! The! system! utilizes! Boyle’s! law!where! the! volume! of! a! fixed! quantity! of! gas! at! a! constant! temperature!varies! inversely! with! pressure.! Therefore! if! the! airway! of! the! rat! is!occluded! before! the! start! of! inspiration,! the! attempted! inhalation! will!increase! the! volume! in! the! chest,! with! a! reduction! in! pressure! in! the!airways,! whilst! the! external! pressure! in! the! sealed! box! surrounding! the!animal!will!increase!to!the!same!degree.!By!simultaneously!measuring!the!volume!reduction!in!the!box!by!a!pneumotachnograph!with!the!change!in!pressure! in! the! box! or! directly! across! the! thorax! (the! latter! by! an!oesophageal! pressure! transducer)! and! the! corresponding! pressure!measurement! in! the! tracheal! tube,! it! is!possible! to!determine! the!volume!inside!the!chest!and!hence!the!FRC.!This!technique!can!also!be!adapted!to!calculate! the! RV! by! closing! the! airway! after! forced! expiration.! It! should!however! be! noted! that! the! plethysmographic! techniques! can!underestimate! the! values! of! FRC! and! RV! due! to! gas! passing! into! the!abdomen!during!inspiration!against!the!closed!airway![45].!!!
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Figure' 1.5.' Schematic' of' a' body'
plethysmography'device' for' the'
rat.! Note! the! intubated! rat! with!use! of! a! pneumotachnograph! and!pressure! transducer! (PT)! for!measurements!of!airway!pressure.!Note! also! the! use! of! an!oesophageal! tube! for!measurement! of! transthoracic!pressure.! Reproduced! with!permission!from![8].!!
Gas.dilution.techniques.The! commonest! methods! to! measure! FRC! and! RV! by! the! gas! dilution!technique! use! a! tracer! gas! such! as! neon! [46]! or! helium! [48],! which! is!largely!insoluble!in!blood,!therefore!remaining!in!the!airspaces.!A!syringe!/!spirometer!containing!a!known!volume!of!gas!with!a!small!concentration!of!the!tracer!is!repeatedly!inhaled!/!exhaled!by!the!animal,!producing!equal!concentrations!between!the!lung!and!the!spirometer.!The!reduction!in!the!concentration! of! the! gas! is! then! used! to! calculate! either! the! RV! or! FRC!depending!on!how!the!animal!has!been!ventilated.!
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1.3.2. Measurement(of(airway(response(!Tests! of! airway! hyperLresponsiveness! (AHR)! in! small! animals! require!dynamic!measurements! of! lung! function! to! be! acquired! during! bronchoLprovocative! challenges.! In! small! animal!models! direct! challenges! of! AHR!have! been! the! most! commonly! employed! methods! although! there! have!been!some!studies!of!eucapneic!hyperventilation![49]!and!AHR!in!relation!to! cold! air! [50]! and! exercise! [51].! Direct! AHR! testing! has! been!demonstrated! to! increasing! quantities! of! bronchial! smooth! muscle!agonists! such! as! histamine! or! methacholine! (MCh)! [52L54]! and! specific!allergens!to!which!the!animal!has!been!sensitized![6,!55].!!There! are! several!measurements! of! dynamic! lung! function! in! use! during!bronchoLprovocation,! some! are! widely! accepted! whereas! others! are!subject! to!much! debate! [5,! 7,! 42,! 56].! The!main! distinction! between! the!methods!is!the!need!for!general!anaesthesia!and!invasive!instrumentation!of!the!airway.!
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1.3.2.1. NonJinvasive(methods(!All! nonLinvasive! techniques! involve! the! assessment! of! a! conscious!breathing! animal! during! the! bronchial! reactivity! challenges.! There! is!inherently! more! variability! in! the! results! due! to! a! combination! of!subjective! factors! (e.g.! with! the! assessment! of! the! features! of!bronchospasm)!or!with!animal!movement!in!the!use!of!plethysmography.!!
Clinical.assessment.of.bronchospasm.The!time!for!the!development!of!clinical!features!of!bronchospasm!such!as!an! increase! in! the! rate! and!depth! of! respiration! and! the! time!of! the! first!cough! (indicating!severe!bronchospasm)!have!previously!been!used! [57].!However!these!measures!are!inherently!difficult!to!quantify!and!are!often!nearLlethal!endLpoints!with!uncertain!relevance![5].!Recently!the!use!of!the!respiratory! rate! with! development! of! signs! of! bronchospasm,! namely!wheeze! on! auscultation,! as! assessed!by! a! skilled! observer!masked! to! the!groups’!treatment,!has!been!utilized!in!a!model!of!exerciseLinduced!asthma!in! the! rat! [51].! Despite! limited! quantifiable! data,! there! was! a! strong!correlation!between!the!severity!of!features!and!the!treatment!groups.!!
Unrestrained.plethysmography:.quantity.enhanced.pause.(Penh).As! a! development! to! improve! quantifiable! data! in! small! animals! under!near! normal! conditions,! there! has! been! a! resurgence! in! unrestrained!plethysmography.!The!animal!is!free!to!move!around!the!plethysmography!chamber!whilst! the!box!pressure! is!monitored!over!prolonged!periods!of!time![58].!Aerosolized!bronchoprovocative!challenges!are!delivered!to!the!
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chamber!for!periods!of!2!–!5!minutes.!The!dimensionless!quantity!Penh! is!derived! from! the! chamber! pressures! on! inspiration! and! expiration! as!outlined!in!Fig.!1.6.!!
!
Figure' 1.6. Schematic' figure' of' the' box' pressure' wave' during' the' use' of'
unrestrained' plethysmography' on' inspiration' and' expiration.! Ti! (inspiratory!time!(s))L!time!from!start!of!inspiration!to!end!of!inspiration;!Te!(expiratory!time!(s))L!time! from! end! of! inspiration! to! start! of! next! the! inspiration;! PIP! (peak! inspiratory!pressure! (cm!H20))L!maximal! negative! box!pressure! occurring!during! a! breath;!PEP!(peak!expiratory!pressure!(cm!H20))L!maximal!positive!box!pressure!occurring!during!a!breath;!Tr! (relaxation!time!(s))L! time!for!the!box!pressure!to!decay!to!36%!of!PEP.!Reproduced!with!permission!from![58].!!Criticism!of!Penh!has!centred!around!the!difficulty!in!separating!changes!in!the!pressure!signal!due!to!animal!respiration!and!those!due!to!changes!in!gas!humidification!and!temperature!as!the!air!moves!between!the!box!and!the! lungs! [7,! 43,! 59]! although! this! can! be! improved! by! heating! and!humidifying!the!air!in!the!box.!More!concerning!however!is!the!finding!that!
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Penh!varies!with!conditions!such!as!hyperoxia!and!the!timing!of!ventilation![60].! At! present! Penh! is! considered! to! be! satisfactory! for! large! scale!screening!of!animals!but!concerns!around!its!applicability!persist.!!!




system' for' delivery' of'
aerosolized'agents.!Changes!in! the! body! chamber!pressure! and! volume! on!inspiration! and! expiration!are! recorded.! Reproduced!with!permission!from![61].!!The! key! measurement! derived! from! restrained! plethysmography! in! the!conscious! animal! is! the! tidal! midexpiratory! flow! (EF50)! [61,! 62].! This!
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measurement! has! been! noted! to! correlate! well! with! the! ‘goldLstandard’!invasive! measurements! of! lung! resistance! (RL)! and! dynamic! lung!compliance! (Cdyn)! and! does! not! suffers! from! the! difficulties! found! with!
Penh![63].!However,!it!should!be!noted!that!sample!sizes!required!for!this!type!of!model!are!large!due!to!significant!variation,!with!recommendations!to! use! at! least! n! =! 8! for! safety! pharmacology! studies! and! n! =! 16! with!asthma!models![8].!
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1.3.2.2. Invasive(methods((
(The! use! of! invasive! techniques! requires! the! animal! to! be! intubated! and!either! freeLbreathing! under! general! anaesthesia! or! treated! with!neuromuscular! blocking! drugs! so! that! the! whole! respiratory! cycle! is!controlled.!BronchoLprovocative!challenges!can!be!either!administered!via!the!aerosolized!or!intravenous!routes.!Often!these!studies!are!not!suitable!for! repeat! studies! (unless! satisfactory! orotracheal! intubation! can! be!implemented)!with!animals!usually!sacrificed!at!the!end!of!the!procedure![5].!
(
Measurement.of.airway.tone.The!simplest!method!of!assessing!response! to!bronchoLprovocation! in!the! anaesthetized! animal! is! by! measuring! global! airway! tone! in! the!trachea![54,!64,!65].!This!involves!connecting!a!pressure!transducer!to!the!ventilation!circuit!recording!changes!in!airway!pressure!before!and!during! the! challenge.! A! small! refinement! in! the! technique! to! stop!harmful!overLinflation!with!constant!volume!ventilation!during!airway!challenges!is!to!allow!air!overflow!once!a!threshold!pressure!has!been!reached!and!measure!the!overflow!by!a!pneumotachometer![66].!
(
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Plethysmographic.assessment.of.lung.resistance.and..compliance.As!mentioned!earlier,!the!‘goldLstandard’!measurements!of!lung!resistance!(RL)!and!dynamic!lung!compliance!(Cdyn)!are!the!benchmark!by!which!other!techniques!are!measured.!Lung!compliance!(CL)!is!a!measure!of!the!ease!of!lung! inflation! [5,! 6]! and! is! dependent! on! the! elasticity! of! the! lung!parenchyma! and! the! surface! tension! forces! described! earlier.! CL! is! the!gradient! of! the! volumeLpressure! curve! during! inspiration.! Cdyn! by!comparison!is!the!measure!of!lung!compliance!when!resistance!to!airflow!may! affect! the! result,! such! as! in! case! of! obstructive! disease,! therefore! in!normal!lungs!CL!and!Cdyn!are!very!similar.!Lung!resistance!(RL)!is!a!measure!of! the! frictional! resistance! to! airflow! and! is! the! sum! of! Raw! (airway!resistance)!and!Rtiss! (resistance! from!the! lung!tissue).!Quantification!of!RL!and! Cdyn! are! usually! obtained! from! measurements! of! transthoracic!pressure!recorded!by!an!oesophageal!pressure!transducer![45]!along!with!measurements! of! the! volume! changes! within! the! plethysmography!apparatus!and!flow!through!the!!tracheal!tube,!fitting!to!the!equation:!!
! PTP (t) = V• (t) × RL +V (t) ÷ Cdyn + P0 ! [1.1]!!
where! PTP (t) !is!the!transpulmonary!pressure,!V. (t) !is!the!flow!and!V (t) !is!the!volume!inspired!at!time!!t !with! Po !the!end!expiratory!pressure.!Airway!resistance! (Raw)! can!be! calculated! if! the! tissue! resistance! is!measured!by!using!the!alveolar!capsular!pressure![67].!
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Forced.oscillation.technique.to.assess.lung.resistance.and.compliance.The!low!frequency!forced!oscillation!technique!(LFOT)!has!developed!as!a!less! severe! alternative! to! the! very! invasive! and! technically! challenging!measurements! by! plethysmography.! The! LFOT! is! able! to! provide!measurements! of! airway! resistance! (Raw)! and! inertance! (I)! and! the!peripheral!lung!tissue!components!of!tissue!damping!(G)!and!elastance!(H)!which!are!closely!related!to!Rtiss!and!Cdyn!respecitvely.!A!brief!review!of!the!underlying! theory! and! measurement! techniques! will! be! conducted! here!but! for!more!detailed! information! the! reader! is! referred! to! the!extensive!literature!on!the!topic!(see!for!example![7,!67L70]).!!The!LFOT!compares!the!linear!singleLcompartment!lung!model!in!Eq.!1.1!to!the! constant! phase! model! of! oscillatory! data,! therefore! measuring! lung!impedence!(!ZL ):!!
ZL (ω ) = Raw + jω Iaw + (G − jH ) /ωα ![1.2]!!where!!ZL ω( ) !s!the!lung!impedence!measured!at!the!angular!frequency! !(related!to!the!oscillatory!frequency!!!f !by!!ω =2π f )!and!where!
!α = 2/π( )arctan H /G( ) .!!During!the!experiments!a!mechanical!pressure!wave!is!applied!to!the!air!in!the! lungs!by!either!a!mechanically!driven!piston!/!syringe!(as! in!Fig.!1.8)![71]!or!by!a!plastic!tube!connected!to!loud!speaker![69].!Alternatively!the!loudLspeaker! can! be! used! nonLinvasively! by! adapting! a! body!
ω
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plethysmography! system,! allowing! the! animal! to! remain! conscious! (but!restrained)![7],!however!the!contribution!of!the!upper!airways!cannot!then!be!separated,!reducing!the!value!of!the!measurement.!!
!
Figure'1.8.'Schematic'of'LFOT'technique'used'in'the'intubated'rat.!The!Pressure!waveform! is! generated! in! the! servocontrolled! syringe!when! the! expiratory! valve! is!closed!at!end!expiration.!Pressure!and!flow!are!recorded!as!shown.!Reproduced!with!permission!from![71].!!At!present!the!LFOT!technique!is!believed!to!offer!the!most!functional!data!on!airway!response!with!its’!ability!to!partition!the!central!and!peripheral!respiratory!system.!It!should!however!be!noted!that!the!measurements!of!
Raw,!I,!G,!and!H!are!largely!global!with!significant!variation,!often!requiring!large!sample!sizes![42].!
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1.3.3. Measuring(distribution(of(ventilation(!A!key!measurement!of!lung!function!is!the!distribution!of!ventilation,!that!is,!being!able!to!discern!the!proportion!of!gas!volume!from!different! lung!regions.! Lung! function! techniques! without! the! use! of! imaging! have! only!been!able!to!provide!limited!information.!An!example! is!the!single!breath!oxygen!test!(Fowler’s!method![26])!which!monitors!nitrogen!(N2)!washout!after! breathing! in!100!%!O2.! From! the! timing! and! concentration!of!N2! at!different! time!points! it! is!possible! to!determine!where! the!gas!originates!(the!conducting!airways!or!the!alveoli)!and!the!point!at!which!the!alveoli!open.! It! has! been! possible! to! detect! differences! in! alveolar! gas! volume!between!healthy!and!elastase!treated!rats!(emphysemastous!damage)!with!this!technique![72],!but!further!information!is!limited.!
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1.3.4. Measuring(gas(exchange(!Another!important!parameter!in!the!study!of!lung!function!is!the!efficiency!of!the!lungs!to!allow!the!passage!of!gas!from!the!alveoli!into!the!blood.!The!lung!transfer!factor!(DL)! is!a!nonLspatially!resolved!measurement! initially!developed!in!larger!mammals![26].!In!small!animals!this!is!adapted!as!the!gas!volumes!are!very!small.!A!common!method!uses!a! test!volume!of!gas!containing! a! small! concentration! of! carbon! monoxide! (CO)! and! an!insoluble! gas! such! as! neon! (Ne)! [46].! After! inhalation! with! a! 10! s!breathhold! a! sample! of! the! exhaled! gas! is! acquired! from! the! alveolar!region! and! analyzed! for!Ne! and! CO! concentrations! and! the! ratio! used! to!calculate!the!transfer!factor.!!
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1.4. (Lung(imaging(modalities(in(small(animal(models(!The! plethora! of! lung! function! tests! highlights! the! fact! that! no! one! test! is!able!to!measure!all!the!desired!parameters,!often!requiring!a!combination!of!measurements!to!be!performed.!The!limited!regional!information!of!the!tests!covered!in!section!1.3!demands!further!improvements.!Consequently!there!has!been!increasing!attention!on!the!use!of! lung!imaging!modalities!in! small! animal! models! [73].! It! will! be! seen! that! the! use! of! imaging!modalities! allows! for! monitoring! of! disease! progression,! often! with!minimal! invasiveness,! and! the! ability! to! gather! increasing! amounts! of!information!in!the!same!animal.!This!has!led!to!the!recent!expansion!of!in!
vivo! lung! imaging! facilities.! Often! the! imaging! techniques! are! used! in!conjunction! with! biochemical! and! histological! biomarkers! and/or! the!aforementioned! in! vivo!measures! of! lung! function.! The!most!widespread!functional! lung! imaging!modalities! in! small! animals! are!micro! computed!tomography! (microLCT)! and! magnetic! resonance! (MR)! based.! By!comparison,!nuclear!medicine! imaging!modalities!based!on!single!photon!emission! computed! tomography! (SPECT)! and! positron! emission!tomography! (PET)! have! been! hampered! by! the! limited! temporal! and!spatial! resolution! of! both! techniques.! Nonetheless,! some! functional!information! has! been! garnered! by! both! SPECT! and! PET! such! as!measurements! of:! regional! gas! distribution;! ventilation–perfusion!differences![74,!75];!permeability!of! the!alveolar!membrane![76,!77],!and!drug!deposition!and!uptake![78,!79].!
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1.4.1. Micro(computed(tomography((microJCT)(!Computed!Tomography! (CT)!has!been! the! ‘gold! standard’! of! clinical! lung!imaging! for! the! past! 15! L! 20! years,! however! the! application! of! its! use! to!small!animal!models!has!been!a!recent!development!due!to!advances!in!the!underlying! technology!with! the!development!of! faster!detectors! [80]!and!the!increase!in!dedicated!systems!for!small!animals![81].!Scan!times!of!the!thorax! have! been! reduced! to! tens! of! seconds! with! resolution! <! 100! μm!isotropic!particularly!with! the! successful!development!of! respiratory!and!cardiac! gating! strategies! [82L84]! as! breathing! rates! are! normally! >! 60!breaths/min!with!heart! rates!exceeding!200!beats/min! in! rats! (and!even!faster! in!mice).!Further! improvements! in!gating! techniques!have!allowed!for! the! imaging! of! free! breathing! nonLintubated,! nonLventilated! animals![85L87].!!MicroLCT!uses!the!attenuation!of!xLrays!by!tissue!to!generate!an!image.!The!CT! image! is! created! by! a! series! of! projections! taken! at! equally! spaced!angular!intervals!with!the!acquired!data!fed!into!a!filtered!backLprojection!algorithm! for! reconstruction! [81].!MicroLCT!produces!a! series!of!2D!slice!images!with!voxel!values!of!each!image!corresponding!to!the!density!of!the!tissue! contained,!measured! in!Hounsfield!units! (HU)!with!water! at!0!HU,!air!−1000!HU!and!bone!+1000!HU.!!MicroLCT! is! capable! of! producing! fine! anatomical! lung! data,! showing!thickening! in! relation! to! inflammation! or! fibrosis! [81],! tumour!
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development! [88],! and! characterization! of! airway! calibre! [89].!Measurements!of!FRC!and!TV!in!mice!have!been!reported!using!the!change!in!lung!density!during!the!respiratory!cycle![86,!90].!!!Information!on!regional!ventilation!has!improved!with!the!development!of!xenon! (Xe)! enhanced!CT,! initially!developed! in! larger!mammals! [91]! and!scaled!down!for!use!in!small!animals![92,!93].!The!use!of!an!inhaled!XeLO2!mixture! necessitates! the! use! of! general! anaesthesia! with! intubation! and!ventilation.! As! Xe! is! highly! soluble! in! tissues! a! correction! is! required! for!uptake!into!the!lung!parenchyma!and!blood.!The!net!effect!of!inhaled!Xe!is!to! increase! the! density! of! lung! tissue! thereby! improving! resolution! and!further! reducing! scan! times.! Using! this! method! it! has! been! possible! to!image! regional! ventilation! in! rats,! monitoring! the! washLin! of! Xe! on!subsequent! breaths! and! providing! measurements! of! regional! fractional!ventilation,!that!is,!mapping!ventilation!gradients!across!the!lung![92].!!A!further!recent!improvement!in!microLCT!has!been!with!the!application!of!dual! energy! CT! methods.! In! this! methodology! the! xLray! absorption!properties! of! heavy! elements! are! utilised! where! the! xLray! attenuation!profile! is! dependent! on! beam! energy! [94].! Heavy! elements! therefore!produce!different!results!if!two!xLray!tube!voltages!are!used!and!so!can!be!discriminated! from! surrounding! tissue.! By! simultaneously! acquiring!attenuation! data! from! two! xLray! sources! at! different! voltages! with! the!injection! of! a! contrast! agent! such! as! iodine! it! is! possible! to! improve! the!contrast! of! blood! vessels! and! highly! perfused! tissue.! In! larger!mammals!inhaled! Xe! mixtures! have! also! been! used! to! produce! similar! contrast!
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within!the! lungs,!producing!data!on!regional!ventilation![95].!Badea!et!al.!simplified! the! technique! by! using! a! postLreconstruction! three! material!decomposition!method! [96].! Simultaneous! image! data! on! air,! tissue! and!blood!fractions!were!produced!at!different!ventilation!volumes!without!the!use!of!inhaled!Xe!in!both!ex!vivo!rat!lungs!and! in!vivo!mice!lungs!with!the!use!of! iodinated!contrast,!however!the!radiation!dose!was!considered!too!high!for!longitudinal!studies.!
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1.4.2. Magnetic(resonance(imaging((MRI)(!In!contrast!to!some!of!the!microLCT!methodologies,!MRI!with!the!absence!of!ionizing!radiation!allows!repeated!examinations!over!prolonged!periods!of!time.!In!some!animal!models!it! is! likely!that!this!would!be!a!significant!factor! as! the! administration! of! repeat! high! doses! of! radiation! could!confound! the! model! [86,! 97].! In! addition! the! MR!methods! developed! in!animals!have!allowed! for! longitudinal!and!4D! imaging! in!human!subjects![98].!!However,!conventional!proton!(1H)!MRI!of!the!lungs!aimed!at!studying!the!lung! parenchyma! has! proven! challenging,! particularly! in! small! animals.!Several!of!the!difficulties!common!to!microLCT!including!the!management!of!motion!artefacts!have!been!resolved!by! the!development!of! fast! image!acquisition! techniques! along! with! cardiac! and! respiratory! gating!technology! similar! to! those! used! in!microLCT! [22,! 99L101].!However,! the!fundamental!problems!of!the!low!tissue!to!volume!ratio!and!local!magnetic!field! inhomogeneities! associated! with! the! void! space! of! the! lungs,!producing!short!T2!and!T2*!relaxation!times!(see!Chapter!2),!can!result! in!low!sensitivity![102].!
!Despite! the! significant! difficulties,! lung! imaging! strategies! have! been!developed! for! proton! MRI.! Historically! sequences! used! for! imaging! the!lung!parenchyma!were! variants! of! fast! spin! echo! sequences,! such! as!half!fourier! singleLshot! turbo! spin! echo! (HASTE)! usually! with! inversion!
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recovery! preparation! [103],! where! there! is! a! short! delay! between!excitation! and! acquisition.! Resolution! is! low! and! there! have! been! few!studies! in!small!animals!where!high!magnetic! fields!are!generally!utilised![104].!However,!fast!gradient!echo!ultraLshort!echo!time!(UTE)!sequences!are! also! resistant! to! the! susceptibility! artefacts! and! are! less! time!consuming![105].!UTE!techniques!are!rapidly!becoming!adopted!for!proton!MRI! of! the! lung! as! hardware! development! has! allowed! for! echo! times!~100!μs!or!less![105L108].!At!present!UTE!is!performed!without!cardiac!or!respiratory! gating! in! small! animals! with! averaging! over! multiple! scans,!thus! far! it! has! not! been! possible! to! separate! different! portions! of! the!respiratory!cycle!limiting!functional!information.!!Methods! utilising! contrast! agents! have! been! studied! to! increase! the!functional! information! with! lung! MRI! investigations.! The! use! of! inhaled!paramagnetic! contrast! agents! to! shorten! the! longitudinal! relaxation! time!(T1)!of!tissue!provides!information!about!distribution!of!the!substance!and!hence! ventilation.! In! the! lung! this! has! mainly! involved! studies! of!gadolinium!based! contrast! agents! [109L113]! and! simple! inhaled!O2! [114,!115].!Neither! agent! has! yet! seen!widespread!use! in! small! animal!models!although! with! improvements! in! UTE! this! may! be! changing! [107,! 116].!Additionally,!UTE!imaging!has!recently!been!used!with!inhaled!iron!oxide!nanoparticles! to! detect! inflammation! in! a!mouse!model! of! bacterial! lung!inflammation![117].!!!Another!method!of!improving!contrast!is!to!introduce!a!substance!into!the!lung!with! a! higher! spin! density,! therefore! increasing! the! available! signal!
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from!within!the!airspaces!themselves.!Several!fluorinated!gases!have!been!investigated! [118L120]! with! the! use! being! recently! reported! in! small!mammals![121].!!
1.4.2.1. Hyperpolarized(noble(gas(MRI(!Hyperpolarized! (hp)! noble! gas! MRI! of! the! lungs! is! as! an! alternative!technique! for! imaging! of! the! lung! airspaces! [122,! 123].! The! very! high!signal! enhancement! of! the! order! of! 105! compared! to! that! obtained! at!thermal!equilibrium!(see!section!2.2.3)!permits!high!resolution! images!of!ventilation! compared! to! the! aforementioned! MR! techniques! which! has!resulted!in!the!rapid!adaption!of!these!imaging!techniques!to!the!lungs!in!small!animal!models![22].!HeliumL3!(3He)!with!its!large!gyromagnetic!ratio!(γ),! high! diffusivity! and! ability! to! assume! high! levels! of! polarization! has!been! extensively! used! in! lung! ventilation! imaging! studies! and! in! the!characterization! of! alveolar! geometry! in! humans! [124L126]! with! similar!measurements! available! in! small! animal! models! [127,! 128].! Additional!noble!gas!isotopes,!xenonL129!(129Xe)!and!kryptonL83!(83Kr)!have!attracted!increasing! attention! for! hp! pulmonary! MRI! applications! partially! due! to!the!limited!availability!of!3He!but!also!because!of!the!ability!to!interrogate!additional! physiological! parameters! [129L133].! The! theory! behind! hp!noble! gas! imaging! with! a! review! of! the! potential! applications! in! small!animal!imaging!will!be!provided!in!Chapters!2!and!3.!
!
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1.5. Thesis(overview(!The!purpose!of! this! thesis! is! to!demonstrate! the!utility!of!hyperpolarized!noble! gas! MRI! of! the! ex! vivo! lung! model! and! to! demonstrate! that! new!insights!can!be!garnered!from!the!combination!of!these!technologies.!With!this! in!mind,!Chapter!2!will! illustrate! the! theoretical!basis!of!MRI!and!hp!noble!gas!MR!imaging.!!Following!this,!Chapter!3!will!provide!a!description!of!the!animal!models!of!respiratory!disease!used!within! the!context!of! this! thesis,!namely!models!of!allergic!asthma!and!emphysema,.!This!Chapter!will!also!go!onto!provide!a!detailed!appraisal!of!the!challenges!with!in!vivo!hp!noble!gas!MRI!in!small!animal!models!and!some!of!the!work!already!conducted!so!as!to!put!the!ex!
vivo!model!in!context.!!Chapters!4!–!6!will!then!detail!the!experimental!work!contained!within!this!thesis.!Chapter!4!will!document!work!on!the!use!of!the!ex!vivo!lung!model!of! healthy! rodent! lungs! with! hp! 129Xe! MRI! to! study! lung! function! while!Chapter! 5! continues! this!work!with! an! ex! vivo! rat! lung!model! of! allergic!asthma.!!In! Chapter! 6! the! novel! technique,! hp! 83Kr!MRI,!will! be! introduced!which!utilises! the! nuclear! electric! quadrupole! moment! to! provide! surface!sensitive!contrast![134,!135]!not!available!with!hp!129Xe!(or!hp!3He).!This!
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novel!technique!is!used!within!this!thesis!to!study!the!lung!microstructure!of!an!ex!vivo!rat!model!of!another!obstructive!lung!disease,!emphysema.!
(






2.1. Chapter(aims(!In! order! to! be! able! to! place! the! later! original! research! into! context! it! is!necessary! to!understand!the!principles!and!concepts!behind!the!methods!in!use.!It!is!the!aim!of!this!chapter!to provide!the!basic!concepts!of!nuclear!magnetic! resonance! (NMR)! and! magnetic! resonance! imaging! (MRI)! to!enable!an!understanding!of! the!details!of! the!original! research!presented!later! in! this! thesis.! For! this! theoretical! framework! wellLestablished!references!were!heavily!utilized![136L139].!This!framework!then!provides!the! understanding! required! to! explain! the! methods! involved! in!hyperpolarized! (hp)!gas! imaging!where! there! is!a!necessary! focus!on! the!biomedical! techniques! and! applications.! A! large! part! of! the! review! of! hp!gas! imaging! is! drawn! from! the! peerLreviewed! work! published! in! the!Journal! of! Magnetic! Resonance! article! “Perspectives! of! Hyperpolarized!Noble! Gas! MRI! beyond! 3He”! [133].! Further! theoretical! background! for!individual! experiments! will! be! provided! where! necessary! in! the!subsequent!chapters.!
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2.2. Nuclear(magnetic(resonance((NMR)(
2.2.1. Nuclear(spin(!Nuclei! are! made! up! of! elementary! particles! and! so! possess! a! quantity!called!spin!(I).!Spin!values!can!be!integer,!halfLinteger!or!zero.!Nuclei!with!an!odd!atomic!number!or!an!odd!atomic!mass!number!have!nonLzero!spin!values!and!so!possess!angular!momentum!and!are!therefore!said!to!be!spin!active.! Quantum! mechanics! shows! that! there! are! 2I! +! 1! possible! spin!values,! ranging! from! +I! to! –I! so! that! for! I! =! 1/2! nuclei! the! possible! spin!values! are! +1/2! or! L1/2.! NMR! arises! from! transitions! between! these!nuclear!spin!energy!levels!in!the!presence!of!a!magnetic!field.!!Nuclei!with! I! >!1/2!have!an!electric!quadrupole!moment!due! to! the!nonLspherical! distribution! of! the! nucleus! resulting! in! short! lifetimes! of! the!nuclear!magnetic!states!because!there!are!magnetic!and!electric!influences!on!the!reorientation!of!the!nucleus!in!a!magnetic!field.!These!quadrupolar!nuclei! are! however! sensitive! to! electric! field! gradients! (EFGs)! which!shorten!the!lifetime!of!the!nuclear!magnetic!state!further.!!The!most!commonly!used!isotope!for!NMR!spectroscopy!and!MRI!is!1H!(I!=!1/2)!due!to!its!high!natural!abundance!and!its!presence!in!water!and!other!organic!molecules.!In!this!thesis,!however,!nuclei!other!than!1H!are!studied,!namely!129Xe!(I!=!1/2)!and!83Kr!(I!=!9/2).!The!physical!properties!of!these!nuclei!compared!to!1H!and!3He!are!displayed!in!Table!2.1.!!













1H' 1/2! 99.9885! 267.52213! 400.2282!
3He' 1/2! 0.000137! L203.80159! L304.8987!
83Kr' 9/2! 11.49! L10.3310! L15.4556!
129Xe' 1/2! 26.44! L74.52103! L111.4877!!
Table'2.1.'Physical'properties'of'129Xe'and'83Kr'with'1H'and'3He'for'comparison.!Values!adapted!from![140].!!A!spin!active!nucleus!will!display!a!magnetic!moment,! µ !measured!in!J!TL1,!given!by:!
 µ = γ ! I(I +1)[ ]
1/2 ! ! [2.1]!where! !is!the!Planck’s!constant!divided!by!!2π !(1.054571726×!10−34!J!s).!The!energy!of!the!magnetic!moment!in!the!presence!of!a!magnetic!field!of!strength!!B !(measured!in!Tesla!(T),!where!1!T!=!104!Gauss)!is!given!by:!
U = −µ.B ! ! ! [2.2]!where!!U !is!the!energy!in!Joules!(J).!By!defining!the!field!!B0 !to!be!along!the!zLaxis!the!equation!reduces!to!U = −µzB0 !with!!µz !the!component!of! µ !parallel!to!!B0 .!The!energy!of!the!system!then!becomes:!
 U = −γ !mzB0 ! ! ! [2.3]!where! !mz ! is! the! quantised! value! of! the! energy! state! corresponding! to! I,!with! !mz = −I ,−I +1,...,I ,I −1,I .! For! spin! I! =!1/2!nuclei,! there!are!2! energy!
 h
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levels! available!with! mz = −1 / 2 ! or! mz = +1 / 2 ! as! shown! in! Fig.! 2.1.! The!spin!energy! levels!are!degenerate!but!with! the!application!of! an!external!magnetic!field!separate,!a!process!known!as!Zeeman!splitting.!!
!!
Figure'2.1.'Energy' level'diagram'for' I.='1/2'nuclei.!Figure!demonstrates!Zeeman!splitting!in!the!presence!of!an!external!magnetic!field.!Note!that!nuclei!aligned!against!the! field! (antiLparallel)! possess! higher! energy! than! those! nuclei! aligned! with! !(parallel).!!In! the! presence! of! the! external!magnetic! field! !B0 ! the!magnetic!moment!experiences! a! torque! with! the! result! that! the! spin! active! nuclei! precess!around! the! central! axis! of! !B0 ! (in! this! case! the! zLaxis)! at! an! angular!frequency,!known!as!the!Larmor!frequency,!equal!to!ω 0 = −γ B0 ,!where!!ω0 !is!the!Larmor!frequency!in!rad!sL1.!The!value!of!γ !determines!the!direction!
of!precession!around!!B0 .!!For!an!ensemble!of!spins!in!the!absence!of!an!external!magnetic!field,!the!net!(bulk)!magnetization!of!the!spins!within!the!sample!effectively!cancelL
B0
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out!as!there!is!random!orientation.!If!the!same!sample!is!however!placed!in!
!B0 !the!spins!will!tend!to!align!with!!B0 !and!the!bulk!magnetization!vector!of!the!sample,!!M ,!will!be!nonLzero!in!the!direction!of!!B0 .!
2.2.2. Origin(of(the(NMR(signal(!The!application!of!a!radiofrequency!(RF)!pulse!with!a!frequency!( )!at!the!Larmor!frequency!(where! ν = ω 0 / 2π )!to!the!spin!ensemble!located!in!!B0 !will! cause! a! disturbance! in! the! bulk! magnetization! vector.! The! bulk!magnetization!vector!will! align!with! the!xLy!plane!due! to! the! induced! !B1 !field!from!the!RF!pulse!producing!momentary!spin!coherence!(see!Fig.!2.2).!Subsequently! the! bulk! magnetization! will! return! to! equilibrium! aligning!with!!B0 !by!the!relaxation!methods!to!be!discussed!in!section!2.2.4.!!! !
v




an' external' magnetic' field' (!B0 )! A)! Initially! spins! have! random! phase! and!distribution!with!the!effect!that! !Mz ! is! located!along!the!zLaxis.!B)!Result!of!a!90°!RF!pulse!resonant! to! the!Larmor! frequency!causes! the!spins! to!group!together!with! the!
production! of! the! transverse! component! of! the! bulk! magnetization! vector! (!MXY )!equal!to!!M0 .!!After!the!!B0 !field!is!removed,!there!is!a!return!to!equilibrium!during!which!time! !MXY !decays!with!a!corresponding! increase! in! !Mz .!The!return!of! the!magnetization!to!equilibrium!is!the!origin!of!the!free!induction!decay!(FID)!signal!routinely!detected!during!NMR!spectroscopy.!
2.2.3. Factors(affecting(NMR(signal(intensity(!It! is! possible! to! increase! the! intensity! of! the! NMR! signal! by! simply!increasing!the!RF!power!deposited!in!the!sample.!The!maximal!detectable!signal! occurs!when! the! bulk!magnetization! vector! has! been! aligned!with!the! transverse! (xLy)! planeL! the!RF!pulse! effecting! this! is! said! to! be! a! 90°!
B1
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2 ! ! ! [2.4]!where! !N ! is! the! number! of! spins! within! the! sample! and! ! is! the!polarization.!The!magnitude!of!!M0 !and!hence!the!detectable!NMR!signal!of!a!sample!of!spins!is!therefore!governed!by:!the!gyromagnetic!ratio!(with!1H!and! 3He!having! the! largest);! the! spin!density;! and! the!polarization!of! the!sample.!!
Spin.density.The! spin! density! of! the! sample! is! simply! the! number! of! excitable! nuclei!present!within!the!sample.!Liquids!and!solids!have!high!densities!of!atoms!compared!to!the!gas!phase.!For!liquid!samples!of!hydrogen!molecules!such!as!water!the!high!density!combined!with!the!high!natural!abundance!of!1H!(>! 99%! of! all! available! protons)! results! in! high! signal! intensities.!Significant!difficulties!can!however!result!from!experiments!performed!in!the!gas!phase!on!low!natural!abundance!nuclei!with!poor!(and!sometimes!undetectable)! NMR! signals.! Enrichment! of! samples! of! low! natural!
P
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abundance! nuclei! is! sometimes! possible! at! increased! cost! and! often!increased!experimental!complexity.!!
Polarization.For!spin!I!=!1/2!nuclei!in!the!presence!of!!B0 ,!the!polarization!(!P )!is!given!by:!




) ! ! [2.5]!!where!!N↑ !and!!N↓ !are!the!number!of!spins!with!mz = +1 / 2 !(parallel!to!!B0)! and! mz = −1 / 2 ! (antiLparallel! to! !B0 )! respectively.! At! ambient!temperatures! the! high! temperature! approximation! of! the! polarization!becomes:!
 
P = γ !B02kBT
! ! ! [2.6]!
where! !kB ! ! is!the!Boltzmann!constant!(1.38066!×!10L23!J!KL1)!and! ! is!the!temperature!of!the!system!in!degrees!Kelvin!(K).!At!ambient!temperature!(~!20.0!°C!/!293.15!K)! !is!of!the!order!of!10L5!for!129Xe!in!a!field!of!9.4!T!but!by!reducing!the!temperature!of!the!sample![141]!or!by!increasing!the!field! strength! it! is!possible! to! increase! !P ! and!hence! the!NMR!signal.!The!improvement!in!signal!intensity!by!increasing!the!strength!of!!B0 !has!been!a!driving! force! in! the!development!of!NMR!and!MRI!since! their! inception![142L144].! There! are! however! methods! available! to! hyperpolarize! a!sample!beyond!that!obtained!at!thermal!equilibrium,!discussed!further! in!section!2.4.!
T
P
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Apparent.Polarization.A!further!additional!concept!that!is!used!within!the!context!of!this!thesis!is!that!of!the!apparent!polarization![145].!This!concept!takes!into!account!the!reduction! in! polarization! due! to! dilution! of! the! spin! active! nucleus! (the!noble! gas! in! the! context! of! this! thesis).! The! apparent! polarization! !Papp ! is!defined!as:!
Papp = P. NG[ ] Mi[ ]
i
∑ ! ! ![2.7]!
where! ! NG⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ! is! the! noble! gas! density! and! ! M⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ! refers! to! the! density! of!other!components!in!the!diluted!mixture,!such!as!He!or!N2!in!the!context!of!this!work.!The!apparent!polarization!therefore!provides!a!measure!of! the!expected!signal!from!a!diluted!hp!noble!gas!as!compared!to!a!sample!of!the!pure!noble!gas!(assuming!identical!isotopic!distribution).!!
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2.2.4. Relaxation(mechanisms(!During! excitation! two! processes! occur:! firstly! spins! are! excited! from! the!
mz = +1 / 2 ! state! to! mz = −1 / 2 ! with! a! drop! in! the! polarization! and! a!reduction! in! the! zLcomponent! of! the! bulk! magnetization! vector! (!MZ );!secondly!spin!coherence!occurs!with! the!production!of!a! transverse!(xLy)!component!of! the!bulk!magnetization!vector! (!MXY ).!Different!but! related!relaxation!mechanisms!govern!the!return!of!the!bulk!magnetization!vector!(!M )!to!its!initial!equilibrium.!!
2.2.4.1. SpinJlattice(/(longitudinal(relaxation(and(T1*!SpinLlattice! relaxation! (also! called! longitudinal! relaxation)! is! the! process!by! which! the! population! reorganizes! toward! that! described! by! the!Boltzmann! distribution! in! Eq.! 2.6,! that! is,! the! equilibrium! polarization! is!reestablished.!This!relaxation!is!brought!about!by!interaction!of!the!spins!with! their! surroundings! (the! lattice)! due! to! local! fluctuations! in! the!magnetic! field! from! the! random! reorientation! of! molecules! within! the!lattice.!The!spinLlattice!relaxation!is!characterized!by!the!time!constant!T1!and!is!defined!in!the!Bloch!equation:!
dMz (t)
dt = −
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!Mz t( ) =M0 1−2e−t/T1( ) !! [2.9]!The! return! of! the! zLcomponent! to! the! equilibrium!value! !M0 ! after! a! 180°!pulse! is! often! used! to! measure! the! T1! of! a! thermally! polarized! sample!through! an! inversion! recovery! experiment.! In! this! experiment! the!magnetization! at! several! points! during! the! recovery! of! !MZ ! toward! the!thermal!equilibrium!value!(!M0 )!is!measured.!
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After!a!90°!pulse!where!MXY (0) = M 0 !the!solution!to!Eq.!2.10!becomes:!
MXY (t) = M 0 .e− t /T2 ! ! [2.11]!In! addition! to! the! small! variations! in! the! effective! value! of! the!magnetic!field!at!each!locality!due!to!surrounding!spins,!in!the!gas!phase!T2!is!usually!very!short!due!to!rapid!spinLrotation!interactions.!In!liquids!by!comparison!spin!rotation!is!slower!and!the!magnetic!effects!of!neighbours!may!cancel!with!the!result!that!T2!values!can!be!longer!and!in!some!liquids!come!close!to!T1.!!
!
Figure' 2.3.' Process' of' spinWspin' relaxation.' A)! During! the! application! of! the! RF!pulse! the! spins! are! coherent.! B)! Return! to! random! distribution! of! spins!with! spins!precessing!at!ω 0 !(red),!faster!than!ω 0 !(yellow)!and!slower!than!ω 0 !(blue).!Note!the!use! of! the! rotational! reference! frame! where! spins! rotating! at! ω 0 ! appear! to! be!stationary!whereas!those!rotating!faster!or!slower!than!ω 0 !disperse.!!!In!addition!to!the!mechanisms!described!above,!there!are!also!effects!due!to!the!inhomogeneity!in!the!external!magnetic!field!(!B0 )!which!contribute!to! an! effective! T2! (T2*)! time! constant.! The! T2*! is! calculated! from!
1 /T2* = 1 /T2 +1 /T2 ' ! where! T2’! is! the! contribution! of! the! !B0 !
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inhomogeneities.!The!T2*!can!be!readily!be!calculated!from!the!linewidth!of!the!spectra!with!Δν = 1 / πT2 * !at!the!fullLwidth!half!maximum!(FWHM).!
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2.3. Magnetic(resonance(imaging((MRI)(!The! adaption! of! NMR! spectroscopy! to! provide! spatial! distribution! of! the!nucleus! of! interest! forms! the! foundation! of! MRI.! The! fine! soft! tissue!contrast! possible! with! MRI! as! compared! to! other! nonLinvasive! imaging!modalities!has! resulted! in! the!widespread!adoption!of!MRI! in! the! field!of!biomedical!imaging.!
2.3.1. Use(of(magnetic(field(gradients(for(spatial(encoding(!Spatial!encoding!of!the!sample!is!produced!by!the!use!of!linear!gradients!in!the!x,!y!and!z!directions,!GX,!GY!and!GZ!respectively.!A!spin!present!within!a!linear! gradient! will! resonate! at! a! frequency! proportional! to! its! position!within!the!field!according!to:!
ω = γ (B0 + Δx.Gx ) ! ! [2.12]!where! Gx ! is! the! strength! of! the! gradient! (mT/mm)! and! Δx ! is! the!displacement!in!mm!of!the!spin!from!the!isoLcentre!of!the!gradient!in!the!x!direction.!By!applying!gradients!in!the!x,!y!and!z!directions!it!is!possible!to!localize! the! NMR! signal! to! a! particular! location! within! the! sample! [146,!147].!
2.3.2. Spin(echo(twoJdimensional(Fourier(transform(imaging(!The! use! of! gradients! is! best! displayed! by! studying! examples! of! imaging!sequences!employing!their!use.!Spin!echo!imaging!involves!the!application!of!a!90°!excitation!pulse!followed!by!a!180°!refocusing!pulse!at!a!time!TE/2!
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(echo!time/2)!with!the!production!of!a!spin!echo!at!TE!(see!Fig.!2.4).!The!result!of!the!refocusing!pulse!is!to!remove!the!effect!of!!B0 !inhomogeneities!with! the! signal! intensity! now! following! T2! decay! rather! than! T2*! decay.!Spatial!localization!is!produced!by!the!read!gradient!during!the!acquisition!window!and!by!the!application!of!varying!strengths!of!the!phase!encoding!gradient!on!successive!repetitions!after!a!time!TR!(repetition!time).!!
!
Figure'2.4'Non'slice'selective'spin'echo'pulse'sequence.!90°!rectangular!RF!pulse!followed!by! a! 180°! rectangular! refocusing!pulse! at!TE/2!with! formation!of! the! spin!echo!at!TE.!Application!of! the!read!gradient!with!opening!of! the!acquisition!window!centred! on! the! spin! echo.! After! time! TR,! the! process! is! repeated! with! different!strengths!of!the!phase!encoding!gradient.!Note!the!length!of!TR!is!not!representative!and!is!often!much!longer!than!TE!but!has!been!reduced!for!ease!of!display.!!The!acquired!time!domain!signal!is!then!plotted!using!the!kLspace!(spatialLfrequency! domain)! formalism.! The! most! basic! method! of! traversing! kL
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space,! and! so! acquiring! the! image! data,! is! by! linearly! incrementing! the!phase! encoding! from! negative! to! positive! values! on! successive! TRs! (see!Fig.!2.5a).!More!efficient!methods!have!also!been!described!such!as!centric,!radial!and!spiral!(see!Fig.!2.5b)!where!the!centre!of!kLspace!is!sampled!first!before! moving! to! the! periphery.! These! methods! have! the! benefit! that!contrast! between! tissues! can! be! improved! as! the! majority! of! the! signal!intensity! is! located! in! the! centre! of!kLspace,! however! there! is! normally! a!loss!of! resolution!as! the!periphery!contains! the!high! frequency!edge!data!characteristic!of!sharp!tissue!transitions.!
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!
Figure'2.5.'Topology'and'methods'of'kWspace'sampling.!A)!Linear! sampling!of!kLspace!from!negative!to!positive!read!frequencies!with!successive!linear!increments!of!the!phase!encoding!gradient!on!consecutive!TRs.!Two!dimensional!Fourier!transform!(2DFT)!produces!a!16!×!16!image!matrix.!Note!each!phase!encoding!step!starts!at!the!centre!of!kLspace!(red!dot)!with! the!application!of!phase!and!read!gradients!moving!acquisition! to! the! line! being! sampled! (dashed! grey! line).! Note! also! that! points! are!sampled! on! all! kLspace! lines! in! a! similar! fashion.! B)! Centric! acquisition! (top)! with!linear! sampling! from! low! to!high! read!phase! as! in!A!but!with!phase! encoding! steps!alternating!between!positive!and!negative!values! from!the!centre.!Radial!acquisition!(middle)!with!sampling!from!the!centre!to!the!periphery!along!16!radial!lines.!Spiral!acquisition!(bottom)!with!sampling!from!the!centre!to!the!periphery!of!kLspace.!
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2.3.3. Gradient(echo(imaging(!Another!widely!used! imaging! technique! is! that! of! gradient! echo! imaging.!Rather!than!refocusing!the!transverse!magnetization!with!a!180°!pulse!as!in! spin! echo! imaging,! gradient! echo! imaging! refocuses! the! transverse!magnetization!with!the!use!of!a!bipolar!read!gradient!(see!Fig.!2.6).!!
!
Figure'2.5'Slice' selective'gradient'echo'pulse' sequence.! 90°! slice! selective!pulse!followed! by! gradient! refocusing! produced! by! an! initial! defocusing! lobe! of! the! read!gradient,! switching! to! a! refocusing! read! gradient.! Acquisition! again! centred! on! the!maximum!amplitude!of! the!signal!at!TE.!After! time!TR,! the!process! is! repeated!with!different!strengths!of!the!phase!encoding!gradient.!Note!the!use!of!the!slice!selective!gradient!with!negative!compensation!lobe!to!rephase!the!excited!spins.!!As!T2*! effects! are!preserved!with!more! rapid! signal! decay,! gradient! echo!imaging! tends! to! produce! lower! signal! intensities! than!with! similar! spin!
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echo! sequences.! However! as! there! is! no! requirement! for! the! refocusing!pulse!with!a!long!TE,!gradient!echo!sequences!can!be!significantly!faster.!!
2.3.3.1. Fast(low(angle(single(shot((FLASH)(imaging(!The!use!of!gradient!echo!imaging!was!improved!by!the!development!of!the!FLASH!paradigm![148].!By!reducing!the!power!of!the!excitation!pulse!(flip!angle)!to!lower!values,!it!has!been!possible!to!significantly!shorten!the!TR!between!phase!encoding!steps!for!thermally!polarized!samples.!Saturation!due!to!the!application!of! frequent!high!power!RF!pulses!would!otherwise!limit! the! recovery! of! signal! intensities! between! excitation! pulses.! Indeed!FLASH!protocols!were!amongst! the!earliest! fast! imaging!pulse! sequences!commercially! available! with! modifications! of! the! technique! being!extensively!used!in!the!context!of!this!thesis.!!
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2.4. Hyperpolarized(noble(gas(imaging(!As!mentioned! in!Chapter!1,!MRI! of! the! gas!phase! is! possible!without! the!use!of!hyperpolarized! (hp)! spin!states! (see! for!example! [119]).!However,!the! density! of! gases! at! ambient! pressure! and! temperature! is! typically!reduced!by!about!three!orders!of!magnitude!compared!to!the!liquid!phase,!significantly! lowering! NMR! signal! intensities,! therefore! limiting! MRI!resolution.!Hp!spin!states,!on!the!other!hand,!can!enhance!the!NMR!signals!by!many!orders!of!magnitude!compared!to!thermally!polarized!states!and!enable! gas! phase! MRI! of! both! dilute! spin! systems! and! nuclei! with! low!gyromagnetic! ratios.! Since! the! hyperpolarization! is! almost! always!produced!outside! the!MRI! detection! region,! the! hp! gas! typically! requires!some!form!of!transport!from!the!hyperpolarizer!to!the!detection!zone!and!sufficiently! long! relaxation! times! are! needed! to! sustain! the! generated!hyperpolarized! state! until!NMR! signal! detection! has! occurred.! In! general!slow!T1! relaxation! in!hp!MRI! is! desirable!because! signal! averaging! is!not!based! on! relaxation! recovery! but! on! renewed!delivery! of! hyperpolarized!species! for! every! scan.! Unfortunately,! most! molecules! experience! fast!relaxation!in!the!gas!phase!due!to!spinLrotation!interactions.!A!noticeable!exception! is! the! group!of!monoLatomic!noble! gasses,! including! 3He,! 129Xe!and! 83Kr,! where! spinLrotation! relaxation! only! occurs! during! shortLlived!interaction!with!other!atoms![149].!Therefore!T1!times!of!many!hours!and!even! days! can! be! possible! unless! additional! relaxation! mechanisms! are!present![149L152].!!
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To!date,!the!most!widespread!and!successful!MRI!applications!of!hp!noble!gasses! utilize! the! isotope! 3He! (see! table! 2.1! for! physical! properties)! for!preclinical! and! clinical! studies! of! pulmonary! pathophysiology! (see! for!instance! [103,! 153]! for! previous! reviews).! However,! the! main! supply!source!for!3He!is!tritium!decay!in!nuclear!(fusion)!warheads!with!no!viable!current! alternative! in! sight.! The! very! high! demand! for! this! isotope! for!many! types! of! applications! has! therefore! led! to! a! 3He! supply! crisis! as!evidenced!by!US! congressional! hearings! [154].!The!best! remedies! to! this!problem! for! the!MR!community!may!be!rigorous! 3He!recycling!whenever!possible!and!the!exploration!of!alternative!techniques.!
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2.4.1. Hp(129Xe(MRI((!Next!to!3He,!the!most!prominent!noble!gas!isotope!for!hp!gas!phase!MRI!is!
129Xe! (see! Table! 2.1)! that! has! already! found! its! way! into! preclinical! and!clinical!usage.!Indeed,!the!first!noble!gas!lung!MRI!reported!by!Albert!et!al.!in! 1994! utilized! hp! 129Xe! [122].! Xenon! is! a! renewable! resource! obtained!from! air! liquefaction! with! a! natural! abundance! of! 26.44%! 129Xe! and!isotopic!enrichment!is!available!at!affordable!costs![i.e.!currently!US$!200!L!250!per! litre!gas!at!ambient!pressure!and!temperature,!depending!on!the!fluctuating!actual!market!and!specific!offers.!For!comparison,!xenon!with!natural!abundance!129Xe!isotope!distribution!typically!costs!around!US$!10!L!12!per!litre!gas].!The!signal!intensity!of!129Xe!falls!short!compared!to!that!of!hp! 3He!because!of! the!2.73! times! larger!gyromagnetic! ratio!of! 3He!and!because! of! the! high! spin! polarizations! typically! obtained! with! 3He! that!exceeded!those!achieved!for!129Xe!in!the!past.!!For!a!hyperpolarized!spin!system,!the!NMR!signal!intensity!is!proportional!to!the!square!of!the!gyromagnetic!ratio!assuming!identical!conditions!with!respect! to! the! polarization! (!P ),! !B0 ,! spectral! width,! and! NMR! hardware.!However,! depending! on! the! particular! application,! the! disadvantage! for!
129Xe! may! be! reduced! at! higher! field! strengths! because! its! smaller!gyromagnetic! ratios! means! less! shortening! of! the! T2*! times! (generally!caused!by!magnetic!susceptibility!effects! in!heterogeneous!media!such!as!the! lungs)! and! less! signal! loss! in! electrically! conducting! media.!Furthermore,! due! to! ever! increasing! progress! in! spin! exchange! optical!
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pumping! (SEOP),! very! high! 129Xe! polarization! values! have! now! been!reached! at! high! production! rates! [155L159].! This! has! ultimately! reduced!the!signal!to!noise!(SNR)!gap!between!3He!and!129Xe,!directly!improving!the!temporal! and! spatial! resolution! of! hp! 129Xe! imaging.! Optimization! of!hardware!and!MRI!protocols!leads!to!further!advances!in!the!quality!of!the!MR! images.!See!Fig.!2.6! for!an!example!of! the! ‘evolution’!of!hp! 129Xe! lung!MRI!improvement!over!the!past!two!decades.!!
!!
Figure'2.6.'Notable' improvement' in'hp' 129Xe' image'resolution'over' the'period'
1998W2007.! (A)!Early! image!of!a!rat! lung!from!1998!with!inLplane!resolution!0.84!×!0.84!mm2!and!SNR!of!~3.! !(B!L!D)!progressively!better! image!quality!as!polarization,!gas!delivery!and!MR!acquisition!techniques!continue!to!improve.!(D)!Image!from!2007!with! resolution! 0.31! ×! 0.31!mm2! and! an! SNR! of! ~20.! Reproduced!with! permission!from![22].!
2.4.2. Hp(noble(gas(production(!A!hyperpolarized!spin!state!is!simply!a!state!at!very!low!spin!temperature!that!is!not!in!a!thermal!equilibrium!with!the!(motional)!temperature!of!the!sample.!Low!spin!temperature!leads!to!high!population!of!the!ground!state!
(mz = +1 / 2 ! for! spin! I! =! 1/2! nuclei)! and! thus! high!magnetization! of! the!spin! ensemble! that! results! in! very! high! NMR! signal! intensity.! This! state!
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eventually! returns! to! the! thermal! equilibrium! temperature! (i.e.!depolarizes).!Therefore,!T1!relaxation!needs!to!be!slow!enough!to!preserve!the! state! for! sufficient! periods! of! time.! The! hyperpolarized! state! can,! in!principle,!be!generated!through!rapid!heating!of!a!sample!that!was!kept!in!a! thermal! equilibrium! at! very! low! temperatures! (<<! 1! K)! [141].!Experimentally! less! demanding,! all! noble! gas! isotopes! with! nonLzero!nuclear! spin! can! be! hyperpolarized! through! spin! exchange! optical!pumping! (SEOP)! using! alkali! metal! vapor! [160].! Though! SEOP! typically!requires! high! power! laser! irradiation! it! selectively! reduces! the! nuclear!spin!temperature!to!values!far!below!1!K.!For!this!to!be!useful!for!MRI,!the!reactive!alkali!metal!(typically!rubidium)!needs!to!be!removed!before!the!hp! gas! transferred! for! MRI! detection! [134,! 161].! Slow! T1! relaxation! is!needed! to! preserve! the! low! spin! temperature! that! is! not! in! a! thermal!equilibrium!with!the!molecular!environment.!The!nuclear!spin!polarization!of! a! hyperpolarized! sample! is! best! determined! through! the! signal!enhancement! factor!obtained! from!comparison!of! the!associated!hp!NMR!signal!with!that!of!a!thermally!polarized!sample!at!otherwise!identical!L!or!at!least!at!comparable!–!conditions.!!SEOP!can!be!performed!either!in!a!stopped!flow!mode![145,!161,!162]!or!in!a!continuous!flow!mode![156].!Typically!SEOP!uses!a!mixture!of!gases!that!contain!xenon!(or!krypton)!in!low!concentrations!and!N2!and!helium!(4He)!in!abundance.!Though!low!noble!gas!concentration!reduces!the!MR!signal!intensity!hp!129Xe!can!be!concentrated!through!cryogenic!separation![155,!156,!159,!163,!164].!!!
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Many!advances!have!been!made! in!continuous! flow!SEOP! leading! to!very!high!spin!polarization!values!at!high!production!rates![155L159,!163,!165,!166].!At!the!pinnacle!of!current!technology,!Hersman!and!coLworkers!have!developed!a! fully!automated!SEOP!system!with!cryogenic!separation! that!is! capable! of! producing! multiple! liters! of! hp! 129Xe! per! hour! with! a! spin!polarization! Php = 50% ! [155,! 167].! Batch!mode! SEOP,! as! a! potential! low!cost! alternative,! is! being! further! developed! using! various! approaches! by!other!groups![145,!162].!For!example!high!noble!gas!concentration!at!low!pressures! in! batch!mode! SEOP!has! been! recently! explored! to! bypass! the!need!for!cryogenic!separation![145].!This!method!produced!the!equivalent!of!hp!129Xe!gas!with! Php = 14% !at!a!rate!of!1.8!cm3/min!using!only!23!W!of!laser!power.!For!hp!83Kr,!where!cryogenic!separation!is!not!feasible!due!to!rapid! quadrupolar! relaxation! in! the! frozen! state,! the!method! allowed! for!
Php = 3% !at!a!rate!of!2.0!cm3/min.!Since!high!power!solidLstate!lasers!with!lineLnarrowed! output! are! increasingly! available! [168],! lower! cost! SEOP!systems!for!MRI!applications!become!more!feasible.!Furthermore,!dynamic!nuclear! polarization! (DNP)! at! 1.2! K! was! reported! as! a! new! approach! to!generate! hp! 129Xe! state! at! potentially! high! volumes! [169].! Whatever!methodology! will! ultimately! be! the! most! successful,! the! proliferation! of!techniques! to! conveniently! and! inexpensively! polarize! noble! gases! now!appears!likely.!
2.4.3. Hp(noble(gas(phase(imaging(in*vivo(!Possibly! the! most! useful! applications! of! simple! spin! density! gas! phase!imaging! of! hp! noble! gases! are! in! biomedical! studies.! The! clinically!most!
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useful! parameters! that! can! be! garnered! from! static! ventilation! scans! are!ventilation!defects![170],!that!is,!lung!regions!with!reduced!/!absent!hp!gas!signal.!In!patients!with!chronic!obstructive!pulmonary!disease!(COPD)!and!asthma! it! is! possible! to! monitor! the! evolution! of! these! diseases! as! they!progress!over! time!and! in!response! to!airway!hyperresponsiveness! tests.!Effective! ventilation! deduced! by! hp! MRI! in! vivo! has! been! shown! to!correlate! with! spirometry! data! for! patients! in! health! and! disease! [170,!171].!Although! the!hp!noble!gas!ventilation! images!may!appear!dramatic!when!displaying!larger!unventilated!areas!in!lungs!it!should!be!noted!that!this!might!not!be!necessarily!specific!to!one!disease!pathology,!rather!they!reveal! the!extent!and!severity!of!heterogeneity! in!ventilation!that!may!be!common!in!many!conditions!(Fig.!2.7).!
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!
Figure'2.7.'In.vivo'human'hp'129Xe'images'in'health'and'disease.!Hp!129Xe!images!(in!red)!registered!onto!coronal!proton!thoracic!images!from!a!healthy!volunteer!and!subjects!with! asthma,! chronic!obstructive!pulmonary!disease! (COPD),! cystic! fibrosis!(CF)! and! radiationLinduced! lung! injury! (RILI).! Reproduced! with! permission! from![172].!
'Safe! in! vivo! delivery! of! hp! noble! gases! merits! special! mentioning.! ! In!general,! static! ventilation! imaging! is! performed! during! a! simple! breath!hold!after! inhalation!of!the!gas!mixture!containing!a!known!volume!of!hp!gas.!Oxygen,!can!be!added!to!the!hp!gas!for!inhalation!but!paramagnetic!O2!
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also! leads! to! an! increase! in! relaxation,! for! instance!T1! drops! to! 15! s! for!
129Xe!in!breathable!oxygen!containing!mixtures![173].!Special!care!should!be! taken! as! xenon! becomes! a! general! anesthetic! when! its! alveolar!concentration! is! in! the! realm! of! 70%! [174].! However! a! 70%!mixture! of!xenon! with! 30%! N2,! inhaled! for! a! single! breathLhold! of! 20! L! 40! s,! will!usually! only! result! in! an! alveolar! concentration! of! xenon! ≈! 35%! [175].!Moreover,! it! has! been! recently! reported! that! 3! –! 4! repeated! inhalation!cycles! with! undiluted! one! liter! boluses! of! hp! 129Xe! are! well! tolerated! in!patients!with!mild!to!moderate!COPD![176].!
2.4.4. MR(imaging(of(nonJequilibrium(spin(populations(









!where! !θn ! is! the! flip! angle! on! the! nth! pulse! in! a! train! of!N! pulses.! VFA!results!in!constant!signal!amplitude!(assuming!the!absence!of!noticeable!T1!relaxation)! until! the! hp! state! is! completely! ‘used! up’! (Fig.! 2.8)! [177].!Although!this!methodology!has!been!little!used!for!MRI!of!lungs!to!date,!as!it! requires! careful! calibration! of! the! RF! pulse! power,! it! can! be!
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tremendously! beneficial! for! experiments! where! low! signal! intensity! is! a!concern! [178].! Slice! selection!with! the! VFA! FLASH! sequences! have! been!shown! to! create! slice! profile! artefacts! [179]! and! in! larger! coils! with!inhomogenous!excitation,!correction!is!often!required![180],!however!VFA!FLASH! is! extensively! utilized! in! the! context! of! this! thesis! using! small! RF!coils!with!relatively!homogenous!excitation.!!
 
Figure' 2.8.' Comparison' of' signal' amplitude' with' trains' of' 127' pulses' using'
constant'flip'angle'(FLASH)'of'12°'(a)'and'variable'flip'angle'(VFA)'(b)'methods.!The! filled! circles! represent! the! experimental! data,! solid! lines! represent! theoretical!values.!Reproduced!with!permission!from![177].!!
2.4.4.2. Future(hp(gas(imaging(strategies(!Technological! developments! in! hardware,! computing! and! image!reconstruction!might!lead!to!orders!of!magnitude!faster!data!collection!and!processing!compared!to!the!first! in!vivo!attempts.! Improvements!utilizing!echo! planar! imaging! (EPI)! and! spiral! imaging! acquisition! schemes! are!already! in! place! for! dynamic! ventilation! imaging! with! hp! 3He,! however!
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spatial! resolution! is! usually! sacrificed! for! speed.! In! addition,! threeLdimensional!(3D)!dynamic!imaging!with!hp!3He!within!one!breathLhold!has!also!been!reported! [181].!These! improvements!might!be! translated! to!hp!
129Xe!and!hp!83Kr!given!that!sufficient!advances!in!SEOP!has!been!achieved.!
2.4.5. Apparent(diffusion(coefficient((ADC)(measurements(in*vivo(!Diffusion! of! hp! gases! in! the! lungs! is! restricted! by! the! alveolar!walls.! For!sufficiently! short! Δ ! times!between! the!bipolar! gradient!pulses! in!pulsed!field!gradient! (PFG)!experiments!unrestricted!diffusion!and! therefore! the!self!diffusion!constant! (D0)!of! the! free!gas!will!be!measured.!However,!as!
Δ !becomes!longer,!the!mean!displacement!of!the!gas!will!be!hindered!by!the!pore!walls,!resulting!in!a!reduced!apparent!diffusion!coefficient!(ADC).!ADC!measurements!can!therefore!provide!valuable!information!about!lung!morphometry,! namely! airspace! diameter! of! ventilated! lung! [182,! 183].!Work!with!3He!(binary!diffusion!coefficient!of!dilute!3He!in!air!(D 3He−Air !=!0.86!cm2/sec![184]) has!shown!that!in!cases!of!alveolar!destruction!such!as!in!emphysematous!disease!the!ADC!becomes!elevated![185,!186].!The!ADC!measurements! for! 129Xe! (D129Xe−Air =! 0.14! cm2/sec [184]) correlate! with!those!for!3He![128]!with!ADC!values!elevated!in!human!COPD!phenotypes![187].! Recently! it! has! been! found! that! 129Xe! ADC! values! may! actually!correlate! better! than! 3He! ADC!with! other! lung! function! testing!methods.!This!may!be!possibly!due!to!the!lower!rate!of!diffusion!of!xenon!leading!to!less! contamination! through! collateral! ventilation! from! neighbouring!alveoli! [188].! Note,! that! the! 129Xe! selfLdiffusion! coefficient! is! 6! times!smaller! than! that! of! 3He! therefore! larger! field! gradients! are! required! to!
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perform!the!ADC!measurements!on!similar!to!3He!time!scales.!This!puts!a!strain! on! the! hardware! safety! requirements,! however! experimental!strategies!have!been!proposed!to!circumvent!this!problem![189].!The!use!of! ADC! measurements! in! small! animal! lung! imaging! will! be! further!discussed!in!Chapter!7.!
2.4.6. (Dissolved(phase(129Xe(MR(imaging(
2.4.6.1. The(129Xe(chemical(shift(
!As! 3He! has! a! negligible! chemical! shift! and! low! solubility,! its! dissolved!phase,! if! any,! does! not! bring! any! additional! information.! The! situation! is!different!for!xenon.!Due!to!its!large!compressible!outer!electron!shell!129Xe!exhibits! a! significant! chemical! shift! when! placed! into! different! chemical!environments!as!compared!to!the!gas!phase.!The!129Xe!NMR!chemical!shift!range! is! just! below! 300! ppm! for! the! various!materials! and! solvents! that!may!absorb!the!xenon!atoms![190L193].!Note,!that!129Xe!NMR!signal!in!the!bulk!gas!phase!approximated!to!zero!pressure!is!typically!referenced!with!0!ppm!and!the!shift! increases!by!about!0.6!ppm/bar!in!pure!xenon!gas!at!ambient!temperature!and!pressures!conditions!close!to!ideal!gas!behavior.!There! is! an! extensive! literature! covering! hyperpolarized! 129Xe! NMR!spectroscopy! in! addition! to! work! with! thermally! polarized! 129Xe! that!utilizes! the! chemical! shift! as! a! ‘spy’! for! the! environment! of! the! xenon!atoms.! However,! with! the! recent! advances! in! hyperpolarization! of! this!nucleus,! the! interrogation! of! dissolved! xenon! chemical! shift! has! been!utilized!for!biomedical!studies.!
'
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The! chemical! shift! of! 129Xe! is! very! useful! for! pulmonary! MRI! where!continuous! flow!hp! 129Xe! transport! is! replaced!by!usage!of! the!breathing!cycle!for!delivery.!!When!coupled!with!xenon’s!high!solubility,!it!is!possible!to!record!a!distinct!signal!arising! from!xenon!atoms!associated!only!with!parts!of! lungs!where!xenon!dissolves,! i.e.! lung! tissue!and! its!components.!The! first! in! vivo! hp! 129Xe! spectra! showed! four! resolved! peaks,! the! initial!one! located! at! the! gas! phase! set! to! 0! ppm! and! three! other! peaks! were!found!at!191,!199!and!213!ppm!and!were!attributed!to!129Xe!dissolved!in!blood!plasma,!lung!tissue!and!red!blood!cells!(RBCs)!respectively!(Fig.!2.9)![129].! The! longitudinal! relaxation! of! the! peaks! associated! with! the!dissolved!phase!was!found!to!be!of!the!order!of!seconds!thus!allowing!for!the! possibility! to! image! xenon! incorporated! into! the! tissue! components!separately!from!the!gas!phase![194].!
!
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 !
Figure' 2.9.' Early' hp' 129Xe' spectra' and' washout' dynamics' from' the' rat'
pulmonary' system.! (a)! hp! 129Xe! ! spectra! at! t! =! 0! after! inhalation! of! the! last! xenon!bolus.!!Peak!A,!B!and!C!at!191,!199,!213!ppm!relative!to!the!gas!phase!peak!at!0!ppm!attributed! to! the! blood! plasma,! lung! tissue! and! red! blood! cells! respectively.! ! (b)!Temporal!dynamics!on!hp!129Xe!washout!with!the!combined!effects!of!ventilation,!RF!depletion!and!longitudinal!relaxation.!Reproduced!with!permission!from![129]!
'!Chemical! shift! selective!MRI! of! dissolved! xenon! in! lungs! is! facilitated! by!the! significant! frequency! shift! between! 129Xe! in! the! gas! phase! (around! 0!ppm)! and! in! the! dissolved! phase! (191! –! 213! ppm)! [130].! Unfortunately,!xenon! in! the! dissolved! phase! constitutes! only! about! 1! –! 2%! of! the! total!inhaled! xenon.! Therefore,! the! associated! hp! 129Xe! signal! intensity! arising!from!the!dissolved!phase!is!fairly!weak.!Therefore,!Fig.!2.9!does!not!reflect!the! true! intensity! of! the! gas! phase! peak! (for! technical! reasons! L! i.e.! due!excitation! in! the! 200! ppm! region)! that! should! be! about! 50! L! 100! times!stronger!than!the!dissolved!signal.!However,!the!dissolved!phase!xenon!is!constantly!replenished!from!the!alveolar!gas!phase!through!rapid!diffusive!exchange.!This!allows! for! signal!averaging!with!very!short!delay! times! in!the! millisecond! regime.! Fujiwara! and! coworkers! have! demonstrated! the!use! of! continuous! delivery! of! hp! gas! in! the! mouse! lung! as! a! method! to!
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enhance! the! dissolved! phases! signal! [195,! 196].! Single! breathLhold! and!chemical! shift! selective! threeLdimensional!MRI!of! the!dissolved!phases! in!human!volunteers!with! reasonable! spatial! resolution!have!however!been!reported![197].!!This!concept!can!be!used!for!new!physiological!measurements!that!probe!gas! transfer! in! lungs! using! xenon! as! a! surrogate! for! oxygen! and!may! be!helpful! for! early! diagnosis! of! interstitial! lung! diseases! such! as! idiopathic!pulmonary!fibrosis!(IPF).!Due!to!a!thickening!of!the!lung!parenchyma!that!separates! the! alveolar! space! from! the! blood,! gas! exchange! is! reduced! in!these!diseases!and!gas!transport!requires!longer!time!periods.!Driehuys!et!al.! explored! the! exchange! between! the! alveolar!membrane! and! capillary!blood! using! a! technique! called! xenon! alveolar! capillary! transfer! imaging!(XACT)! [132].! The! technique! uses! chemical! shift! selective! separation!between! tissue! and! blood! dissolved! hp! 129Xe! utilizing! the! 14! ppm!difference!between!the!two!dissolved!states.!The!slowed!gas!transfer!from!the! alveoli! to! the! blood! can! be! visualized! with! hp! 129Xe! if! short! recycle!delays!are!used!as!shown!in!Fig.!2.10.!
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Figure' 2.10.' Inhaled' hp' 129Xe' images' from' saline' treated' rat' (sham)' and'
bleomycin' treated' rat' (fibrosis' model).! Images! (ALC)! from! sham! instillation! of!saline!into!left!lung.!(A)!Gas!phase!129Xe!image!from!airspaces.!(B)!Tissue!phase!129Xe!image! from! lung! parenchyma.! (C)! Red! blood! cell! (RBC)! phase! 129Xe! image.! (DLF)!Comparable! images! 11! days! after! bleomycin! instillation! left! lung! with! D,! E! and! F!representing!the!gas!phase,!tissue!phase!and!RBC!phase!images!respectively.!Note!that!the! tissue! images! closely! match! the! gas! phase! images! in! both! rats! whilst! the! RBC!phase! images! show! almost! absent! uptake! of! 129Xe! by! the! RBCs! in! the! bleomycin!treated! lung! in! the! timeLframe! of! the! MRI! experiment! as! compared! to! the! sham!treated! rat,! indicating! thickening! of! the! alveolar! membrane! (fibrosis).! Reproduced!with!permission!from![132].!
'The!underlying!concept!of!XACT!is!chemical!shift!selected!recovery!of!the!hp!129Xe!signal.!This!method!has!been!explored!by!Butler!and!coLworkers!to!measure!surface!area!to!volume!ratios!(SA!/!Vgas)! in!a!variety!of!porous!media! and! has! been! applied! later! in! a! nonLspatially! resolved!manner! to!study! morphometry! of! healthy! human! lungs! in! vivo! [131,! 198].! After! a!series! of! selective! 90˚! pulses! have! destroyed! the! dissolved! phase!magnetization,! thus! creating! an! initial! zero! point,! the! increase! of! the!
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dissolved!phase!signal!is!recorded!as!a!function!of!time.!Assuming!that!one!dimensional!diffusion!drives!signal!growth!of!the!dissolved!phase!one!can!deduce!the!SA!/!Vgas!in!lungs!as!it!should!be!proportional!to!the!normalized!intensity! of! the! dissolved! phase! signal.! Recently,! this!model! was! refined!with! lung! blood! flow! corrections! and! was! used! to! produce! additional!measurements! including! alveolar! septal! thickness! (h)! [199].! The! surface!area! to! volume! ratio! was! found! to! appropriately! decrease! in! healthy!subjects!with!increasing!inhalation!volumes!and!was!noted!to!be!lower!in!patients! with! COPD,! indicating! airspace! destruction.! h! was! seen! to! be!significantly!raised!in!patients!with!mild!interstitial!lung!disease.!!Xenon! transfer! contrast! (XTC)! is! an! alternative! approach! to! fight! the!relatively! weak! hp! 129Xe! signal! originating! from! the! dissolved! phase!through! the!usage! of! indirect! detection! of! the!dissolved!phase! in! the! gas!phase![200].!The!underlying!principle! is! that!hp!129Xe!exchanges!not!only!from! the! gas! phase! to! the! dissolved! phase! but! also! vice! versa! from! the!tissue! into! the! alveolar! space.! Therefore,! chemical! shift! selective!destruction!of!the!hp!129Xe!magnetization!(i.e.!saturation)!in!the!dissolved!phase! by! 90°! pulses! can! be! observed! indirectly! through! a! reduction! of!alveolar!hp!129Xe!gas!phase!signal.!The!advantage!is!that!the!alveolar!signal!is!much!stronger!and!hence!easier!to!detect.!The!reduction!of!the!signal!is!measured!in!comparison!with!experiments!without!chemical!shift!selective!saturation.! Since! the! concept! is! based! on! gas! exchange,! it! allows! for!regional!measurement!of!gas!diffusion!into!the!parenchyma.!!
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To!obtain! spatial! information! the!XTC!preparatory! sequences!are!usually!combined! with! the! FLASH! imaging! protocol.! To! further! maximize! the!image! contrast! the! signal! associated! with! the! dissolved! phase! can! be!inverted!rather!than!suppressed![201,!202].!Information!is!obtained!from!the!decrease!of!the!gas!phase!signal!after!multiple!exchange!times!during!the! XTC! sequence! as! it! is! proportional! to! the! volume! ratio! between! the!lung! parenchyma! and! airspaces.! Consequently,! the! increase! of! the! gas!phase! signal! is! indicative! of! alveolar! membrane! thickening.!With! this! in!mind! regional! gas! exchange!was! probed! in! healthy! humans! and! subjects!with!COPD![202].!Reduced!surface!area! that!corresponded! to!destruction!of!the!airspaces!and!septal!wall!thickening!resulted!in!distinctive!contrast!in!XTC!images.!!
2.4.6.2. In*vivo(delivery(of(dissolved(129Xe(as(a(contrast(agent(
!The!high!solubility!of!xenon!in!saline!has!allowed!hp!129Xe!to!be!added!to!physiological!solutions!and!then!injected!as!an!hp!129Xe!containing!solution!into!the!blood!stream![203].!The!T1!relaxation!time!of!hp!129Xe!is!in!excess!of!60!s! in! saline!solution!and!reduces! to!13!s! in!oxygenated!blood!and! is!further! shortened! in! deoxygenated! blood! [204,! 205].! Chemical! shift!selective! imaging! of! the! alveolar! space! after! intravenous! injections! of!saline! containing! dissolved! hp! 129Xe! allowed! comparison! of! the! gas!distribution!within!the!in!vivo!rat!lung!from!hp!129Xe!delivered!by!the!blood!stream! (perfusion)! and! that! delivered! by! direct! inhalation! (ventilation)!(see! Figure! 2.11).! The! method! suffers! from! limited! xenon! signal! and! is!limited! by! the! volume! of! saline! that! can! be! infused! in! vivo.! The! use! of!
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hollowLfibre! membranes! has! however! allowed! continuous! delivery! of!xenon! [206]! and! thus!has! resulted! in! improved!detection!of! the!hp! 129Xe!dissolved!phase!in!the!lungs![207]. 
 
 
Figure'2.11.'Gas'phase' image' from'rat' lung'with'directly' inhaled'hp' 129Xe'and'
delivered' by' injection' 129Xe' solution.! The! injected! image! shows! a! signal! void!corresponding!to!the!right!main!stem!bronchus!(arrow).!Reproduced!with!permission!from![203].!
'Dissolved! phase! hp! 129Xe! imaging! can! also! be! applied! in! vivo! to! nonLrespiratory! body! systems! and! adds! a! novel! complementary! investigative!tool!for!neuroimaging![208L211]!but!as!this!is!not!the!topic!of!this!thesis!it!will!not!be!discussed!further.!
10° pulses, are depicted in Figure 2,
with the inset showing the character of
the spectrum at the midpoint of the in-
jection. The spectrum shows three dis-
tinct resonances at 215, 195, and 0 ppm
corresponding, respectively, to 129Xe in
red blood cells; 129Xe in saline, plasma,
or tissue; and free 129Xe in the air-
spaces. The airspace 129Xe signal was
considerably larger than that of the dis-
solved 129Xe because of the relatively
low xenon solubility in aqueous environ-
ments, thus causing most of the 129Xe to
come out of the solution and into the
airspaces. A further advantage was that
the airspace 129Xe has a longer effective
transverse relaxation time (T2*) than
dissolved 129Xe because the high diffu-
sivity of 129Xe in the gas phase averages
out magnetic field inhomogeneities re-
sulting from the susceptibility gradients
at air-tissue interfaces.
Subsequent spectroscopy experi-
ments focusing exclusively on the air-
space 129Xe signal were used to opti-
mize the flip angle for imaging and are
shown in Figure 3. All signal dynamics
studies showed that 129Xe signal first
appeared roughly 3.3 seconds ! 0.6 af-
ter the start of injection into the tail
vein. (For jugular vein injection, gas-
eous 129Xe signal arrived after a delay of
1.9 seconds ! 0.4, which was consis-
tent with the shorter distance from the
jugular injection site to the lungs.)
An example MR image showing re-
sults from 129Xe-saline injection and a
corresponding high-spatial-resolution
129Xe ventilation MR image are shown in
Figure 4. The injected 129Xe image re-
vealed a distinct absence of signal inten-
sity in the region of the right descending
mainstem bronchus. This signal void was
consistent with expectations, because the
major airways are not involved in gas ex-
change, and thus, no 129Xe would emerge
here after injection. The injected image
had a signal-to-noise ratio of 25 and a
resolution of 1 " 1 mm. This image was
generated from a 129Xe volume of approx-
imately 0.5 mL on the basis of a 5-mL
injection and 10% xenon Ostwald solubil-
ity in the saline and th s represents re-
markable efficiency. This rat and all oth-
ers tolerated the 129Xe-saline injections,
which permitted asmany as four separate
5-mL injections to be made in a 5-minute
period.
Figure 5 shows images in a rat that
exhibited a matched defect on both the
ventilation and the injected 129Xe images.
The ventilation image was acquired by
using the identical gradient-recalled cho
acquisition as for the injected image, but
this can cause suppression of the airway
Figure 3
Figure 3: Graphs of dynamics of the gaseous 129Xe signal acquired at various flip angles (#) during and after 129Xe-saline injection. Injection started at 0 seconds,
simultaneously with data collection, and ended at 19 seconds, as indicated by the dashed line. These data were collected every 125msec. All experiments showed that
signal appeared roughly 3.3 seconds after injection and continued after injection with a decay that was driven by the flip angle.
Figure 4
Figure 4: High-spatial-resolution ventilationMR image (left) andMR image acquired with gaseous 129Xe
signal emerging in the airspaces after 129Xe-saline injection (right). The injected image shows hypointense
region (arrow) in the area of the right descendingmainstem bronchus where there is no gas exchange and
hence no emerging airspace 129Xe. Both images show gaseous 129Xe; only the deliverymethod was different.
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2.4.7. Hp(83Kr(MRI.(!One!of!the!advantages!of!hp!129Xe!MRI!is!the!associated!large!chemical!shift!that! is! indicative! of! small! distortions! in! xenon! electron! cloud! and! is!therefore!a!valuable! ‘spy’! of! the!atomic!and!molecular! surroundings.!The!
129Xe!chemical!shift! is!unsurpassed!by!any!other!stable!noble!gas! isotope.!However,! 131Xe,! another! NMR! active! and! stable! xenon! isotope,! has! a!nuclear!spin!I!=!3/2!and!therefore!possesses!a!nuclear!electric!quadrupole!moment!that!can!also!serve!as!a!fairly!sensitive!detector!of!atomic!electron!cloud! distortions.! It! is! therefore! a! better! “spy”! for! noble! gas! –! surface!interactions! than! the! 129Xe! chemical! shift! and! the! isotope! can! provide!surface! sensitive! MRI! contrast! [212].! Unfortunately,! even! gas! phase!collisions! cause! rapid! quadrupolar! driven! relaxation! that! leads! to! short!
131Xe!T1!times!and!therefore!rapid!decay!of!the!hyperpolarized!state![213].!Another! noble! gas! isotope! with! a! nuclear! electric! quadrupole! moment,!
83Kr,! where! quadrupolar! relaxation! is! typically! slower! than! that! of! 131Xe!because! of! krypton’s! smaller! electron! cloud! and! because! of! its! larger!nuclear!spin!I!=!9/2.!The!remarkably!long!83Kr!gasLphase!T1!times!of!up!to!several!hundred!seconds!at!ambient!pressure!allow!for!hyperpolarization!up! to! 26%.! Because! of! dilution! with! other! gases,! the! best! currently!available!apparent!polarization!is!3%![145].!!!The! quadrupole! moment! dominated! longitudinal! 83Kr! relaxation! can! be!utilized!for!MR!studies!of!surrounding!surfaces!since!it!is!susceptible!to!the!surfaceLtoLvolume!ratio!(S/V),!surface!hydration,!and!surface!temperature!
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[134].!Hyperpolarized! (hp)! 83Kr!has!been!shown! to!provide!T1! relaxation!weighted!MRI!contrast! that! is!highly!sensitive!to!the!surface!chemistry! in!low!S!/!V!model!surface!systems.!Fig.!2.12!provides!an!example!of!surface!sensitive!contrast!in!hp!83Kr!gas!phase!MRI.!!
!
Figure' 2.12.' Surface' sensitive' contrast' with' hp' 83Kr' MRI.! A)! Photograph! of! a!sample! containing! 1.0! mm! glass! beads! with! a! siliconized,! hydrophobic! surface! in!compartment!(i)!and!an!untreated,!hydrophilic!surface!in!compartment!(ii).!(B)!MRI!of!gas!phase!hp!83Kr!shortly!after!transfer!into!the!sample.!(C)!Hp'83Kr!MRI!as!in!(B)!but!after! additional! 6! s! delay! time,! showing! a! surface! sensitive! MRI! contrast.! The! 83Kr!quadrupolar! relaxation! caused! by! surface! interactions! leads! to! T1! =! 9! s! in! the!hydrophobic!region!(i)!and!to!T1!=!35!s!in!the!hydrophilic!region!(ii).!Adapted!figure,!printed!with!permission!from![134].!!Hp! 83Kr!NMR! relaxation!measurements! of! excised! but! actively! ventilated!rat! lungs! have! been! used! to! study! T1! relaxation! as! a! function! of! lung!inflation! [214].!The! longitudinal! 83Kr! relaxation! in! the!distal! airways! and!respiratory! zone! was! found! to! be! independent! of! the! lung! inhalation!volume!and!highly!reproducible!between!different!specimens.!Significantly!by! removing! the! effect! of! the! large! conducting! airways!where! the! S/V! is!low,! therefore! focusing!on! the!high!S/V!regions!of! the!distal! airways!and!lung!parenchyma,!it!was!found!that!the!T1!relaxation!times!were!shortened!
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from!1.25!±!0.07!s!to!1.00!±!0.08!s!at!the!same!inhalation!volume!(see!Fig.!2.13).!!
!
Figure' 2.13.'Method' for'measuring' hp' 83Kr' longitudinal' (T1)' relaxation' in' the'
lung.!A)!Acquired!data!during!inhalation!of!hp!83Kr!in!an!ex!vivo!rat!lung!using!a!train!of! constant! 12°! flip! angle! pulses.! Note! the! initial! increase! in! signal! intensity! during!inhalation! with! maximum! signal! at! the! peak! inhalation! volume! with! subsequent!reduction!in!signal!due!to!T1!relaxation.!B)!Natural!logarithm!of!the!integrated!hp!83Kr!signal!intensities!in!A!as!a!function!of!time.!C)!By!removing!the!contribution!from!the!large! airways! the! hp! 83Kr! T1! decreased! (Scheme! 3L! empty! circles),! as! compared! to!ventilation!schemes!where!the!large!airways!contributed!to!the!overall!measurement!(Schemes! 1! –! 2).! Note! that! in! C! the! signal! intensities! have! been! normalized! to! the!value!two!pulses!after!the!end!of!inhalation.!Reproduced!with!permission!from![214].!!It!is!thought!that!the!83Kr!T1! in!the!lung!should!be!long!enough!for!in!vivo!usage!of!hp!83Kr!MRI!with!rats!that!typically!breathe!at!a!rate!of!around!1!breath/second! while! anesthetized.! Further,! the! relaxation! should! be!slower! in! larger! animals! as! the! surfaceLtoLvolume! ratio! decreases! with!
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larger! alveoli! diameters! (recall! from! section! 1.2! that! the! diameter! of! rat!alveoli!is!~90!μm!compared!to!270!μm!in!humans).!!!Recent!improvements!in!SEOP!have!increased!the!hp!83Kr!signal!intensity!significantly! [145]! and! enabled! coronal! lung! FLASH! MRI! of! excised! rat!lungs! [215]! with! spatially! resolved! measurements! of! hp! 83Kr! relaxation![216].! The! development! of! hp! 83Kr!MRI! with! the! production! of! spatially!resolved! T1! measurements! will! be! discussed! in! Chapter! 6! including! the!application! of! the! technique! to! a! rat! model! of! emphysema! in! Chapter! 7!where! the! lung! surface! to! volume! ratio! is! decreased! through! alveolar!destruction.!
'As! some! final! notes,! krypton! is! obtained! from! air! liquefaction! at!approximately!tenfold!lower!cost!than!xenon!L!i.e.!approximately!US$!0.80!–! 1.00! per! litre! gas!with! a! natural! abundance! of! 11.49%! (see!Table! 2.1).!Unfortunately,!due!to!rare!demand!the!costs!for!isotopically!enriched!83Kr!is! currently!about!US$!5000!per! litre.!As!a! consequence!of! the!extremely!low!gyromagnetic!ratio,!83Kr!T2!relaxation!times!are!typically!much!longer!than!that!of!129Xe.!Furthermore,!due!to!its!low! γ !,!the!83Kr!T1!relaxation!in!rat!lungs!is!not!affected!by!the!presence!of!up!to!40%!paramagnetic!oxygen![214].!Note!that!although!hp!83Kr!may!dissolve!in!many!tissues,!the!useful!signal!associated!with!its!dissolved!phase!is!lost!owing!to!fast!quadrupolar!relaxation.! Finally! it! should! be! noted! that! there! are! few! toxicological!concerns! for! the! future! clinical! applications! of! hp! 83Kr! as! krypton! is!chemically!inert!and!does!not!exhibit!anesthetic!properties!at!ambient!gas!pressure![174,!217].!





3.1. Chapter(Aims(!Small! animal! models! as! opposed! to! human! studies! are! often! used! for!disease!research!and!drug!development!because!1)!there!is!a!homogenous!aetiology!in!the!animal!model!as!opposed!to!the!heterogeneous!aetiologies!often!present! in!many!human!diseases,!2)! there! is! the!ability! to!correlate!the!results!with!established!histological!measurements,!and!3)!there!is!the!ability! to! monitor! lifetime! changes! over! very! short! timeframes! [218].!However,! despite! these! benefits! there! are! some! compromises! and!important!differences!between!the!human!diseases!and!the!induced!animal!model.!This!Chapter!therefore!aims!to!outline!the!choice!of!animal!models,!which!will!be!utilised!within!the!context!of!this!thesis.!Furthermore,!as!has!been!explored!in!Chapter!1!the!scaling!down!of!lung!function!and!imaging!methodologies! to! small! animals! produces! several! technical! challenges,!making! measurements! of! functional! endpoints! more! difficult! in! small!animals! than! in! larger! mammals.! The! additional! complexity! performing!small! animal! hyperpolarized! (hp)! noble! gas! imaging! experiments! in! vivo!also! necessitates! an! explanation! of! the! principles! and! practice! to!understand! the! usefulness! and! potential! advantages! of! the! ex! vivo! lung!model!with!hp!gas!imaging.!!
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3.2. Small(animal(modeling(of(respiratory(disease(!Animal!models!are!the!only!system!available!at!present!for!modelling!the!
in!vivo!processes!of!human!asthma!and!emphysema,!facilitating!significant!contributions! towards! a! better! understanding! of! the! pathophysiology! of!these!diseases.!These!models!have!allowed!mechanistic!studies!whereby!a!mediator! or! process! can! be! investigated.! Furthermore,! as! outlined! in!Chapter!1,!endpoints!such!as!airflow!limitation!and!airway!remodelling!can!be!monitored.!!Animal! models,! particularly! rodent! models,! are! the! ideal! candidate! for!rapid!throughput!investigation!of!asthma!and!emphysema!using!hp!noble!gas!MR!imaging.!As!mentioned!earlier!and!in!Chapter!1,!these!small!animal!models!are!cheaper!and!easier!to!set!up!than!human!studies!and!because!experimental,! unlicensed! substances! are! often! being! tested,! they! are! a!necessary!part!of!the!process!to!gain!wider!acceptance!for!human!use.!!It! should! be! noted! that! no! animal! model! entirely! recreates! the! human!disease! as! all! animal!models! involve! inducing! an! allergic! response! in! an!otherwise! healthy! animal,! often! with! antigens! to! which! they! would! not!normally! be! exposed,! in! the! case! of! small! animal! asthma! models,! or!inducing!acute!structural!changes! in!response!to!a!single! insult!(or!series!of!insults)!as!in!the!case!of!emphysema!models.!These!models!aim!to!mimic!some! of! the! mechanistic! and/or! pathophysiological! elements! of! the!disease,!which!is!based!on!our!current!incomplete!understanding.!
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3.2.1. Small(animal(models(of(asthma(!The! vast!majority! of! asthma!models! are! of! allergic! asthma! as! this! is! the!most! predominant! form! in! humans.! Sheep! are! thought! to! be! the! most!representative! models! of! human! asthma! allowing! multiple! inhaled!challenges! of! Ascaris! suum! antigen! to! which! they! can! become! naturally!sensitised! [219].! The! acute! and! late! phase! reaction! have! been! well!documented! with! increases! in! airway! hyperresponsiveness! (AHR)! to!bronchoconstrictors!and!a!predominant!eosionophilia!on!bronchoalveolar!lavage![220L222].!!There!are,!however,!a!multitude!of!rodent!models!of!asthma!with!the!most!established!centring!around!mice,! rats!and!guinea!pigs! [219,!223].! In! the!context!of!this!thesis!allergic!asthma!with!an!increase!in!AHR!is!the!entity!to!be!studied!so!this!will!be!the!focus!of!following!discussion.!!
3.2.1.1. Ovalbumin(model(of(allergic(asthma(!The! ovalbumin! (OVA)! model! of! allergic! asthma! is! currently! the! best!characterised! in! all! rodent! species! [219,! 223L225].! It! causes! an! immune!mediated!allergic!airways!disease!that!replicates!many!features!of!human!asthma!including!AHR!and!can!lead!to!subLepithelial!fibrosis!and!epithelial!and!smooth!muscle!cell!changes!seen!in!airway!remodelling.!!There! are! a!multitude!of! dosing! regimes! available.! The!process! typically!involves! sensitizing! the! animal! by! one! or! two! intraperitoneal! or!
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subcutaneous! injections!of!OVA!mixed!with!an!adjuvant,!usually!Al(OH)3!(alum)!to!prime!the!desired!TLhelper!2!cell!response.!!After! sensitization! the! animals! are! challenged! repeatedly! with! OVA!delivered! to! the!airways.!Aerosolized!delivery! through!a!nebulizer!or!by!the!intraLnasal!or!intraLtracheal!routes!can!be!performed.!!Within!24!L!48!hours!after!the!airway!challenge!the!maximal!allergic!response!is!found!in!the!lungs.!!InterLspecies!differences!occur!and!are! summarized! in! table!3.1.! !Guinea!pigs!develop!the!largest!AHR!as!they!have!the!most!muscular!airways!with!high! levels! of! cholinergic! (constrictive)! and! nonLcholinergic! (relaxant)!innervation![224].!! !
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!
Aspect' of' human'
asthma'modeled' Guinea'Pigs' Rats' Mice'IgE!dependent! ✕!Mainly!IgG1! ✓! Either!IgE!or!IgG1!Th2!Response! ✓! ✓! ✓!Acute! Phase!Reaction!to!antigen! ✓! ✓! ✕!Late! Phase!Reaction!to!antigen! ✓! ✓! ✓!Acute! Airway!Response!regulators! Histamine!Leukotrienes! Serotonin!Leukotriene!D4! Serotonin!Leukotriene!D1!Airway! HyperLresponiveness! to!bronchoconstrictors!
✓Pronounced! Recorded! Recorded!
Pulmonary!eosinophilia! ✓! ✓! ✓!Mucus!hypersecretion! ✓! ✓! ✓!Airway!oedema! ✓! ✓! ✓!!
Table'3.1.W'Summary'of'aspects'human'asthma'modelled'by'each'of'the'common'
rodent'ovalbumin'models.!Adapted!from!ref.![224].!!Guinea! pigs! would! therefore! seem! to! be! the! ideal! model! with! the!most!responsive! airways! and! an! early! phase! response! regulated!by!histamine!and!leukotrienes!as!it! is!in!humans![226]!but!the!response!is!mainly!IgG1!mediated!and!guinea!pigs!have!been!shown!to!suffer!seasonal!eosinophilia!confounding! results.! In! addition,! limited! transgenic! technology! has!resulted!in!the!guinea!pig!model!falling!out!of!favour.!!Mice!and!rats!show!considerable!strain!variation!in!response!to!OVA![227L231].! Inbred! rat! and! mice! strains! with! predictable! responses! to! the!inflammatory!models! are!used! to! reduce! the! effects!of! genetic! variability!and!hence!the!number!of!animals!required.!In!addition,!the!Brown!Norway!
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rat!(BNR)!and!the!Balb/C!mouse!are!the!most!frequently!used!as!they!are!known! to! be!high! IgE! responders.! C57/BL6!mice!have! also! been!used! as!they! show! a! similar! IgE! response! and! there! are!many! knockout! variants!available! but! they! have! been! shown! to! have! less! smooth! muscle!hypertrophy!and!hyperplasia!with!less!AHR![228].!!Rats!are!often!preferable! to!mice!because! they!are! large!enough! to!allow!handling! and! in! particular! with! hp! 129Xe! MR! imaging! will! facilitate!development! of! imaging! techniques! in! contrast! to! mice! where! tidal!volumes!are!very!low,!adding!increasing!technical!difficulties.!!The! hallmark! of! asthma! is! variable! airflow! obstruction! [232].! BNR! rats!have!been!reported!to!develop,!acute!and!late!phase!allergic!responses!to!common!antigens![224,!233].!!Although! BNR! show! the! development! of! tolerance! to! antigens,! the!responses! are! more! predictable! and! initially! the! airways! become!increasingly! sensitive! to! bronchoconstrictors! with! cumulative! doses! of!OVA![230,!234]!although!it!should!be!noted!that!this!tends!to!plateau!after!3! L! 6! challenges! in! mice! and! so! is! likely! to! be! similar! in! rats! due! to!tolerance! [235,! 236].! Belvisi! and! coLworkers! however! noted! a! difficulty!reproducing! this!AHR!to!methacholine!(MCh)!and!bradykinin! in! the!BNR,!noting!that!the!response!that!had!been!found!by!other!groups!earlier!was!rather! weak! [65].! They! postulated! that! weakening! of! the! BNR! response!may! have! been! due! to!methodological! issues!with! the! study! in! terms! of!animal! sensitization! protocols! or! different! measurements! of! AHR.! They!
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also! suggested! that! it! is! possible! that! there! is! variation! between! BNRs!obtained! from! different! suppliers.! Allakhverdi! et! al.! did! however! record!considerable! bronchial! responsiveness! to! leukotrienes! of! OVA! sensitized!BNRs![237].!!BNR! and! Balb/C! mice! have! been! noted! to! develop! airwayLremodelling!changes! as! seen! in! humans! [238,! 239].! A! chronic!model!with! loss! of! the!inflammation!after!cessation!of!OVA!challenges!and!loss!of!AHR!was!seen!by!Hove!et!al.!in!2009![228].!!
3.2.1.2. Alternative(models(of(allergic(asthma(in(the(rat(!Other! common! sensitizing! agents! used! in! rats! and! mice! are! human!allergens!such!as!house!dust!mite!(HDM)!extract!or!the!fungus!Aspergillus!
fumigatus![224,!235,!240].!In!addition,!the!parasite!pig!roundworm!Ascaris!
suum!has!been!used![241].!!Of!these!models!most!interest!has!centred!around!the!use!of!HDM.!!It!like!the! OVA! model! involves! sensitization! of! the! animal! by! subcutaneous!injection!of!HDM!extract!followed!by!a!respiratory!challenge![224].! !It!has!been! shown! that! continuous! intranasal! exposure! where! the! antigen! is!instilled! 5! days! per! week! over! 5! L! 7! weeks! can! also! produce! the! same!results! in! mice! and! that! this! might! be! a! more! comparable! model! as! it!mimics!more!closely!the!situation!with!human!exposure!to!antigens![235].!
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3.2.2. Small(animal(models(of(emphysema(!Chronic! obstructive! pulmonary! disease! (COPD)! is! a! lung! disease!characterised! by! the! limitation! of! airflow! that! interferes! with! normal!breathing! and! is! not! fully! reversible! [1].! There! are! four! different! lesions!within!COPD,!namely:!emphysema!where!there!is!alveolar!destruction!and!a!reduction!in!lung!surface!area!for!gas!exchange!with!an!associated!loss!of!lung!elasticity;!small!airway!remodelling!where!the!distal!airways!become!increasing! narrowed,! limiting! airflow;! chronic! bronchitis! where! there! is!goblet! cell! proliferation! and! mucus! hypersecretion;! and! pulmonary!hypertension! [242].! In! the! context! of! this! thesis,! emphysema! with! the!reduction!in!lung!surface!area!is!the!entity!being!considered!so!will!be!the!focus!of!the!following!discussion.!!
3.2.2.1. Species(differences(!In! terms!of! the! species!of! choice! for! small! animal!models!of! emphysema,!the! guinea! pig! is! generally! favoured! because! it! has! larger! numbers! of!branching! than!do! rats! or!mice! and! alveolisation! of! guinea!pig! lungs! has!been!completed!at!birth,!compared!to!between!days!4!–!14!in!rats!and!mice![243].! However! it! should! be! noted! that! for! all! rodents! there! are! no! true!respiratory! bronchioles! present! with! alveoli! only! located! within! the!terminal! alveolar! sacs! [244].! This! major! difference! should! be! borne! in!mind! particularly! as! smoke! related! damage! in! humans! suffering! from!
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COPD! is! seen! not! only! in! the! terminal! alveolar! ducts! and! sacs,! but! also!within!the!level!of!the!respiratory!bronchioles![245].!!
3.2.2.2. Cigarette(smoke(exposure(model(of(COPD(!Inhalation!of!cigarette!smoke!is!the!major!factor!linked!to!the!development!of!COPD!in!humans![246].!There!are!over!4000!toxic!chemicals!and!>1015!free! radicals! delivered! to! the! respiratory! tract! by! each! puff! of! cigarette!smoke! [247,! 248].! The! cigarette! smoke! exposure! model! is! therefore!considered! to! be! the! most! clinically! relevant! of! all! the! animal! models!currently!available!with!the!ability!to!reproduce!the!multifaceted!response!to!smoke!seen!in!the!vast!majority!of!human!COPD![249].!The!model!takes!at! least! 6! months! to! develop! with! the! animal! either! housed! within! the!smoking! machine! and! cigarette! smoke! delivered! continuously! or!intermittently,! or! there! is! daily! exposure! to! cigarette! smoke! via! a! nose!cone! for! several! hours! during! model! generation! [250L252].! There! are! a!plethora!of!cigarette!smoke!delivery!devices!in!operation!and!a!variety!of!cigarette! brands! being! studied,! however,! all! centres! report! the!development!of!varying!degrees!of! lung!damage!similar!to!those!found!in!human!COPD!with!a!dose!dependence![242].!The!emphysematous! lesions!produced! involve! dilation! of! the! alveolar! ducts! and! an! increase! in! the!number! and! size! of! the! Pores! of! Kohn! (see! Chapter! 1,! Section! 1.2! for!details)!similar!to!that!in!human!emphysema![253],!however!the!degree!of!damage! tends! to! be! on! the! mild! –! moderate! spectrum! of! human!emphysema! with! little! overt! tissue! destruction! [254,! 255].! Nonetheless!significant! small! airway! remodelling! and! goblet! cell! changes! within! the!
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airways!are!produced,!characteristic!of!the!chronic!bronchitis!components!of! COPD.! Furthermore,! notable! functional! changes! are! seen! to! develop!within!animals!with!reduced!airflow!and!FEV/FVC!ratios![256L258].!!Generally! it! is!considered!that!guinea!pigs!are!the!best!rodent!species! for!the!smoke!exposure!model!due,!in!part,!to!the!aforementioned!similarities!to! the! human! respiratory! system! but! also! because! of! their! ability! to!develop! easily! recognisable! emphysema!and! large! amounts! of! goblet! cell!hyperplasia.!However,!guinea!pigs!are!expensive!to!house!and!keep!and,!as!documented!in!Section!3.2.1.1.,!transgenic!technology!is!often!limited.!!Rats!and!mice!are,!by!comparison,!cheaper!with!widespread!availability!of!transgenic! strains! (particularly!notable!with!mice),!but! it!has!been!noted!that!rats!are!a!poor!species!for!a!cigarette!smoke!exposure!model!as!they!either! develop! minimal! disease! or! will! develop! nonLspecific! particle!overload! when! cigarette! smoke! dosages! are! increased! in! an! attempt! to!generate!a!representative!model![259].!!
! !
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3.2.2.3. Elastase(model(of(emphysematous(alveolar(destruction(!The!elastase!model!of! emphysema!by! comparison! to! the! cigarette! smoke!exposure! model! produces! rapid,! dose! dependent,! emphysematous! lung!damage,! is! relatively! cheap,! and! is! less! technically! demanding! to!implement![242,!249].!The!model!involves!the!instillation!of!an!elastolytic!enzyme!to! the! lung!by!either! the! intraLtracheal!or!aerosolised!route.!This!model!was!central!in!the!development!of!the!proteinase!–!antiLproteinase!theory!of!emphysema!and!was!initially!developed!after!the!discovery!that!humans!suffering!from!α1Lantitrypsin!deficiency!developed!large!amounts!of!emphysematous!lung!damage![260].!!Initially! the! plant! protease! papain! was! utilised! but! it! was! found! that!pancreatic!porcine!elastase!(PPE)!or!human!neutrophil!elastase!(HNE)!are!easier! to! use! with! less! importance! placed! on! the! manufacture! process![261].! HNE! is! generally! considered! better! for! drug! development! studies!looking!at!exogenous!inhibitors!as!it!is!inhibited!to!a!greater!degree!by!α1Lantitrypsin![262].!!Both! HNE! and! PPE!models! produce! an! initial! acute! alveolitis! with! large!numbers! of! neutrophils! and! lymphocytes,! haemorrhage,! pulmonary!oedema! and! rupture! of! the! respiratory! epithelium.! The! inflammation!peaks! at! 24! –! 48! hours! and! then! largely! resolves! by! 7! days! with! the!development! of! emphysematous! damage! until! week! 8! with! notable!emphysema! that! is! unresponsive! to! steroid! treatment! [263].! The! model!
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also!produces!the!characteristic!functional!changes!of!reduced!airflow,!gas!trapping!and!reduced!FEV/FVC!ratios!seen!in!human!emphysema.!!The! elastase! model! of! emphysema! is! considered! to! be! suitable! for!screening!of!mechanisms!and/or!interventions!that!could!apply!to!human!disease!when!resources!are! limited!and!the!generation!of!a!6!month! long!cigarette!smoke!exposure!model!is!not!possible![242].!!
3.2.2.4. Other(models(of(emphysema(!Several! other! animal! models! of! emphysema! are! available! including! the!apoptotic! model! of! emphysema! where! a! drug! which! interferes! with! the!vascular! endothelial! growth! factor! (VEGF)! or! its! receptor! is! delivered! to!the!lungs![264,!265].!This!model,!like!the!starvation!model![266,!267],!does!not! tend! to! produce! the! characteristic! irreversible! changes! of! alveolar!destruction!seen!with!the!cigarette!smoke!exposure!or!elastase!models!and!so!will!not!be!covered!further!within!this!thesis.!!
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3.3. Requirements(for(hyperpolarized(noble(gas(MRI(
( in(small(animals(
3.3.1. Anaesthesia(and(intubation(!Anaesthesia!is!necessary!to!reduce!the!stress!of!imaging!experiments!and!to! ensure! constant! restraint! of! the! animal! reducing! movement! during!imaging! experiments! [268].! In! addition,! the! invasive! and! technically!difficult!procedures!of!rodent!intubation!and!ventilation!are!necessary!for!hp! gas! imaging,! requiring! deep! anaesthesia! often! with! the! use! of!neuromuscular!blocking!drugs.!The!use!of!an!anaesthetic!in!small!animals!with! large! surface! area! to! volume! ratios! can! result! in! hypothermia! if!constant!warming!during!experiments!is!not!performed![269].!!Inhalational!anaesthetic!agents!are!commonly!used!with!small!animals!as!cardiovascular!function!is!better!maintained.!However!with!hp!gas!imaging!the! inhalational! route! is! not! commonly! used! with! the! requirement! for!injectable! agents,! which! produce! greater! degrees! of! cardiovascular!depression! and! longer! recovery! times.! For! instance,! intraperitoneal!delivery! of! barbiturates! can! produce! high! mortalities! in! rats! and! mice![270].! Furthermore,! during! repeat! studies! where! physical! and! mental!stress!can!confound!experimental!results!this!can!become!problematic.!!As!with!the!other!invasive!measures!of!lung!function!detailed!in!Chapter!1,!endotracheal!intubation!is!required!to!allow!precise!control!of!ventilation!volumes,! prolonged! breathLholds,! and! in! the! case! of! hp! gas! imaging! to!
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avoid! contamination!with! air! (with! varying!O2! concentrations).!Usually! a!seal!is!formed!around!the!endotracheal!tube!by!applying!putty!around!the!catheter! or! if! a! tracheostomy! is! performed! the! endotracheal! tube! can! be!secured!with!a!ligature!producing!a!tight!seal![23].!
3.3.2. Hardware(requirements(!The!challenge!of!producing!images!of!small!lung!structures!in!rodents!has!produced! considerable! differences! in! imaging! strategies! with! significant!variation!in!the!image!resolution!obtained,!as!will!be!discussed!in!section!3.2.4.!Nonetheless,!using!hp!3He!MRI,!typical!in!vivo!resolution!in!the!rat!of!approximately!300!×!300!µm2!with!slice!thicknesses!of!<!5!mm!is!possible![93,! 132,! 271].! As! detailed! in! Chapter! 2,! in! vivo! resolution!with! hp! 129Xe!imaging! tends! to! vary! more! between! groups! due! to! the! technical!difficulties! in! producing! high! degrees! of! polarization,! but! at! the! pinnacle!Driehuys!et!al.!have!achieved!resolution!of!the!order!310!×!310!µm2!in!the!rat![272].!To!achieve!this!level!of!resolution!requires!the!MRI!hardware!to!be!of!the!highest!standard!with!dedicated!microimaging!systems!with!very!homogenous! ! fields,! specialized! RF! transmitLreceive! coils! (often! dual!frequency!tuned!to!the!noble!gas!nucleus!and!1H)!and!high!quality!gradient!subsystems![23].!!
B0
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3.3.3. Hp(gas(compatible(ventilators(!In!addition! to! the!hardware!difficulties!with! the!MRI!system,! there! is! the!additional! requirement! of! MRI! compatible! ventilation! systems! that! can!preferably! be! operated! in! strong! magnetic! fields.! Ventilators! should! be!capable! of! repeatedly! delivering! precision! volumes! allowing! for!reproducible!breathing!motion![273L275]!thereby!reducing!partial!volume!blurring! and! other! artefacts! such! as! image! ghosting,! degrading! image!resolution! and! obscuring! anatomical! detail.! Ventilators! must! have! an!asynchronous!mode!where!ventilation!rate,!inspiratory!pressures!and!/!or!volumes! can! be! set! for! animal! maintenance! but! with! the! ability! for!ventilation! to! be! brought! into! synchronicity! with! the! MRI! system! and!indeed!to!trigger!the!MRI!system,!allowing!for!imaging!at!various!stages!of!the!ventilatory!cycle.!!Unfortunately! standard! small! animal! MR! compatible! ventilation! systems!are! not! usually! appropriate! due! to! unacceptable! degrees! of! hp! gas!depolarization!before!delivery!to!the!animal![275,!276]!requiring!valves!to!be!made! of! nonLmagnetic! components.! There! is! also! the! requirement! to!mix! hp! gases! as! close! to! the! animal! as! possible! due! to! the! paramagnetic!effect!of!O2,!with!the!O2!or!medical!air!mixed!at!the! last!possible!moment![277].! Furthermore,! dead! space! between! the! ventilator! and! the! lungs!should!be!kept! to!a!minimum!to!ensure! replenishment!of!air!/!O2!and! to!optimize! hp! gas! delivery! to! the! lung.! In! the! mouse! this! is! a! particular!problem!where!tidal!volumes!are!low!(approximately!200!μL!or!one!tenth!
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that! in! the!rat)!and!due! to!high!pulmonary! impedance,!problems!occur! if!fineLbore!ventilation! lines!are!used.!As!a!solution!Chen!et!al.!devised!a! ‘Y’!ventilation! piece! to! which! the! endoLtracheal! tube! attaches! thus!significantly!reducing!the!dead!space!to!allow!more!effective!gas!delivery!and!exhalation![278L280].!!There!are!several!ventilator!and!control!system!in!use!for!this!situation.!A!simplified! version! is! shown! in! Fig.! 3.1! where! the! hp! gas! compatible!ventilation!system!is!connected!to!the!anaesthetized!and!intubated!rodent!and!set!to!constant!respiratory!rate!(RR)!and!tidal!volume!(TV)!ventilation!with! limits!put! in!place! if! the!positive!(inspiratory)! intermittent!pressure!(PIP)!rises!too!high.!As!mentioned!the!ventilator!triggers!both!the!release!of!hp!gas!and!synchronizes!the!acquisition!with!the!MRI!scanner.!!One!of!the!most!widely!used!hp!gas!ventilation!systems!is!that!developed!by! Hedlund! et! al.! at! Duke! University! [275,! 281,! 282].! The! ventilator! is!controlled! by! a! specifically! written! LabVIEW®! program! (National!Instruments,!Austin,!Texas,!USA),!which!allows!monitoring!and!control!of!such! variables! as:! PIP;! RR;! TV;! inspiratory,! expiratory! and! breathLhold!duration;! and! expiratory! venting! to! passively! deflate! the! lungs! to! FRC.!Synchronization!of! the!MRI!system!with!various!stages!of! the!respiratory!and! cardiac! cycle! is! also! possible! (see! section! 3.2.4.).! In! addition,! the!software! provides! on! screen! physiological! monitoring! from! various!sources! such! as! electrocardiograph!monitoring! (ECG),! peripheral! oxygen!saturation!(SaO2),!end!expired!CO2,!and!body!temperature.!
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!
Figure' 3.1.' Example' of' small' animal' hp' gas' ventilation' arrangement.! ! The!ventilator! is! attached! to! a! computer! control! system! to! set! resting! ventilatory!parameters! with! medical! air! or! O2! and! to! control! pneumatic! valves! A! and! B! (for!switching!to!delivery!hp!gas!located!in!the!Tedlar®!bag)!and!triggering!of!MR!imaging!sequence.!The!flow!restrictor!reduces!the!pressure!of!gas!delivered!to!the!lung!and!is!used!to!measure!volumes!of!hp!gas!delivered.!Adpated!with!permission!from![283].!!The! majority! of! ventilator! systems! require! the! hp! gas! produced! by! the!hyperpolarizer! to! be! collected! in! a! Tedlar®! bag! (DuPont,! Willmington,!Delaware,!USA)!and!kept!in!a!nonLvarying!magnetic!field!to!reduce!the!rate!of!depolarization![284].!The!reservoir!containing!the!hp!gas!is!then!placed!inside!a!pressurized!chamber!to!produce!a!continuous!flow!of!hp!gas.!The!hp! gas! flow! rate! is! usually! governed! by! a! flow! restrictor! with! a!pneumotachometer,! thereby! allowing! determination! of! the! volume!inspired!during!each!ventilation!(see!Figure!3.1).!Most!systems!can!be!used!
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to!deliver!inhaled!anaesthetic!gases!whilst!hp!gas!is!not!being!used!but!this!is!not!routine!practice.!
3.3.4. Hp(gas(imaging(sequences(including(respiratory(gating(!As!with!microLCT!and!proton!MRI!the!rapid!respiratory!and!cardiac!rates!produce!additional!challenges! for! in!vivo!hp!gas! imaging! in!small!animals!often! requires! acquisition! of! single! images! over! multiple! breaths.! Image!blurring! between! breaths! is! reduced! by! the! high! quality,! precision!ventilators! but! cannot! be! totally! eliminated! due! to! slight! interLbreath!differences.!Cardiac!gating!has!not!been!reported!in!rodents!to!date!but!is!largely! compensated! for! by! signal! averaging! over!multiple! breaths.!More!troublesome! however,! is! the! effect! of! gradient! induced! diffusion!attenuation,! particularly! with! 3He,! with! the! result! that! radial! kLspace!encoding!methods!have!been!able!to!produce!higher!resolution!than!more!traditional!Cartesian!methods![22].!!Some! of! the! earliest!work!with! hp! gas! imaging! in! vivo! utilized! a! radially!acquired!projection!reconstruction!technique!developed!from!proton!MRI!sequences![271,!285,!286]!where!imaging!was!triggered!on!each!breath!of!hp! 3He.! This! nonLstandard! paradigm! reduced! rapid! diffusive! attenuation!seen!in!the!airways!with!3He!and!allowed!for!a!2D!CINE!sequence!with!an!in!plane!resolution!of!around!195!×!195!µm2! in! the!rat!over!150!breaths!(approximately!2!mins!per!slice).!Images!were!provided!at!various!stages!of!the!respiratory!cycle!with!averaging!over!multiple!scans!to!minimize!the!effect!of! cardiac!motion.!By!altering! the! flip!angle!between! images! it!was!
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possible! to!highlight!different! lung!structures!producing! images!with! fine!detail! of! the! airways! [271]! and! demonstrating! changes! in! regional!ventilation!and!airway!calibre!after!delivery!of! intravenous!methacholine!(MCh)!in!Fischer!rats![286].!!Similarly! Chen! et! al.! followed! this! up! using! a! 3D! anisotropic! radially!encoded! sequence! again! triggered! on! the! start! of! ventilation! [279].! The!group!was!able!to!obtain!resolution!of!70!×!70!×!800!µm2!in!the!mouse!but!required! 25! min! to! collect! the! images! and! over! 1.2! L! of! 3He.! This! was!however! adapted!by! the! group! to! significantly! shorten! image! acquisition!times! in! the!mouse!while! avoiding! the! reduction! in! SNR!due! to! diffusive!attenuation![22,!287].!The!technique!acquired!20!L!40!radial!kLspace!lines!per!breath,!with!around!800!radial!projections!of!kLspace!sampled!over!40!breaths! for! a! single!2D! image,! taking!around!12! s! [22].!The! images!were!able!to!detect!differences!in!sensitivity!to!a!bolus!of!MCh!between!control!and!ovalbumin!sensitized!mice!and!image!the!time!courses!after!the!bolus!(see! Fig.! 3.2).! 3D! radially! acquired! images! were! also! produced! with!anisotropic!voxels!of!125!×!125!×!1000!μm3!but!requiring!5.8!minutes! to!produce.!!
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Figure' 3.2.' Hp' 3He' nonWslice' selective' coronal' images' from' an' unWsensitized'
C57BL/6'mouse' after' bolus' of' 250' μg/kg'MCh.! Images! taken! at! time! after! MCh!bolus.!Note!large!collapse!upper!left!lung!with!some!improvement!over!time!and!after!deep!inspiration.!Reproduced!with!permission!from![280].!!More!standard!methods!such!as!those!based!on!the!FLASH!(fastLlowLangleLshot)!gradient!echo!sequence!have!been!reported!with!both! the!constant!flip! angle! [288,! 289]! and! the! variable! flip! angle! paradigms! [93,! 290].!Resolution!has!been!lower!in!part!due!to!the!effect!of!diffusive!attenuation.!However! application! of! partial! gradient! echo! [282]! and! /! or! Cartesian!trajectories! which! start! near! the! centre! of! kLspace,! such! as! centric!acquisition,!can!help!to!minimize!this!effect![23].!
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3.4. Ex*vivo(hp(noble(gas(MRI(!As! has! been! highlighted! in! this! Chapter,! there! are! many! difficulties!performing! hp! noble! gas!MR! experiments! in! small! laboratory! animals! in!
vivo.! It! will! therefore! be! shown! in! the! subsequent! chapters! that! the!technically! less! demanding! ex! vivo! arrangement! is! capable! of! producing!important! and! relevant! physiological! measurements! while! providing! a!platform! to! allow! for! development! of! new! hp! gas!MR! imaging! protocols!and! techniques! which! would! simply! be! impractical! or! infeasible! in! the!living!animal.!!





!The! work! in! this! chapter! has! been! published! as! an! article! in! the! peerLreviewed! journal! PLosONE!entitled! “Validating!Excised!Rodent! Lungs! for!Functional! Hyperpolarized! XenonL129! MRI”! by! David! M.L.! Lilburn,!Theodore! HughesLRiley,! Joseph! S.! Six,! Karl! F.! Stupic,! Dominick! E.! Shaw,!Galina!E.!Pavlovskaya,!and!Thomas!Meersmann![291].!Credits!for!the!work!were! as! follows:! Dr.! Lilburn,! Dr.! Pavlovskaya! and! Prof.! Meersmann!conceived! the! experiments;! Dr.! Lilburn,! Mr.! HughesLRiley,! Mr.! Six,! Dr.!Stupic,!Dr.!Pavlovskaya!and!Prof.!Meersmann!performed!the!experiments;!Dr.! Lilburn! handled! the! animals! and! completed! the! lung! extraction!process;! Dr.! Stupic! and! Dr.! Pavlovskaya! designed! and! constructed! the!noble! gas! hyperpolarizer;! Dr.! Pavlovskaya! created! and! tested! the!hyperpolarized!gas!MR!imaging!sequence;!Dr.!Lilburn,!Dr.!Shaw!and!Prof.!Meersmann! analyzed! the! data;! and! Dr.! Lilburn,! Dr.! Shaw! and! Prof.!Meersmann!wrote!the!paper.!
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4.1. Introduction(!As! has! been! documented! in! the! pervious! chapters,! the! use! of! animal!models! of! pulmonary! diseases! is! well! established! in! many! areas! of!biomedical!research,!however!in!vivo!functional!respiratory!measurements!of! ventilated! and! anaesthetized! small! animals! are! technically! challenging!to!achieve![4,!7,!8].!Ex!vivo!ventilated!lungs!have!been!used!as!a!model!to!investigate!airway!responses![10L12]!and!several!investigators!have!since!utilized!isolated!and!perfused!rodent!lungs!to!study!lung!vascular!function!in! the! absence! of! systemic! interactions! [13L19].! In! addition! isolated! and!perfused!murine!lungs!have!been!used!to!investigate!pharmacokinetics!of!inhaled!aerosols![20,!21].!!Previously!Uhlig!et!al.!have!performed!technically!challenging!experiments!on! the! intact! ex! vivo! murine! lungs! examining! both! the! airway! and! the!vascular! responses! to! intravenous! delivery! of! a! variety! of!pharmacologically! active! substances! including! methacholine,! serotonin,!endothelinL1! and! leukotriene! C4.! [292].! ! The! reported! changes! in! airway!resistance! and!vasoconstriction! correlated!well!with! the! results! obtained!from!precision!cut!lung!slice!models!!The!significant!difficulties!performing!MR!measurements!on!anaesthetized!and!ventilated!small!animals!documented!in!Chapter!3,!including!logistical!concerns! when! locating! MR! hardware! close! to! animal! experimental!facilities,! has! thus! far! limited! the! technique! of! hyperpolarized! noble! gas!imaging! to! a! few,! highly! specialized,! research! centres.! The! use! of! ex! vivo!
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lung! models! in! conjunction! with! hp! gas! MRI! therefore! offers! the!opportunity! to! reduce! the! experimental! complexity.! The! combination!should! also! facilitate! rapid! development! and! testing! of! hp! gas! MRI!protocols! whilst! allowing! the! study! of! regional! lung! responses! in! the!absence! of! systemic! effects.! Furthermore,! ex! vivo!pulmonary!MRI! allows!for! tests!of! lung! function!using!protocols,!such!as!prolonged!breath!holds!or! the! omission! of! oxygen,! that! may! be! beneficial! for! obtaining! certain!parameters!but!that!are!not!feasible!for!studies!with!living!animals.!Finally,!
ex! vivo! lung! models! may! reduce! the! severity! of! the! procedure! to! the!experimental! animals! minimizing! regulatory! approval! requirements,!whilst! potentially! providing! a! solid! platform! for! rapid! drug!development!and!advancement.!!
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4.2. Materials(and(Methods(
4.2.1. Animal(care(and(preparation((!The! University! of! Nottingham! Ethical! Review! Committee! approved! the!study,!which!was!carried!out!in!strict!accordance!with!local!animal!welfare!guidelines! and! the! UK! Home! Office! Animals! (Scientific! Procedures)! Act!1986.!All!efforts!were!made!to!minimize!animal!suffering.!!Healthy!male!SpragueLDawley!rats!(175!L!300!g,!n!=!20,!Charles!River!UK!Ltd,! Margate,! UK)! and! Dunkin! Hartley! guinea! pigs! (200! L! 300! g,! n! =! 8,!Harlan! UK! Ltd,! Shardlow,! UK)! were! terminated! by! overdose! of!pentobarbital! (SigmaLAldrich! Ltd,! Gillingham,! UK).! After! confirmation! of!death,! surgery!was! performed! postmortem.! A! catheter!was! inserted! into!the!right!ventricle!or!caudal!vena!cava!to!permit!flushing!of!the!pulmonary!circulation! with! heparinLsaline! solution! (Wockhardt! UK! Ltd,! Wrexham,!UK)! followed! by! Dublecco’s! phosphate! buffer! solution! (DLPBS,! SigmaLAldrich! Ltd,! Gillingham,! UK)! to! remove! the! remaining! blood! from! the!pulmonary!circulation.!!The! heart! and! lungs! were! subsequently! removed! en! masse.! A! plastic!adapter! tube! was! placed! 5! L! 10! mm! above! the! carina! and! sutured! into!place.! The! heart! and! lungs! were! then! transferred! into! a! customLbuilt!acrylic! ventilation! chamber! with! the! lungs! suspended! in! 5%! glucose!solution! (weight/volume)! (Baxter! Healthcare! Ltd,! Thetford,! UK)! to!minimize! dehydration! or! swelling! of! the! tissues! [293]! with! the! trachea!
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pointing! downwards! as! detailed! in! Fig.! 4.1.! In! this! situation! it! is! known!that!there!is!a!pressure!gradient!of!no!more!than!0.5!kPa!(5!cm!H2O)!from!the!base!to!the!apex!of!the!lung!as!the!fully!expanded!lung!never!exceeded!5!cm!in!length.!The!ex!vivo!lungs!were!checked!on!repeated!inflations!with!4! L! 5! mL! of! ambient! air! for! leakage! either! from! the! suture! around! the!trachea!or!the!lungs!themselves.!The!lungs!were!chilled!for!transportation!to! the! imaging! facility! with! temperature! maintained,! well! above! the!freezing! point,! at! 278! K.! The! transfer! time! from! extraction! to! the!experiment! facility! was! approximately! 90! min.! After! transportation,! the!lungs!were!then!passively!warmed!to!ambient!temperature!before!imaging!experiments.!!Of! the! 20! rat! lungs! extracted,! 14! were! suitable! for! ex! vivo! hp! 129Xe! MR!imaging! with! the! others! being! rejected! due! to! the! development! of! leaks!either!at! the!time!of!extraction!or!during!transport.! It!should!however!be!noted!that!the!success!rate!for!rat!lung!extraction!improved!to!close!to!80!–!90%!by!the!end!of!the!study!once!the!procedural!skill!of!the!operator!had!significantly! improved.! By! contrast,! of! the! guinea! pig! lungs! harvested,! 5!were!rejected!due!to!significant!gas!trapping!with!the!remaining!3!used!for!
ex! vivo! hp! 129Xe! MR! imaging.! During! the! guinea! pig! work! operator!dependent!issues!were!not!a!concern!due!to!significant!experience!having!been!developed!during!the!earlier!rat!lung!work.!
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!
Figure'4.1.'Outline'of' the'hyperpolarized'129Xe'gas'delivery'to'the'ex.vivo' lung.!(A)!Experimental!ex! vivo! setup!with!hp! 129Xe! administered! from!a!balloon! reservoir!chamber! into! the! storage! volume! (VB)! before!being! inhaled!by! the! lung.!The! lung! is!caused! to! inhale! (exhale)! by! the!negative! external! ‘pleural’! pressure! applied! via! the!suction!volume!(Vs)!from!the!ventilation!syringe!upon!the!artificial!pleural!cavity;!(B)!
Ex! vivo! lung! submerged!with! its! orifice! down! (sutured! to! a! cannula)! in! 5%! glucose!solution!within! the!ventilation!chamber!with! its!posteriorLanterior!axis!aligned! in!zLdirection.! In! this! sketch,! a!negative!pleural! caused!by!Vs! pressure! (measured!on! the!pressure!gauge!as!indicated)!leads!to!a!partial!inflation!of!the!ex!vivo! lung,!inhaling!a!selected! gas! (hp! 129Xe,! or! N2! or! O2)! from! the! storage! volume! VB.! Drugs! are!administered! via! a! cannula! sited! in! the! right! ventricle! with! the! excess! fluid! outlet!located! below! the! fluid! level! in! the! chamber.! Ventilation! pressures! were!measured!using!the!pressure!gauge!attached!to!the!ventilation!syringe!as!indicated!in!the!figure.!All! resulting!MR! images! shown! in! subsequent! figures! are! depicted!with! lung! orifice!pointing!upwards.'! (
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4.2.2. Production(of(hp(129Xe(!Hp! 129Xe! was! produced! in! batch! mode! using! spin! exchange! optical!pumping! (SEOP)! [160]! of! a! gas!mixture! containing! 25%! Xe! (enriched! to!83%! 129Xe,! Nova! Gas! Technologies,! Charleston,! SC,! USA)! and! 75%! N2!(99.999%! pure,! Air! Liquide,! Coleshill,! UK).! Low! pressure! SEOP! was!performed! at! 40! kPa! [294]! followed! by! expansion! of! the! hp! gas! into! the!evacuated! balloon! reservoir! in! the! hp! gas! extraction! unit! .! The! chamber!allows! for! the!recompression!of! the!hp!gas! to!ambient!pressure!and! thus!makes! it! available! for! inhalation! as! reported! in! ref.! [215].! The! hp! xenon!delivered!to!the!excised!rodent!lung!for!inhalation!was!spin!polarized!to! !=!40%!with! an! apparent! spin!polarization!was! ! =! (40!÷!4)!%!=!10%!once!accounting!for!the!fourfold!dilution!in!the!dilute!xenon!mixture!(see!section!2.2.3.!and!ref.![294]).!
4.2.3. Ex*vivo(lung(ventilation(!Active!inhalation!of!air!or!hp!129Xe!inside!the!magnet!was!accomplished!by!a!small!degree!of!suction!provided!by!a!ventilation!syringe!that!causes!the!lung!to!inflate!as!previously!demonstrated!with!hp!83Kr![214,!295].!Briefly,!negative! pressure! was! applied! to! the! artificial! pleural! cavity! of! the!breathing!apparatus!by!creating!a!desired!suction!volume!Vs!within!the!air!filled! ventilation! syringe! shown! in! Fig.! 1.! The! application! of! the! suction!volume! Vs! typically! leads! to! ‘pleural! pressures’! in! the! artificial! pleural!cavity!around!L0.5!to!+3!kPa!(L5!to!+30!cm!H2O)!causing!the!lungs!to!inflate!and!therefore!inhale!a!volume!Vi.!Due!to!the!use!of!the!compressible!fluid!
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(i.e.!air)!within!the!ventilation!syringe!and!the!tubing,!the!inhaled!volume!
Vi! was! not! identical! to!Vs! but!was! determined! experimentally.! Following!inhalation! to! Vi,! this! gas! volume! was! completely! exhaled! through! an!increase!in!the!pleural!pressure!by!the!reversal!of!the!suction!volume!to!Vs!=! 0.! The! exhaled! gas! was! channelled! via! teflon! tubing! into! a! water! bell!located! outside! of! the! magnet.! The! exhaled! gas! volume! is! determined!directly!by!the!volume!of!displaced!water.!The!average!Vi!values!obtained!in!3!healthy!lungs!as!a!function!of!the!suction!volume!Vs!are!listed!in!Table!4.1.!! !
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0.5!±!0.1! L! L! 0.3!±!0.1! 0.3'±!0.1'1.0!±!0.1! 0.3!±!0.1! 0.2!±!0.1! 0.5!±!0.1! 0.3'±!0.1'1.5!±!0.1! L! 0.5!±!0.1! L! 0.5'±!0.1'2.0!±!0.1! 0.5!±!0.1! 1.2!±!0.1! 1.1!±!0.1! 0.9'±!0.2'2.5!±!0.1! L! 1.5!±!0.1! L! 1.5'±!0.1'3.0!±!0.1! 1.4!±!0.1! 2.2!±!0.1! 1.7!±!0.1! 1.8'±!0.2'4.0!±!0.1! 2.2!±!0.1! 3.3!±!0.1! 2.1!±!0.1! 2.5'±!0.2'5.0!±!0.1! 2.9!±!0.1! 3.6!±!0.1! 3.3!±!0.1! 3.3'±!0.2'6.0!±!0.1! 3.9!±!0.1! 5.0!±!0.1! 4.2!±!0.1! 4.4'±!0.2'!
Table' 4.1.' Relationship' between' syringe' suction' volume' and' inhaled' gas'
volume.'Applied!suction!volumes,!Vs,!with!corresponding!values! for! inhaled!volume,!
Vi,! determined! by! the! water! bell! method.! Errors! listed! are! experimental! relative!errors.!The!omitted!values!were!not!determined.'!! (
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4.2.4. Ventilation(Schemes((!Prior! to! hp! gas! administration! the! lungs! were! purged! of! oxygen.! The!transfer! line! with! storage! volume! VB! (Fig.! 4.1a)! was! flushed! with! N2!(99.999%!pure,!Air!Liquide,!Coleshill,!UK)!and!the!lungs!were!ventilated!8!L!10!times!with!N2!to!remove!any!residual!O2.!The!hp!gas!was!then!delivered!into!the!storage!volume!VB!and!a!suction!created!through!Vs!was!applied!to!the! artificial! pleural! cavity! causing! the! lungs! to! inhale! the! hp! gas.! The!maximal!Vs!applied!to!create!suction!was!5!L!6!mL!during!all!experiments,!equating! to!an! inhalation!volume!Vi!of!4! L!5!mL!depending!on! the!ex!vivo!lung!as!detailed!in!Table!4.1.!In!order!to!target!specific!regions!of!the!lung,!gas!was!inhaled!at!different!stages!of!the!ventilation!cycle.!For!instance,!a!small! amount! of! the! hp! gas! was! inhaled! at! the! start! of! the! inhalation!followed!by!‘dark’!(non!hp)!gas,!usually!N2,!or!a!small!volume!of!hp!gas!was!inhaled!at!the!end!of!the!inhalation!following!the!initial!dark!gas!inhalation!to!localize!the!gas!to!different!regions!of!the!lung.!
4.2.5. Bronchoconstriction(and(reversal(!Animals! used! for! airway! responsiveness! experiments! had! the! catheter!used! for! flushing! of! the! pulmonary! circulation! retained! with! the! cranial!and! caudal! vena! cava! ligated! to! ensure! drug! delivery! to! the! pulmonary!circulation.! The! cannula! was! sutured! into! place! and! attached! to! a! fine!perfluoroalkoxy! (PFA) tube! passed! through! a! modified! ventilation!chamber!as!detailed!in!Fig.!4.1b!with!the!drug!syringe!located!outside!the!superconducting!magnet.!
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!In! order! to! satisfy! tissue!metabolic! demands,! the! storage! volume!VB!was!flushed! with! 50! mL! O2! prior! to! hp! gas! delivery! whilst! the! lungs! were!ventilated!8!–!10!times!with!the!oxygen.!This!was!followed!by!purging!the!transfer!line!with!N2!prior!to!hp!129Xe!delivery!as!described!above.!!!Bronchoconstriction! was! achieved! by! injecting! methacholine! (SigmaLAldrich! Ltd,! Gillingham,! UK)! through! the! pulmonary! circulation.! For! rat!and!guinea!pig!lungs,!60!µg!and!10!µg!of!methacholine!(MCh)!dissolved!in!1!mL!0.9%!saline!solution!(Baxter!Healthcare!Ltd,!Thetford,!UK)!were!used!respectively.! The! methacholine! solutions! were! delivered! using! the! drug!cannula!at!a!rate!of!1!mL/minute!and!were!followed!by!a!2!L!3!mL!bolus!of!5%!glucose!solution!over!2!–!3!minutes!to!ensure!complete!drug!delivery!through! the! pulmonary! circulation.! The! MCh! dosage! for! rats! was!arbitrarily! chosen! on! the! basis! of! previous!work!where! it! has! been! seen!that!the!maximum!effect!in!vivo!occurs!at!approximately!100!μg/kg!(i.e.!30!μg!for!a!300!g!rat)!so!a!dose!double!this!was!chosen!to!ensure!efficacy!since!the! absorption! within! the! ex! vivo! model! was! unknown! [286,! 296].! For!guinea!pigs,!it!is!known!that!this!species!is!approximately!a!factor!or!3!L!4!more!sensitive! to!MCh![297].!Therefore!an!appropriately! lower!dose!was!chosen,!although! this!was!reduced! further! to!10!μg!due! to! the!significant!issues!with!gas!trapping!seen!within!some!of!the!guinea!pig!lungs.!!!Reversal!of!bronchoconstriction!was!produced!by! flushing!the!challenged!lungs! with! 5! –! 10! mL! 5%! glucose! solution! and! 1000! µg! of! salbutamol!
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(Allen! and! Hanbury’s! Ltd,! Middlesex,! UK)! dissolved! in! 1.0! mL! of! 0.9%!saline! solution! over! 6! –! 11!minutes!with! the! lungs! from! both! species! of!animal.!
4.2.6. Pulmonary(MRI((!Imaging!experiments!were!performed!using!a!9.4!T!vertical!bore!Bruker®!Avance! III! microimaging! system! (Bruker! Corporation,! Billerica,!Massachusetts,!USA).!A!customLbuilt!25!mm!lowLpass!birdcage!volume!coil!tuned! to! the! resonance! frequency!of! 129Xe!gas! in! the! lung!of!110.69!MHz!was! used! in! all! experiments.! Spectroscopic! data! were! collected! using!experimental! schemes! (discussed! in! ResultsL! section! 4.3.)! using! 30! hard!pulse!of!4.47!µs!at!53!W.!!Images!were!acquired!using!a!modified!variable!flip!angle!(VFA)!FLASH!gradient!echo!pulse!sequence![177].!Hard!pulses!of!134!µs! and! sincLshaped!pulses! of! 1000!µs! at! variable! power! levels!were!used! for! nonLsliceLselective! and! sliceLselective! image! acquisitions.! An!individual! phase! increment! was! recorded! during! 2.61! ms;! subsequent!phase! increment!acquisitions!were! separated!by!214.5!ms.!Therefore! the!total!acquisition!time!for!an!image!with!128!×!64!resolution!was!13.8!s.!!All!coronal! images! were! acquired! in! 128! ×! 64! image! matrices! with! field! of!view!(FOV)!of!46.9!mm!and!30.0!mm!in!the!superior!and!inferior!direction,!respectively.! Slice! thickness! in! sliceLselective! imaging! experiments!was!4!mm! with! the! sliceLselective! frequency! offset! corresponding! to! the!excitation! of! the! central! slice,! selected! to! transect! the! lungs! through! the!major!airways,!that!is,!the!trachea,!carina!and!first!order!bronchi.!
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4.2.7. Image(processing(and(analysis(!Raw!data!were!analyzed!using!Prospa©!(v.!3.06,!Magritek,!Wellington,!New!Zealand)!where!a!sineLbell!squared!function!was!used!to!window!the!data!in!both!dimensions!to!result!in!magnitude!images!with!increased!signal!to!noise! ratio! (SNR).!  The images!were! further! processed! using! IGOR! Pro©!(Wavemetrics,! Lake! Oswego,! Oregon,! USA)! as! follows.! A! threshold!procedure!was! applied! to! remove! the!background!noise.! To! achieve! this,!the! lower! threshold!was!derived! from!the!mean!signal! intensity!plus! two!standard! deviations! obtained! from! a! 10! ×! 10! voxel! region! randomly!selected! outside! the! lung! region!within! the! image! limits! [298,! 299].! This!value!was!subtracted!from!the!intensity!in!each!pixel!of!the!image!resulting!in! reduced!noise! images.!The! SNR!with! the! threshold!procedure!of!noise!reduction! typically! improves! by! a! factor! of! four! from! ~60! to! ~240.!Subsequent!image!analysis!was!also!performed!with!IGOR!Pro©!!
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4.3. Results(





steps'for'acquiring'1D'measurements'of'residual'volume'(RV).! Initial! inhalation!of! hp! 129Xe! gas! followed!by!3°! rectangular!pulse!with! subsequent! full! exhale! and!3°!rectangular! pulse.! Free! induction! decay! signals! are! acquired! generating!measurements!of!relative!signal!intensities.!!Upon! inhalation,! the! hp! gas! will! be! diluted! by! the! gas! in! the! residual!volume!RV!(i.e.!N2!or!thermally!polarized,!MRI!nonLdetectable,!xenon!with!N2)! to! an! unknown! hp! gas! concentration!with! total! volume!Vi! +! RV.! The!residual! volume,! as! defined! in! this! thesis,! is! composed! of! the! alveolar!residual! volume! and,! to! a! lesser! extent,! the! anatomic! dead! space! in! the!‘conducting!zone’.!The!hp!gas!concentration!will!remain!unchanged!during!exhalation.! Therefore! the! difference! between! the! signal! intensities! found!
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!The!RV!values!obtained!for!three!different,!but!similar!sized,!rat!lungs!are!shown!in!Table!4.2.!Please!note!the!underlying!assumption!is!that!the!lung!is! ventilated! without! areas! affected! by! ventilation! defects! (i.e.! nonLventilated!lung!regions)!as!further!elaborated!on!in!the!Discussion!section.!!
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The! second! scheme! uses! spatially! resolved! experiments! in! order! to!determine! the! uniformity! of! ventilation.! ! In! this! scheme! the! total! MRI!signal!obtained!after!full!inhalation!of!hp!129Xe!!(i.e.!Vs!=!5!mL,!see!Fig.!4.3a)!is! compared!with! the! signal!of! a! second!MRI! scan!obtained! in! a! separate!experiment! using! full! inhalation! of! hp! 129Xe! followed! by! immediate!complete!exhalation!(Fig.!4.3b).!!!
!
Figure'4.3.'Simplified'pulse'sequence'/'inhalation'diagram'indicating'the'timeW
steps' for' acquiring' 2D' spatially' resolved' measurements' of' residual' volume'
(RV).! (A)! Initial! image!generated!after! full! inhalation!of!hp! 129Xe!gas!using!nonLslice!selective!VFA!GRE!pulse!sequence.!(B)!Similar!time!course!with!inhalation!to!the!same!ventilation!syringe!(Vs)!volume!as!in!(A)!but!followed!by!full!exhalation.!!Coronal!nonLslice!selective!VFA!FLASH!imaging!sequences!are!used!in!both!cases!and!Fig.!4.4!displays! the! resulting! images.!The!residual!volume!can!be!determined!using!the!total!MRI!signal!intensity!resulting!from!the!sum!
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!where! (n,!m)! is! the! voxel! index,! Iinhalehp!" #$n,m
n×m
∑ ! and! Iexhalehp!" #$n,m
n×m
∑ ! are! the!
summated!voxel!intensities!on!inhale!and!exhale!respectively.!!
!
Figure' 4.4.' NonWslice' selective' coronal' VFA' FLASH' MR' images' used' for'
calculation' of' residual' volume' (RV).! (A)! Acquired! after! inhalation! to! Vs! =! 5! mL!(actual!inhalation,!Vi!=!3.09!mL);!(B)!Inhalation!to!Vs!=!5!mL!followed!by!full!exhalation!to!Vs! =!0!mL!(Vi! =!0!mL)!before! the!MRI!was!acquired.! Image!resolution! is!128!×!64!with!FOV!=!46.9!mm!in! the! longitudinal!and!FOV=!30.0!mm!in! the!axial!dimensions,!respectively.! In! this! presentation,! the! orifice! of! the! lung! is! pointing! up! with! the!posteriorLanterior!axis!aligned!with!the!zLdirection.!!Since! each! VFA! Flash!MRI! sequence! uses! –! and! therefore! destroys! –! the!complete! hyperpolarization! to! record! the! image,! the! two!MR! images! for!inhalation! and! inhalation! with! exhalation! need! to! be! acquired! in! two!
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separate! experiments!with! separate! hp! gas! deliveries.! As! a! consequence,!these! measurements! may! be! complicated! by! fluctuations! in! the! SEOP!process! leading! to! a! scatter! in! the! obtained! hyperpolarization! levels.!Therefore,!the!two!MR!images!require!a!normalization!that!can!be!readily!accomplished! by! recording! a! small! flip! angle! pulse! NMR! spectrum! for!calibration! purposes! after! the! initial! inhalation! (Vs! =! 5! mL)! in! both!experiments!as!shown!below:!!
!
Figure'4.5.'Final'utilized'inhalation'/'imaging'sequence'to'generate'both'the'1D'
and' 2D' spatially' resolved' measurements' of' residual' volume' (RV).' (A)! Initial!image! generated! after! full! inhalation!of! hp! 129Xe! gas!with! two!3°! rectangular!pulses!and!followed!by!nonLslice!selective!VFA!GRE!pulse!sequence.!(B)!Similar!sequence!of!events!as!in!(A)!with!inhalation!to!the!same!syringe!volume!(Vs)!volume!as!in!(A)!but!note!the!full!exhalation!between!the!two!3°!rectangular!pulses.!!Note!that!the!sequence!in!Fig.!4.5b!also!contains!a!second!small!flip!angle!pulse! (after! exhalation)! that! is! used! for! the! additional!RV! determination!
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through! the! nonLspatially! resolved! (spectroscopic)! scheme! described! in!Fig.!4.2.!As!an!additional! refinement,! the! sequence! in!Fig.!4.5a!contains!a!second!3°!pulse!–!NMR!acquisition!step!after!inhalation!to!ensure!that!the!spin!polarization!is!similarly!depleted!by!an!identical!number!of!3°!pulses!in!both!schemes!in!Fig.!4.5.!Values!for!RV!obtained!through!both!schemes!(i.e.!spectroscopic!and!through!MRI)!are!displayed!in!Table!2!for!three!rat!!lungs!with! an!average!value!of!RV! =!1.1!±!0.1!mL!and!RV!=!1.0!±!0.1!mL!!using!the!NMR!spectroscopic!and!MRI!methods!respectively.!
Table'4.2.'Experimentally'determined'ex.vivo.lung'residual'volume'(RV).'The!ex!

















276! 3.65!±!0.10! 1.03!±!0.08! 1.04!±!0.09!
286! 3.58!±!0.10! 1.03!±!0.04! 1.07!±!0.10!
266! 3.58!±!0.15! 1.22!±!0.03! 0.91!±!0.07!
276' 3.60'±'0.06' 1.09'±'0.03' 1.01'±'0.04'
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4.3.2. Studying(lung(ventilation(as(a(function(of(inhalation(volume*Vi.(!The!ex!vivo!lung!imaging!apparatus!described!in!Fig.!4.1!allows!for!a!large!range! of! ventilation! volumes,!Vi,! to! be! used! for! pulmonary! hp! 129Xe!MRI.!These! experiments! can! provide! insights! into! how! lungs! are! ventilated!regionally!as!the!ex!vivo!model!permits!‘freezing’!of!ventilation!to!take!the!MR! images!at!various!points!of! the!ventilation!cycle.! In! this!work!we!use!lungs! from! similarly! sized! and! healthy! Sprague! Dawley! rats.! NonLslice!selective! coronal! MRI! images! displayed! in! Fig.! 4.6! were! acquired! as! the!inhalation! volume!Vi! was! increased! from! 0.3!ml! to! 5.0!mL! (i.e.! with! the!suction! volume! Vs! ranging! from! 1.0! ml! to! 6.0! mL).! The! corresponding!integrated! intensities! Iinhalehp!" #$n,m
n
∑ ! for! each! of! the!m! rows! are! shown! to!
the!right!of!the!MR!images!in!Fig.!4.6.!The!histograms!were!obtained!using!a!voxel!counting!algorithm!where!all!voxels!across!each!row!were!added!to!give!a!measure!of!ventilation!as!longitudinal!position!(i.e.!along!the!z!axis)!from!the!base!to!the!end!of!the!trachea!(Fig.!4.6).!!!
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!
Figure' 4.6.' Hyperpolarized' 129Xe' gas' distribution' on' increasing' inhalation'
volumes.'NonLslice! selective! coronal! VFA!FLASH! images! as! a! function! of! increasing!suction! volume! (Vs)! (and! inhaled! volume! (Vi)).! The! corresponding! histograms!displaying! integrated! intensities,! Iinhalehp!" #$n,m
n
∑ ,! for! each! row,!m,! are! shown! to! the!
right!of!the!images.!The!vertical!axis!of!the!image!is!parallel!to!the!direction!of!the!Bo!field!(zLdirection)!and!corresponds!to!the!posteriorLanterior!axis!(base!to!apex)!of!the!lung!in!the!magnet.!Phase!encoding!was!applied!transverse!to!the!Bo!field!direction.!As!the! suction! volume! increases! from! 0.5! mL! to! 6.0! mL! the! image! contrast! is! greatly!
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enhanced.!The!effect!is!caused!by!the!increasing!quantities!of!inhaled!hp!gas!contained!in!the!lung!as!the!suction!volume!rises.!Matrix!128!×!64!with!FOV!=!46.9!×!30.0!mm2.!!As! can! be! seen! from! the! histograms! in! Fig.! 4.6,! at!Vs! =! 1.0!mL! the! initial!region!of! lung! inflation! is! largely! located! in! the!base!of! the! lung!with! the!majority! of! the! signal! resulting! from! either! the! base! or! the! major!conducting! airways.! As! the! base! expands! between!Vs! =! 1.0! L! 2.5! mL! the!further!drop! in!negative!pleural!pressure!causes!adjacent! lung!regions! to!inflate! and! the! apices! start! to! display! significant! inflation! at!Vs! >! 2.5!mL.!Further!inflation!increases!lung!length!with!signal!intensity!growing!across!all! lung! regions.! To! better! illustrate! the! inhalation! physiology,! the!histograms! of! Fig.! 4.6! are! further! processed! and! presented! in! a! slightly!different!format!in!Fig.!4.7.!!
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'
Figure' 4.7.' Normalization' of' hyperpolarized' 129Xe' distribution' by' total' signal'
intensity' and' position' along' the' anteriorWposterior' axis.' (A)! Integrated! signal!intensity!(taken!from!Fig.!4.3)!in!arbitrary!units!(a.u.)!as!a!function!of!the!image!row!number!m! (in!zLdirection);! (B)! Integrated!signal! intensity!after!normalization!by!the!
total!signal! intensity!(i.e.!the!integrated!intensity!of!all!voxels,! Iinhalehp!" #$n,m
n×m
∑ ,!of!the!
respective!MRI);!(C)!Normalized!integrated!signal!intensity!as!in!(B)!but!as!a!function!of! position! along! the! lung! posteriorLanterior! axis! (zLaxis)! from! base! to! apices.!Independent!of!inhalation!volume!and!actual!lung!expansion,!the!0.0!point!refers!the!base!of!the!lung,!whereas!1.0!refers!to!the!apices.!The!50%!signal!intensity!position!in!the!lungs!is!indicated!by!grey!vertical!line!(C)!i.e.!50%!of!the!total!signal!intensity!lies!to!both!sides!of!the!grey!line.!!
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It! is! instructional! to! normalize! each! histogram! from! Fig.! 4.6! by! the! total!signal!intensity!arising!from!the!lung!after!inhalation!of!the!volume!Vi!of!hp!gas,! Iinhalehp!" #$n,m
n×m
∑ ,! to! allow! for! better! comparison! of! the! regional! gas!
distribution! between! the! various! inhalation! volumes!Vs! as! shown! in! Fig.!4.7b.! In!Fig.!4.7c!a! further!normalization!has!been!performed!on!the!data!where!the!xLaxis!(row!number!in!the!histograms!in!Fig.!4.7b!is!divided!by!the!length!of!the!expanding!lung!to!reveal!the!relative!position!within!the!lung.! Normalized! intensities! as! a! function! of! relative! position!within! the!lung! allow! for! a! better! visualization! of! the! regional! differences! in!ventilation! as! the! total! inhalation! volume! Vi! is! changed.! Initially! at! low!suction! volume!Vs!=! 1.0!mL! (Vi! =! 0.2!mL),! it! is! seen! that! that! the! largest!portion!of!the!MR!signal!originates!from!the!base!of!the!lung!with!a!smaller!contribution!from!the!larger!conducting!airways.!On!increasing!inhalation!the!base!receives!a!growing!share!of!the!signal!until!at!Vs!=!2.5!mL!(Vi!=!1.2!mL)!the!distribution!begins!to!shift!from!the!base!towards!the!apices.!The!grey!line!in!Fig.!4.7c!indicates!the!position!with!equal!integrated!intensity!on! both! sides! of! this! position.! This! 50%! signal! intensity! position!marker!serves! as! an! additional! aid! to! visualize! regional! ventilation! of! the! lung.!Initially,!this!line!shifts!towards!the!base!of!the!lung!as!the!suction!volume!is! increased! up! to! Vs! =! 2.5! mL.! This! shift! reflects! the! placement! of! the!inhaled! gas! predominantly! into! the! lung! base.! With! further! increasing!inhalation!causing! increasing!ventilation!of! the!apices,! the! line!shifts! into!the! opposite! direction! and! at! Vs! =! 5.0! mL! (Vi! =! 3.6! mL)! it! is! centered!approximately!at!the!midpoint!of!the!lung.!




Ex! vivo! pulmonary! 129Xe!MRI! also! allows! for! the! timed! release!of! a! small!bolus! (0.5!–!1.0!mL)!of!hp!gas!during! the! inhalation!period.!This!method!provides!further!data!to!support!the!assertion!that!the!initially!inhaled!gas!localizes!to!the!base!of!the!lung!and!is!directed!towards!the!apices!mostly!at! the! end! of! the! inhalation.! Two! inflation! schemes! with! a! total! suction!volume! of!Vs! =! 5.0!mL! are! employed.! For! scheme! 1! in! Fig.! 4.8a! –! cL! the!initial! inhalation! consists! of! a! chosen! fraction! of! hp! gas,! inhaled! through!application! of! suction! volume! Vs(hp),! followed! by! ‘dark’! (i.e.! MRI! inactive,!usually!N2)!gas.!The!dark!gas!is!inhaled!after!flushing!of!the!storage!volume!
VB!with!N2!and!applying!suction!volume!Vs(dark).!In!scheme!2!in!Fig.!4.8d!L!e!the! delivery! order! is! reversed!with! the! initial! dark! gas! delivery! using!N2!and!suction!volume!being!Vs(dark)!followed!by!hp!129Xe!delivery!into!VB!!and!suction! volume! Vs(hp).! Using! ventilation! scheme! 1! with! Vs(hp)! =! 1.0! mL!followed! by! Vs(dark)! =! 4.0! mL,! the! MRI! shows! that! the! hp! gas! signal! is!directed!to!the!base.!As!the!ratio!Vs(hp)/!Vs(dark)!increased,!at!constant!Vs(hp)+!
Vs(dark)!=!Vs!=!5.0!mL,!the!hp!gas!is!progressively!found!further!towards!the!apices.!!!In!scheme!2!the!hp!gas!is!directed!more!to!the!apical!regions!of!the!lung! with! the! hp! gas! seen! in! the! larger! conducting! airways.! Further!increase!of! the!dark!gas!component! in!scheme!2!(Fig.!4.8e)!results! in! the!hp!gas!being!localized!to!the!conducting!airways!themselves.!
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!
Figure' 4.8.' Timed' release' of' hyperpolarized' 129Xe' during' constant' inhalation'
volumes.'Coronal!slice!selective!VFA!FLASH!images!for!directed!ventilation!schemes!with!a!histogram!that!displays!the!integrated!intensities!in!each!row!are!shown!to!the!right!of!the!images.!Scheme!1!(A!L!C)L!initial!inhalation!consists!of!a!known!volume!of!hp! gas,!Vs(hp),! followed! by! dark! gas,!Vs(Dark).! Scheme! 2! (D! L! E)L! the! reversal!with! the!inhalation! of! Vs(Dark)! followed! by! Vs(hp).! Full! 5.0! mL! inhalation! of! hp! gas! with! edge!detection! using! Kirsch! operator! [300]! with! window! level! adjusted! to! show! lower!signal! intensities! (F).! ZLaxis! along!Bo! in!posteriorLanterior! axis! (base! to!apex)!of! the!lung! in! the! magnet! and! xLaxis! along! indirect! (phase! encoding)! dimension.! Imaging!parameters:!4!mm!central!slice,!matrix!128!×!64,!FOV!=!46.9!×!30.0!mm2.!Positioning!of!the!lung!as!in!Fig.!4.4.!
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4.3.4. Airway(Responsiveness(!Excised! lung! tissue,! including! lung! slices! for! optical! microscopy,! has!regularly! been! used! to! study! airway! responsiveness! to! challenges! with!bronchial!smooth!muscle!agonists!such!as!methacholine!(MCh)![301L303].!In!this!work,!it!is!investigated!whether!the!whole!organ!can!be!used!many!hours! post! mortem! for! pulmonary! hp! 129Xe! MRI! of! MCh! challenges.!Furthermore,! the! possibility! of! the! reversal! of! airway! responsiveness!by!flushing!the!pulmonary!circulation!with!glucose!and!salbutamol!solutions!followed! by! subsequent! challenges! and! reversals! are! also! explored.!Throughout!all!experiments!of! lung!responsiveness!the!suction!volume!Vs!was!kept!constant,!with!an!increase!in!airway!pressures!corresponding!to!changes!in!the!hp!129Xe!ventilation!images.!!
4.3.4.1. Positively(responding(rat(lungs(!Images!obtained!from!rat! lungs,!positively!responding!to!MCh!challenges,!are!shown!in!Figures!4.9!–!4.12.!As!can!be!seen!from!the!data,!very!similar!responses! were! demonstrated! on! four! rat! lungs.! Initially! there! is! a!reduction! in! signal! intensity! from! lung! regions! that! are!poorly!ventilated!(ventilation! defects).! On! flushing! the! lung! with! glucose! and! salbutamol!solutions! these! are! largely! seen! to! recover.! There!were! some!differences!between! the! lungs! with! differing! degrees! of! airway! responsiveness!evident,! with! for! example! the! lung! in! Fig.! 4.11! showing! initial!hyperventilation,!likely!due!to!shunting!of!gas!from!one!region!to!another.!!In! the! later! experiments! (Fig.! 4.11! –! 4.12)! it! became! clear! that! several!
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cycles!of!bronchoconstriction!followed!by!reversal!could!be!performed!on!each! rat! lung.! As! can! be! seen,! a! subsequent,! second! challenge! produces!significant! ventilation! defects! in! all! of! these! lungs.! After! reversal! of! this!second!challenge,!the!third!challenge!causes!the!larger!amounts!of!lung!to!constrict!and!therefore!!fail!to!receive!hp!gas!(Fig.!4.11!and!4.12).!
'
'
Figure'4.9.'Airway' responsiveness' testing' in' an'excised' rat' lung.'Slice! selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! positively! responding! ex! vivo! rat! lung! after! intravenous!challenges! of! 60!µg!methacholine!with! subsequent! reversal! produced! by! flushes! of!intravenous!5%!glucose!and!1000!µg!salbutamol.!Imaging!parameters:!4!mm!central!slice,!matrix!128!×!64,!FOV!=!46.9!×!30.0!mm2.!In!this!presentation,!the!orifice!of!the!lung!is!pointing!up!with!the!posteriorLanterior!axis!aligned!with!the!zLdirection.'
' '
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'
Figure'4.10.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'rat'lung.'Slice!selective!VFA!FLASH!images!of!positively!responding!ex!vivo!rat!lung!demonstrating!a!response!to! 60! µg! methacholine! before! and! after! reversal! after! reversal! with! flushes! of!intravenous! 5%! glucose! and! 1000! µg! salbutamol.! Imaging! parameters! and! lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.!
'
!
Figure'4.11.'Airway' responsiveness' testing' in'excised' rat' lung'2.'Slice! selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! positively! responding! ex! vivo! rat! lung! after! intravenous!challenges! of! 60!µg!methacholine!with! subsequent! reversal! produced! by! flushes! of!intravenous! 5%! glucose! and! 1000! µg! salbutamol.! Initially! the! lung! developed!hyperinflation! on! the! first! MCh! challenge.! This! hyperinflation! then! recovered! on!reversal! with! flushing! the! lung! with! glucose! and! salbutamol.! A! subsequent,! second!challenge!produces! significant! ventilation!defects.!After! reversal,! the! third! challenge!causes! the!majority!of! lung! tissue! to! fail! to! receive!hp!gas!due! to! the!severity!of! the!bronchoconstriction.!Imaging!parameters!and!lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.! !
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!
Figure'4.12.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'rat'lung'3.'Slice!selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! positively! responding! ex! vivo! rat! lung! after! intravenous!challenges! of! 60!µg!methacholine!with! subsequent! reversal! produced! by! flushes! of!intravenous! 5%! glucose! and! 1000! µg! salbutamol.! The! initial! bronchoconstriction!resolved! after! the! flush! with! 5%! glucose! solution! and! salbutamol.! On! subsequent!challenges!larger!amounts!of!lung!tissue!were!seen!to!respond!on!but,!as!in!Fig.!4.11,!less!improvement!is!seen!on!reversal.!Imaging!parameters!and!lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.!!! !
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4.3.4.2. Poorly(and(nonJresponding(rat(lungs(!Despite! the! success! in! demonstrating! this! effect! on! four! rat! lungs,!subsequent!rat!lungs!(seven!in!total)!showed!little!or!no!response!to!MCh!at! the! dosages! under! investigation! (see! Figures! 4.13! L! –! 4.17).! Two! rat!lungs! demonstrated! a! reduced! response! to! MCh! challenges! with!subsequent! challenges! failing! to! cause! significant!ventilation!defects! (Fig.!4.13).! Please! note! that! although! this! pattern!was! seen! in! seven! lungs! in!total,! only! five! are! reported! here! due! to! an! unfortunate! hardware! crash!with! a! loss! of! data! within! the! laboratory! since! these! image! data! were!acquired.! Furthermore,! it! should! be! noted! that! the! Sprague! Dawley! rats!within!this!work!were!healthy!and!had!not!been!sensitized!to!display!any!airway!hyperLresponsiveness.!The!purpose!of!this!proof!of!principle!study!was!not!to!explore!airway!responsiveness!in!detail!but!to!demonstrate!that!responsiveness,! if! present,! can! be! triggered,! observed! and! reversed! for!several!hours!post!mortem.!!! !
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!
Figure'4.13.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'rat'lung.'Slice!selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! a! poorly! responding! ex! vivo! rat! lung.! The! initial! intravenous!challenges! of! 60! µg! methacholine! showed! a! solitary! region! of! reduced! ventilation!which! subsequently! resolved! on! reversal! with! intravenous! 5%! glucose! flushes! and!1000!µg!salbutamol.!The!rat! lung! then! failed! to!significantly!respond!on!subsequent!challenges!with! only!minor! ventilation! changes! seen.! Imaging! parameters! and! lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.!!
!
Figure'4.14.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'rat'lung.'Slice!selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! a! nonLresponding! ex! vivo! rat! lung! after! three! intravenous!challenges!of!60!µg!methacholine.!Imaging!parameters!and!lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.!! !
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!
Figure'4.15.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'rat'lung.'Slice!selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! a! nonLresponding! ex! vivo! rat! lung! after! three! intravenous!challenges!of!60!µg!methacholine.!Imaging!parameters!and!lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.!
!
Figure'4.16.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'rat'lung.'Slice!selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! a! nonLresponding! ex! vivo! rat! lung! after! two! intravenous!challenges!of!60!µg!methacholine.!Imaging!parameters!and!lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.!
!
Figure'4.17.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'rat'lung.'Slice!selective!VFA! FLASH! images! of! a! nonLresponding! ex! vivo! rat! lung! after! two! intravenous!challenges!of!60!µg!methacholine.!Imaging!parameters!and!lung!positioning!as!in!Fig.!4.9.! !
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4.3.4.3. Airway(responsiveness(in(guinea(pig(lungs(!Rat! lungs!were! compared! to! guinea! pig! lungs! as! the! latter! are! known! to!have! greater! quantities! of! bronchial! smooth! muscle! [304,! 305].! Similar!patterns!of!ventilation!defects!were!produced!by!smaller!dosages!of!MCh!on!the!three!lungs!imaged!with!these!again!found!to!be!partially!reversible!with! glucose! and! salbutamol! flushes! allowing! further! challenges! for!several!hours!post!mortem!as!demonstrated! in!Fig.! 4.18.! It!was!however!noted!that!reversal!of!the!ventilation!defects!in!guinea!pig!lungs!depended!more! on! flushing! of! residual!MCh! from! the! pulmonary! circulation! rather!than!significant!improvements!with!salbutamol.!
'
'
Figure'4.18.'Airway'responsiveness'testing'in'an'excised'guinea'pig'lung.''SliceLselective! VFA! FLASH! images! of! ex! vivo! guinea! pig! lung! after! intravenous! challenges!with! 5%! glucose! solution! alone! and! 20! µg! methacholine.! Subsequent! reversal! was!produced!by!flushes!of!intravenous!5%!glucose!and!200!µg!salbutamol.!Images!were!performed!with!a!constant!inhalation!syringe!(suction)!volume!of!VS!=!5!mL.!Imaging!parameters:!4!mm!central!slice,!matrix!128!×!64,!FOV!=!46.9!×!30.0!mm2.!Positioning!of!the!lung!as!in!Fig.!4.4.!
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4.4. Discussion(
4.4.1. The(residual(volume,(RV,(of(ex(vivo(lungs.(!Residual! volume,!RV,! is! an! important! functional! parameter! used! in! both!animal!models!of!pulmonary!disease!and!in!the!clinical!setting.!RV!is!found!to!decrease!in!patients!with!restrictive!lung!diseases!such!as!fibrotic! lung!disease! and! rises! in! patients! with! obstructive! disease! due! to!hyperinflation.!Many!methods!have!been!utilized!for!measurement!of!RV!in!small!animals![4].!In!this!work,!the!calculated!value!of!the!residual!volume!of!1.1!±!0.1!mL!using!the!MR!spectroscopic!measurements!and!1.0!±!0.1!mL!using! the! spatially! resolved! MRI! method! agree! within! the! experimental!error.! The! values! are! however! lower! than! the! 1.26! mL! previously!determined!using!body!plethysmography![45]!and!of!~!1.6!mL!with!neon!dilution![306]!for!similar!sized!rats.!In!the!ex!vivo!rodent!lung!at!Vs!=!0!mL!it!is!likely!that!this!situation!is!more!akin!to!an!openLchested!animal!where!there!is!no!chest!wall!recoil!holding!the!airways!open!with!the!result!that!the!calculated!value!of!RV!will!be!reduced!as!has!been!noticed!in!dog!lungs![307].! A! further,! small! contribution! to! the! difference! found! between! our!value! and! previous! data! is! caused! by! the! shortening! of! the! conducting!airways!(and!hence!a!shorting!of!the!anatomic!dead!space)!as!the!cannula!was!sited!just!above!the!carina!rather!than!higher!below!the!larynx!in!the!in!vivo!experiments.!On!the!other!hand,! it! is!known!that! lung!compliance!decreases!with!temperature![308]!with!the!result!that!as!the!lungs!are!kept!at!ambient!temperature!or!just!below!this!will!compensate!for!some!of!the!aforementioned! reduction! in! RV.! Finally,! it! has! been! noted! by! several!
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groups! that! gas! trapping! is! an! issue! with! excised! lung! tissue! used! for!ventilation!studies![10,!309,!310].!Gas!trapping!had!not!been!a!noticeable!feature! in! the! current! study!as!no! significant!gas! trapping!was! seen!with!prolonged!lung!ventilation.!It!its!unknown!whether!the!lack!of!gas!trapping!is! due! to! differences! in! the! method! of! organ! preparation,! smaller! total!inhaled!volume!in!the!current!work,!or!different!rat!strain!used!(SpragueLDawley! in! the!current!study).!Note! that!significant!gas! trapping!was!seen!with!some!of!the!guinea!pig!lungs!causing!them!to!be!rejected!for!imaging.!!The!presented!method!of!RV! determination! is! a! fast! and! straightforward!addition! to! hp! gas! MRI! of! excised! lungs! requiring! no! additional!instrumentation.!Furthermore,!the!spatially!resolved!2D!method!could!also!be!modified!to!reduce!the!contribution!from!the!signal!of!the!airways!(i.e.!the! anatomical! dead! space)! to! the! RV! determination.! Some! airway!contribution!to!the!MRI!signal!can!be!taken!directly!from!the!images!in!Fig.!4.4a! L! b! or! could! be! measured! in! more! detail! for! example! through! a!directed!ventilation!scheme!as!in!Fig.!4.8e.!The!directed!ventilation!scheme!can! in!principle! also!provide! information! about! regional! contributions! to!the!residual!volume.!Note!however,!that!the!underlying!assumption!made!for! the!RV! determination! in! this! work! is! that! the! hp! gas!mixes!with! the!‘dark’! gas! in! the! residual! lung! volume! uniformly.! This! requires,! that! the!lungs! are! being! inhaled! with! hp! gas! without! areas! of! restricted! or!obstructed! ventilation.! Deviations! form! the! expected!RV! in! healthy! lungs!would!be! indicative!of! the!presence!of!pulmonary!diseases.!However! this!was!not!further!investigated!as!animal!models!of!disease!were!beyond!the!scope!of!this!work.!
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!Measuring! functional! respiratory!parameters,!such!as!RV! in!vivo!using!hp!gas! imaging!experiments! in! rodents!has!proven!difficult!due! to! the! small!gas!volumes.!The!schemes!to!calculate!RV!developed!with!the!ex!vivo!model!in! this! work! may! provide! a! valuable! addition! to! physiological!methodology.!As!an!alternative! to!existing! lung! function! tests,! the!ex!vivo!hp! 129Xe! MRI! method! provides! spatially! resolved! information! of! the!distribution! of! the! RV! which! might! provide! a! sensitive! test! to! identify!regions! disproportionately! affected! by! the! disease! process.! The! hp! 129Xe!MRI! method! detailed! here,! being! exceptionally! simple,! could! easily! be!translated!to!in!vivo!MRI!in!the!preclinical!or!clinical!setting.!!
4.4.2. Ventilation(physiology(using(ex*vivo(lungs.(!Image! data! on! increasing! ventilation! volume! presented! in! this! work!potentially! provide! new! insights! into! pulmonary! physiology.! It! is! shown!that!ventilation!in!the!ex!vivo!models!produces!initial!ventilation!from!the!bases! of! the! inverted! lungs! increasing! downward! towards! the! apices.!Whether!this!is!due!to!an!inherent!property!of!the!lung!or!some!element!of!the!experimental!set!up,!for!instance,!with!the!lungs!submerged!in!glucose!solution!with!a!small!pressure!gradient!of!<!0.5!kPa!(5!cm!H2O)!along!the!length!of!the!lung,!is!as!yet!unknown.!!!Classical!pulmonary!physiological!theory!has!tended!to!explain!differences!in!regional!ventilation!in!humans!due!to!the!gravitational!effects!on!pleural!pressure!resulting!in!the!lower,!most!dependent,!lung!regions!being!under!
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higher!resting!pressure!and!hence!on!inhalation!receive!higher!volumes!of!gas![311,!312].!!Previous!works!with!SPECT!and!xenon!enhanced!CT!have!shown!regional!differences!in!ventilation!and!changes!due!to!posture!in!animals![92,!313,!314].! Marcucci! et! al.,! using! xenon! enhanced! CT,! found! that! the! vertical!ventral!/!dorsal!(V/D)!ventilation!gradient!in!supine!canines!where!it!was!noted! that! the!dorsal! lung! receives! the! greatest! ventilation! in! the! supine!position![91].!This!gradient!was!abolished!once!the!animals!were!placed!in!the! prone! position.! Interestingly,! the! group! also! found! a! ventilation!gradient! between! the! base! of! the! lung! and! the! apex! (anterior–posterior)!where! the! base! experiences! higher! levels! of! ventilation! compared! to! the!apex!with! the!animal! supine,!although! this!was!removed!with! the!animal!prone.!!Månsson!et!al.!studied!V/D!fractional!ventilation!gradients!in!vivo!using!hp!
3He!MRI! in! rats!noting! a! similar!V/D!gradient! in! the! supine!position! and!reporting!the!removal!of!the!gradient!with!the!animal!prone![315].!Couch!et!al.!subsequently!confirmed!this! in!rats!using!both!hp!3He!and!hp!129Xe,!also!noting!a! small!positive!posterior!/! anterior! (base! to!apex)! fractional!ventilation!gradient!in!this!work![180].!!!However!recently!Kyriazis!et!al.!have!noted!that!in!a!rat!elastase!model!of!emphysema! ventilated! by! positive! pressure! and! imaged! using! hp! 3He,!inflation!rates!at! the!bases! reduced!more! than!at! the!apices!compared! to!controls! despite! apparent! diffusion! coefficients! (markers! of!
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emphysematous!damage)!indicating!changes!throughout!the!lung![316].!It!is!therefore!possible!that!this!was!due!to!some!inherent!elastic!property!of!the!lung!indicating!underlying!regional!differences.!!In!this!work,!the!experimental!arrangement!provides!further!evidence!that!regional! differences! in! ventilation! may! be! due! to! inherent! elastic!properties!of!the!lung!as!at!values!of!inhaled!volume!close!to!those!studied!elsewhere!(1!L!2!mL!in!this!size!of!rats),!most!of!the!inhaled!gas!localizes!to!the! bases! even! when! these! regions! are! most! superior.! Further! work! to!confirm! this!would! be! required! to! see! if! this! situation! changed! once! the!lungs!were! suspended! from! the! trachea!without! the! lungs! submerged! in!solution! (i.e.! trachea! most! superior)! and! also! if! the! lungs! were! in! the!supine! or! prone! position! as! has! been! performed! by! other! groups! with!excised!lung!tissue![309].!!
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4.4.3. Whole(organ(response(to(post(mortem(MCh(challenges.((!The! image! data! presented! in! this! work! confirms! post! mortem! airway!responsiveness!to!MCh!challenges!and!glucose!/!salbutamol!reversal!in!ex!
vivo! rat! and! guinea! pig! lungs.! Not! all! of! the! healthy! ex! vivo! rat! lungs!responded! to!MCh!challenge!but! those! that!did! respond!showed! regional!ventilation! defects! at! drug! dosages! similar! to! those! reported! elsewhere!with!a!significant!increase!in!sensitivity!to!methacholine!in!guinea!pig!lung!tissue.! The! variation! in! the! airway! responsiveness! of! rat! lungs! has! been!documented!with!review!of!the!literature!revealing!that!there!is!significant!variation! in! response! to! MCh! amongst! rats,! especially! outLbred! strains,!when! recorded! with! body! plethysmography! often! requiring! very! large!dosages!of!MCh![305,!317,!318].!Guinea!pig!lungs!were!studied!as!they!are!known!to!have!higher!levels!of!bronchial!smooth!muscle!and!so!are!more!responsive! to! MCh! [297,! 304,! 305].! The! results! confirm! this! increased!airway! responsiveness! with! lungs! showing! large! degrees! of!bronchoconstriction! with! one! sixth! of! the! dosage.! Reversal! however!appeared! to! be! unaffected! by! salbutamol! and! relied! more! on! flushing!methacholine!from!the!pulmonary!circulation.!!The!severity!of!observed!bronchoconstriction!in!some!cases!in!this!work!is!unlikely! to! be! recorded! in! vivo! due! to! the! significant! physiological!deterioration!that!would!result! (likely!resulting! in!death!before! imaging).!Therefore! the! ex! vivo! model! offers! the! opportunity! to! explore! the! most!extreme!of!pathophysiological!situations! for!prolonged!periods!of! time! in!
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the! absence! of! systemic! effects! and! considerations.! The! current! model!could!be!further!improved!to!incorporate!recirculation!of!fluid!and!the!use!of! bubble! traps! to! prevent! gas! emboli! in! the! lung! vasculature! [16].!With!such!improvements!and!the!use!of!more!physiological!perfusate!the!model!might!be!able!to!last!beyond!the!currently!reported!7!L!8!hours.!!
4.4.4. Spatial(resolution(of(ex*vivo(hp(129Xe(MRI.(!As!a!final!technical!note,!the!ex!vivo!model!may!potentially!allow!for!higher!resolution!of!the!MR!images!compared!to!in!vivo!hp!129Xe!MRI!that!typically!relies!on!signal!averaging!over!multiple!breaths.!All!MR!images!presented!in! this! proof! of! concept! work! are! acquired! in! a! single! scan! without!motional!artifacts!and!provide!sufficient!image!spatial!resolution!using!hp!
129Xe!with!an!apparent!polarization!of!Papp!=!10%.!
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4.5. Conclusions(!The! aim! of! this! work! was! to! demonstrate! the! utility! of! the! ex! vivo!pulmonary!model! for!hp!129Xe!MRI!studies.!The!pulmonary!ex!vivo!model!offers! a! nimble! platform! for! developing! and! testing! novel! hp! gas! MRI!protocols!before! translation!of! the!methods! for!preclinical! in!vivo! studies!and! ultimately! into! clinical! research.! The! usage! of! ex! vivo! whole! organs!also! reduces! the! regulatory! requirements! for! animal! care,! handling! and!monitoring! for! hp! gas! MRI! experiments.! In! addition,! the! ability! to!investigate! lung! function,! for! example! in! the! absence! of! oxygen! and! by!precise!control!and!freezing!of!the!ventilation!cycle,!demonstrates!that!ex!
vivo!models!offer!a!new!investigative!tool!for!lung!physiology!in!their!own!right.! The! imaging! of! dynamic! changes! in!ex! vivo!whole! organ!may!be! of!interest! for! drug! development! studies! or! as! an! additional! technique! to!elucidate! airway! responses! in! the! absence! of! systemic! effects! or!considerations,!allowing!the!study!of!extreme!pathophysiology.!!





!To! illustrate! the! use! of! functional!ex! vivo! hp! 129Xe!MRI! it!was! decided! to!study! a! rat! model! of! asthma! where! there! is! an! increase! in! airway!responsiveness! to! bronchoLprovocative! challenges.! Experiments! were!performed! in! collaboration! with! the! Pulmonary! Biology! group! at! the!University!of!Nottingham.!Credits!for!the!work!were!as!follows:!Dr.!Lilburn!and!Prof.!Meersmann!conceived!the!experiments;!Dr.!Lilburn,!Mr.!Six,!Ms.!Lesbats!and!Mr.!HughesLRiley!performed!the!MR!imaging!experiments;!Dr.!Lilburn,! Dr.! Tatler,! Mr.! Habgood! and! Ms.! Lesbats! handled! the! animals,!performed!the!tissue!harvesting,!and!processed!the!histology;!Dr.!Lilburn,!Dr.!Tatler,!Dr.! Shaw,!Dr.! Jenkins! and!Prof.!Meersmann!analyzed! the!data;!and! Dr.! Shaw! and! Prof.! Meersmann! helped! Dr.! Lilburn! with! writing! the!report.!
5. Introduction(! !
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5.1. Introduction(!Asthma! is! chiefly! defined! by! the! cardinal! manifestation! of! variable!obstruction!of!airflow!in!response!to!environmental!factors![232].!Around!300!million!people!worldwide!suffer!from!the!disease![319]!and!it! is!well!established!that!asthma!is!a!leading!cause!of!preventable!death![319L321].!Worldwide! the!prevalence!of!asthma!has!risen!significantly! in! the! last!40!years! [322].! In! the! UK,! rates! have! increased! threefold! in! schoolLchildren!between!the!years!1955!L!2004![323].!It!is!estimated!that!asthma!costs!the!UK! health! service! in! excess! of! £500! million! per! year! due! to! direct!treatment!costs!and!the!UK!economy!more!than!£1!billion!per!year!due!to!lost!productivity![324].!!New!insights!into!the!pathophysiology!of!asthma!have!been!provided!over!the!last!20!L30!years!by!a!variety!of!molecular!and!biomedical!techniques!some!of!which!have! resulted! in!new! treatments! [325,!326].!Nevertheless!new! methods! for! investigating! the! disease! and! monitoring! treatment!outcomes!are!required!as!current!routine!methods!suffer!from!significant!variability! [327,! 328],! often! do! not! correlate!with! the! clinical! severity! of!asthma! [329,! 330],! and! provide! no! regional! information! of! lung! function![331].!!Animal!models!of!asthma!are!widely!used! to!study! the!disease! [5,!7]!and!have!allowed!for!significant!advances!in!the!understanding!and!treatment!of! the! condition! [39,! 43,! 332,! 333].! There! are! several! animal! models! of!asthma! currently! in! use! that! displays! many! features! of! human! asthma!
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[219,! 231,! 334,! 335].! Nonetheless,! as! documented! in! Chapter! 3,! the!ovalbumin!(OVA)!model!of!allergic!asthma!is!one!of!the!best!characterised!of! those! currently! available! [224].! Typically! animals! are! sensitized! by!intraperitoneal!or!subcutaneous!injections!of!OVA!mixed!with!an!adjuvant!(usually! aluminium! hydroxide)! to! prime! a! TLhelper! 2! cell! immune!response.! Subsequent! repeat! airway! challenges!of!OVA!post! sensitization!produce! acute! airway! inflammation! with! large! numbers! of! eosinophils![336L338]! and! an! increase! in! airway! sensitivity! to! bronchoLprovocative!agents! such! as! methacholine! (MCh)! [55].! Significant! differences! exist!between!species!and!strains!of!animal![229,!230].!Rats!and!mice!display!a!greater! similarity! to! the! human! disease! with! high! IgE! titres! [228,! 234]!however! levels! of! airway! hyperLresponsiveness! (AHR)! are! often! low!making!phenotyping!using!functional!in!vivo!methods!difficult![224,!338].!!Several! imaging! methodologies! have! been! used! in! an! effort! to! enhance!phenotyping! of! OVA! induced! models! including! studies! of! airway!inflammation![339]!and!remodelling![340].!Hyperpolarized!(hp)!noble!gas!MRI!however!has!the!ability!to!provide!information!on!lung!responses!with!direct! visualization! of! regional! changes! in! ventilation! in! small! laboratory!animals!in!vivo![180,!286L288]!which!may!be!useful!for!studying!functional!parameters..! To! date,! much! work! has! demonstrated! the! utility! of!technically!demanding!in!vivo!hp!gas!imaging!experiments.!However!it!has!been! known! for! some! time! that! ex! vivo! lung! tissue! can! be! used! to! study!airway!responses![11,!292,!301].!Furthermore,!previous!work!has!explored!airway! responsiveness! in! healthy! excised! rat! and! guinea! pig! lungs! (see!Chapter!4!and!ref.![291]).!The!purpose!of!this!study!is!to!demonstrate!that!
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dynamic!functional!changes!in!ventilation!may!be!studied!in!an!OVA!model!of! airway! hyperLresponsivenes! using! the! less! technically! demanding! ex!
vivo! hp! 129Xe! MRI! methodology.! Additionally,! it! will! be! shown! that! this!arrangement! is! able! to! provide! useful! lung! function!parameters! that!will!aid!functional!phenotyping!of!small!animal!models!of!human!asthma.!!
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5.2. Materials(and(Methods(
5.2.1. Model(Characterization(!The! University! of! Nottingham! Ethical! Review! Committee! approved! the!study,!which!was!carried!out!in!strict!accordance!with!local!animal!welfare!guidelines! and! the! UK! Home! Office! Animals! (Scientific! Procedures)! Act!1986.!All!efforts!were!made!to!minimize!animal!suffering.!!Male! BrownLNorway! rats! (150! L! 199! g,! n! =! 12)! were! purchased! from!Charles! River! Ltd! (Margate,! UK).! ! Initial! sensitization! of! all! animals! was!accomplished!by!intraLperitoneal!injections!of!2!mg!ovalbumin!(OVA)!with!200!μg!aluminium!hydroxide!(Alum)! in!1!mL!on!day!0!and!day!14![341].!Experimental! asthma! was! induced! with! subsequent! intraLtracheal! (i.t.)!doses!of!500!μg!OVA!in!1!mL!sterile!Dublecco’s!phosphate!buffer!solution!(DLPBS,! SigmaLAldrich! Ltd,! Gillingham,! UK)! on! days! 21! and! 23!administered! under! general! anaesthesia! (inhaled! isofluorane! 4%! with!medical! grade!oxygen! for!3! –!4!minutes).! Control! animals!were! similarly!treated! with! 1! mL! sterile! DLPBS! i.t.! on! days! 21! and! 23.! On! day! 24!(approximately!24!hours!after!the!last!i.t.!challenge)!animals!were!weighed!and! euthanized!by!overdose!of! sodium!pentobarbital! (SigmaLAldrich!Ltd,!Gillingham,!UK).!!Lungs! for!ex!vivo!hp!129Xe! imaging!had!a!cannula! inserted! into!the!caudal!vena!cava!to!allow!flushing!of!the!pulmonary!circulation!with!heparin!100!IU/mL! (Wockhardt!UK!Ltd,!Wrexham,!UK)! in!20!mL!0.9%!saline! solution!
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followed! by! 20!mL!DLPBS! to! remove! residual! blood! from! the! pulmonary!circulation.!The!heart! and! lungs!were! subsequently! removed!en!masse.!A!polytetrafluorethylene!(PTFE)!adapter!tube!was!inserted!5!L!10!mm!above!the!carina!and!sutured!into!place.!The!heart!and!lungs!were!suspended!in!Hartmann’s! solution! (Baxter! Healthcare! Ltd,! Thetford,! UK)! in! the!ventilation! chamber!with! the! trachea! pointing! downwards! as! detailed! in!Chapter!4.!The!ex!vivo!lungs!were!repeatedly!inflated!with!5!L!6!mL!of!room!air!to!check!for!gas!leaks!either!from!the!suture!around!the!trachea!or!the!lungs!themselves.!The!lungs!were!chilled!to!278!K!for!transportation!to!the!imaging! facility.! After! transportation,! the! lungs! were! then! passively!warmed! to! ambient! temperature! before! imaging! experiments.! The! time!from! harvest! to!MR! imaging!was! no!more! than! 5! hours! for! each! ex! vivo!lung.!!!Of!all!animals!enrolled!in!the!study,!six!rats!were!treated!with!500!µg!OVA!i.t.,!and!six!control!rats!were!treated!using!i.t.!DLPBS.!Of!these!animals!three!500!µg! OVA! and! three! DLPBS! control! rats!were! used! solely! for! BAL! and!histological!analysis!in!a!satellite!group.!During!the!study,!one!control!OVA!lung!was!rejected!for!ex!vivo!hp!129Xe!MR!imaging!due!to!gas!leakage.!!Airway!inflammation!was!quantified!in!both!the!satellite!group!of!rats!used!for!histological!analysis!and!in!the!ex!vivo!lungs!used!for!hp!129Xe!MRI!after!imaging.! The! satellite! group! of! control! and! OVA! challenged! rats! had!bronchoalveolar! lavage! (BAL)! performed! post!mortem!with! 1!mL!DLPBS!instilled! i.t.!before!subsequent! removal.!BAL!samples!were!centrifuged!at!1500!rpm!for!5!minutes!with!the!resulting!cell!pellet!resuspended!in!1ml!
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PBS.! Total! BAL! cell! count! was! performed! with! a! Sceptor! cell! counter!(Millipore,! UK).! BAL! cells! were! cytospinned! and! stained! using! Diff! Quik!Romanowski!stain!(Fisher!Scientific,!UK).!%!differential!inflammatory!cells!were! determined! by! counting! 100! cells! at! 40x! magnification! on! a! light!microscope.!!Control!and!OVA!challenged!lungs!from!both!the!satellite!hp!129Xe!imaging!groups!(post!imaging)!were!similarly!prepared!by!inflating!to!forced!vital!capacity!(25!cm!H2O!≈!2.5!kPa)!with!5%!formalinLsaline!solution!(SigmaLAldrich!Ltd,!Gillingham,!UK)!and!subsequently!wax!embedded.!Histological!analysis! included! haematoxylin! and! eosin! (H&E)! staining! to! quantify!airway!inflammation.!Quantification!was!performed!using!a!Nikon!Eclipse!90i!microscope! (Nikon! Corporation,! Tokyo,! Japan)!with!NIS! Elements! Ar!image! analysis! software! for! image! capture! (v.! 3.2,! Nikon! Corporation,!Tokyo,!Japan!
!
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5.2.2. 129Xe(spin(exchange(optical(pumping,(compression(and(transfer(!Hp! 129Xe! was! produced! in! batch! mode! using! spin! exchange! optical!pumping! (SEOP)! [160]! of! a! gas!mixture! containing! 25%! Xe! (enriched! to!83%!129Xe,!Nova!Gas!Technologies,!Charleston,!SC,!USA)!and!75%!nitrogen!(N2,!99.999%!pure,!Air!Liquide,!Coleshill,!UK).!SEOP!was!performed!at!40!L!60!kPa! followed!by!expansion!of! the!hp!gas! into!a!custom!built!glass!and!perspex! extraction! unit.! Hp! gas! was! then! compressed! to! just! above!ambient!pressure!before!delivery!to!the!lung!(further!detail!of!the!process!can!be!found!in!ref.![215]!and!in!subsequent!chapters!where!the!technique!is!used!extensively!with!hp! 83Kr)! .!The!hp!xenon!delivered! to! the!excised!lungs!for!inhalation!was!spin!polarized!to! !=!40%!with!an!apparent!spin!polarization! !=!10%![145].!
5.2.3. Hp(gas(inhalation(!The!ventilation!chamber!with!the!ex!vivo!lungs!was!placed!inside!the!bore!of!the!superconducting!magnet!and!the!temperature!was!kept!constant!at!293! K! throughout! the! experiments.! Active! inflation! of! the! lung! was!accomplished! by! pulling! to! a! ventilation! syringe! volume! (Vs)! of! 6! mL.!Corresponding! inhaled! volumes! (Vi)!were!measured! separately! using! the!water!displacement!technique!on!gas!exhalation!and!can!be!seen!in!Table!5.1.!To!limit!potential!gas!trapping,!the!ex!vivo!lungs!were!deflated!over!30!L! 60! s! from! Vs! =! 6! mL! to! maximum! exhalation! (Vs! =! 0!mL)! as! has! been!reported!elsewhere![10,!309]!before!hp!129Xe!inhalation.! !
P
Papp
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! Identifier! Rat!Weight!(g)! Inhaled!volume,!Vi!,(mL)!
CONTR
OL! C.1! 259! 4.2!±!0.3!!C.2! 262! 5.0!±!0.4!
OVA!CH
ALLEN
GED! OVA.1! 252! 4.9!±!0.3!OVA.2! 254! 4.9!±!0.4!
OVA.3! 270! 4.6!±!0.1!!
'
Table'5.1.'Demographic'data'from'subjects'used'for'hp'129Xe'imaging.!Summary!of! rat! weights! and! inhaled! volumes! (Vi)! ±! standard! deviation! corresponding! to!inflation!(syringe)!volume!Vs!=!6!mL.!
5.2.4. Bronchoconstriction(and(reversal(!Animals! used! for! hp! 129Xe! MRI! experiments! had! the! catheter! used! for!flushing!of!the!pulmonary!circulation!retained.!The!cranial!vena!cava!was!ligated!to!ensure!drug!delivery!to!the!pulmonary!circulation.!The!cannula!in! the! caudal! vena! cava! was! sutured! into! place! and! attached! to! fine!perfluoroalkoxy! (PFA) tubing! for! administration! of! drugs! to! the!pulmonary!circulation!as!detailed!in!Chapter!4.!Excess!fluid!was!once!again!removed! to! keep! the! fluid! level!within! the! ventilation! chamber! constant!during!the!imaging!experiments.!!
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In!order!to!satisfy!tissue!metabolic!demands,!the!lungs!were!ventilated!8!–!10!times!with!the!100%!oxygen!followed!by!purging!the!lungs!and!transfer!line!with!N2!prior!to!hp!129Xe!delivery.!!Initial! hp! 129Xe! MR! imaging! was! repeatedly! performed! at! baseline! to!ensure! reproducibility!of! ventilation.!Furthermore,!4.5!mL!of!Hartmann’s!solution! was! delivered! at! a! rate! of! 1! –! 2! mL/minute! before! bronchoLprovocative!challenges!to!ensure!there!were!no!significant!changes!on!hp!
129Xe!MRI!after!fluid!administration!to!the!lung.!!Bronchoconstriction! was! then! achieved! by! injecting! methacholine! (MCh,!SigmaLAldrich! Ltd,! Gillingham,!UK)! through! the! pulmonary! circulation! as!detailed!previously![291].!Increasing!doses!of!10,!25,!50,!75,!100,!200,!and!400!μg!of!MCh!dissolved!in!1!mL!0.9%!saline!solution!followed!by!a!3.5!mL!bolus!of!Hartmann’s!solution!at!a!rate!of!1!L!2!mL/minute!were!delivered!to! the! pulmonary! circulation! before! sequential! hp! 129Xe! imaging!experiments.! The! bolus! of! Hartmann’s! following! the!MCh!was! to! ensure!complete!drug!delivery!to!the!lung!by!flushing!out!the!dead!volume!in!the!delivery! system.! Reversal! of! bronchoLconstriction! was! attempted! by!flushing!the!challenged!lungs!with!30!–!50!mL!of!Hartmann’s!solution!and!1000!L!1500!µg!of!salbutamol!(Allen!and!Hanbury’s!Ltd,!Middlesex,!UK)!in!1.0! –! 1.5! mL! at! a! rate! of! 1! –! 2! mL/minute.! Note! that! throughout! all!experiments!the!airway!pressure!was!recorded!during!inhalation!and!was!kept! constant! between! successive! images,! i.e.!was! kept! at! baseline! levels!throughout! the! imaging! sequence.! Typical! airway! pressures! recorded!
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during!inhalation!in!control!and!OVA!challenged!lungs!were!2.2!–!2.6!kPa!(22!–!26!cm!H2O)!and!2.5!–!2.9!kPa!(25!–!29!cm!H20)!respectively.!
5.2.5. MRI(protocol(!MR! imaging! experiments! were! performed! using! a! 9.4! T! vertical! bore!Bruker! Avance! III! microimaging! system! (Bruker! Corporation,! Billerica,!Massachusetts,!USA).!A!customLbuilt!25!mm!lowLpass!birdcage!volume!coil!tuned! to! the! resonance! frequency!of! 129Xe!gas! in! the! lung!of!110.69!MHz!was! used! in! all! experiments.! Images! were! acquired! using! a! modified!variable!flip!angle!(VFA)!FLASH!gradient!echo!pulse!sequence![177].!Hard!pulses! of! 134! µs! and! sincLshaped! pulses! of! 1000! µs! at! variable! power!levels! were! used! for! nonLsliceLselective! and! sliceLselective! image!acquisitions! (TE! =! 1.27! ms,! TR! =! 67.5! ms).! All! coronal! images! were!acquired!in!128!×!64!image!matrices!with!a!field!of!view!(FOV)!of!47.3!mm!and!31.5!mm!and!a!total!acquisition!time!of!4.38!s.!Slice!thickness!in!sliceLselective!imaging!experiments!was!4!mm!with!the!sliceLselective!frequency!offset! corresponding! to! the! excitation! of! the! central! slice! resulting! in!nominal!resolution!of!0.37!×!0.49!×!4!mm3.!
5.2.6. Image(reconstruction(and(analysis(!Images!were! once! again! processed! and! reconstructed! in! Prospa! (v.! 3.06,!Magritek,! Wellington,! New! Zealand)! with! a! sineLbell! squared! window!function! applied! to! the! raw! data! before! twoLdimensional! Fourier!transformation! and! the! two! dimensional! image! data!were! then! exported!for! analysis! in! IGOR! Pro! (v.! 6.01,! Wavemetrics,! Lake! Oswego,! OR,! USA).!
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Subsequent! image! analysis! was! also! performed! with! IGOR! Pro! and! is!reported!in!the!Results!section.!
!
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5.3. Results((!During! the! sensitization! and! challenge! protocol! (Fig! 5.1a)! the! OVA!challenged! rats! displayed! significant! clinical! features! of! bronchospasm!with! marked! increases! in! rate! and! depth! of! respiration,! which! settled!within!4!–!6!hours.!Histology!data!revealed!a!significant!response!amongst!the! OVA! challenged! Brown! Norway! rats! post! sensitization,! compared! to!sensitized!control!animals! (Fig.!5.2b).!There!was!significant! thickening!of!the! bronchial! epithelium! with! large! numbers! of! inflammatory! cells,!particularly!mononuclear! cells,! seen! on! light!microscopy.! BAL! data! from!the! satellite! group! demonstrated! a! marked! inflammation! with! a! large!increase! in! %! differential! eosinophil! count! among! the! OVA! challenged!animals!(Fig.!5.2).!Unfortunately!the!satellite!BAL!sample! from!one!of! the!control! lungs! did! not! stain! sufficiently! to! allow! calculation! of! the!differential! cell! count,! therefore!values!are!calculated! from!the!other! two!control!lungs.!!! !
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!
Figure' 5.1.' Sensitization' and' challenge' protocol' with' typical' light'microscopy'
images' of' control' and' OVA' challenged' lungs.! (a)! All! rats! were! sensitized! with!intrapertioneal! (IP)! injections! of! 2!mg! ovalbumin! and! 200! μg! aluminum! hydroxide!(Alum)!on!day!0!and!day!14!with!subsequent!intratracheal!(IT)!challenges!on!days!21!and!23!of!either!1!mL!sterile!PBS!(control!animals)!or!1!mL!OVA!(500!μg/250!μg!OVA)!with! the! same!OVA!dose!on!each!challenge.!Animals!were!euthanized!on!day!24! for!either! BAL/histology! or! ex! vivo! hp! 129Xe! MRI.! (b)! Light! microscopy! image! from! (i)!control! (PBS! challenged)! lung! and! (ii)! 500! μg! OVA! challenged! lung.! Note! the! clear!airspaces!and!thin!bronchial!walls!of!the!large!airways!(arrow)!in!the!control!lung!in!contrast! to! the! marked! increase! in! cellular! infiltrate! particularly! around! the! large!airways!(arrow)!in!the!OVA!challenged!lung.!!
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!
Figure'5.2.'Bronchoalveolar'lavage'(BAL)'data.'%'differential'inflammatory'cell'
counts.! Mean! data! with! standard! deviations! (error! bars)! from! satellite! (histology)!group!with!BAL!performed!immediately!after!death.!(a)!Note!the!higher!inflammatory!cell!count!in!the!OVA!challenged!group!(OVA!sensitized/OVA!challenged)!compared!to!the! control! group! (OVA! sensitized/PBS! challenged).! Similarly! note! the! increased!mean! %! differential! eosinophil! count! in! the! OVA! challenged! group! (b)! indicating!allergic!inflammation!of!the!airways!was!present!(error!bars!again!represent!standard!deviation).!The!control!BAL!%!differential!cell!count!is!calculated!from!a!sample!size!n!=! 2! compared! to! n! =! 3! in! the! OVA! challenged! group! (see! text! for! detail).! Total!inflammatory! cell! counts! are! from! sample! sizes! n! =! 3! in! both! OVA! challenged! and!control!groups.!!Examples! of! image! datasets! acquired! from! control! and! OVA! challenged!animals!are!displayed!in!Fig.5.4!and!Fig.!5.5!(located!in!the!image!plates!at!the! end! of! the! chapter).! Images! were! taken! at:! baseline;! after! a! 4.5! mL!bolus! of! Hartmann’s;! on! increasing! doses! of! MCh;! and! on! subsequent!reversal!with!flushes!of!varying!volumes!of!Hartmann’s!solution!and!up!to!1500!μg!of! salbutamol.!Multiple!baseline! images! (minimum!of! two)!were!acquired! and! visually! inspected! to! ensure! a! stable! reference! point! for!comparison!of! later! image!data!on! increasing!MCh!dosages.!The!presence!of!ventilation!defects!(regions!with!absent!hp!gas!signal)!was!noticeable!in!one!control! lung!after!200!μg!MCh!(460!μg!cumulative!MCh!dose)!and! in!
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two!OVA!treated!lungs!after!50!–!75!μg!MCh!(85!L!160!μg!cumulative!MCh!dose),!however!there!were!noticeable!reductions!in!overall!signal!intensity!in!all!OVA!challenged!lungs.!Significant!reversal!was!however!noted!in!only!one!control!animal!(C.1)!and!one!OVA!challenged!animal!(OVA.1).!!As! a! measure! of! the! reduction! in! ventilation! across! the! whole! lung! the!mean! normalized! signal! intensity! was! compared! between! images.! The!mean! value! was! calculated! by! dividing! the! integral! of! all! voxel! values!across!each!image!by!the!total!number!of!image!voxels.!Mean!image!values!were! then! normalized! to! the! mean! signal! intensity! of! the! first! baseline!image!for!comparison.!!Slice! selective! and! nonLslice! selective! measurement! of! the! mean!normalized!signal! intensity!were!obtained! in!control!and!OVA!challenged!lungs!(see!Fig.!5.6).!Both!values!show!close!correspondence!at!all!points!in!the! time! sequences.! However! the! nonLslice! selective! value! was! used! for!further! comparison! between! control! and! OVA! challenged! lungs! as! this!allowed!for!monitoring!changes!in!whole!lung!ventilation.!!
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!
Figure'5.6.'Timeline'of'mean'normalized'signal' intensity' in'a'control'and'OVA'
challenged' lung.! Values! from! mean! normalized! signal! intensity! from! images! in!sequences! Fig.! 5.4! (rat! lung!C.1)! and! Fig.! 5.5! (rat! lung!OVA.1)! normalized! to! the! 1st!baseline! values! in! each! image! sequence.! Note! close! approximation! between! slice!selective! and! nonLslice! selective! datasets! in! both! lungs.! There! is! an! increase! in!normalized!mean!signal!intensity!over!the!sequence!in!lung!control!lung,!while!there!is!a!marked!reduction!in!mean!normalized!signal!intensity!over!the!same!sequence!of!events!in!the!OVA!challenged!lung.!!The! time!courses!of!mean!normalized!signal! intensity! in!all! lungs! imaged!with! hp! 129Xe! MRI! are! displayed! in! Fig.! 5.7.! It! can! be! seen! that! control!animals! largely! show! little! or! no! reduction! in! mean! normalized! signal!intensity!when!compared!to! lungs! from!the!OVA!challenged!group!where!there!is!a!>50%!reduction!by!the!400!μg!dose!of!MCh.!
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!
Figure' 5.7.' Timeline' data' of' mean' normalized' signal' intensity' from' all' lungs'
using'nonWslice'selective'datasets.!Values!are!normalized!to!1st!baseline!image.!Note!the!variation!in!baseline!signal!intensities!particularly!noticeable!in!lung!OVA.2.!!To!illustrate!the!change!in!mean!normalized!signal!intensity!as!a!function!of!cumulative!MCh!dose,!data!was!replotted!(Fig.!5.8).!To!compensate! for!the! effect! of! small! fluctuations! in! the! SEOP! process! upon! the! signal!intensity,! the! average! value! from! the! two! baseline! images! was! used! for!recalculation!of!the!mean!normalized!signal!intensity!at!each!time!point.!In!Fig.! 5.8! it! can! be! seen! that! there! is! an! initial! significant! drop! between! a!cumulative!dose!of!10!–!160!μg!!MCh!in!the!OVA!challenged!lungs!followed!by! a! slow! reduction! up! to! the! maximum! cumulative! dose! of! 860! μg.! As!sample!sizes!were!small!for!this!proof!of!principle!work!only!no!statistical!analysis!was!possible.!!
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!
Figure' 5.8.' ' Mean' normalized' signal' intensity' from' all' lungs' as' a' function' of'
cumulative' methacholine' (MCh)' dose.' Values! are! normalized! to! the! average!baseline! value.! Note! the! clear! separation! between! the! control! and! ovalbumin!challenged!groups!particularly!at!high!cumulative!MCh!dosages.!!Further!analysis!of!the!data!studied!the!regional!changes!in!ventilation!on!increasing!dosages!of!MCh!and!on!reversal!where!it!occurred.!To!compare!images! on! increasing! cumulative! dose! of! MCh! a! difference! map! was!calculated!where!voxel!values!from!baseline!images!were!subtracted!from!those! on! increasing! MCh! dosages! (Fig.! 5.9b! and! Fig.! 5.10b).! Difference!maps!on!reversal!were!similarly!calculated!except!that!the!voxel!values!in!the!image!corresponding!to!the!400!μg!MCh!dose!(860!μg!cumulative!dose!MCh)!was!subtracted!from!the!image!acquired!on!reversal.!Note!that!small!interLbreath!differences!were!not!rectified!by! image!registration!methods!for! this! proof! of! principle! work! although! this! could! be! attempted! in! the!future!to!reduce!artefacts!particularly!noticeable!at!the!airways.!!
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The! image! sequence! also! allowed! for! comparison! of! gas! distribution!between! scans,! that! is,! the! fraction! of! hp! gas! contained!within! each! lung!region.! Each! image! was! normalized! by! dividing! each! voxel! value! by! the!total!integrated!signal!intensity!of!the!image,!thereby!providing!a!measure!of! the! fraction! of! total! hp! gas! signal! contained! within! each! voxel.!Normalized! image! matrices! at! baseline! were! subtracted! from! similarly!normalized! matrices! at! each! dosage! of! MCh! (Fig.! 5.9c! and! Fig.! 5.10c).!Normalized! reversal! matrices! were! produced! by! subtraction! of! the!normalized! matrix! corresponding! to! the! 400! μg! dose! of! MCh! (860! μg!cumulative!dose!MCh)!from!that!matching!the!reversal!image.!!Interestingly! using! difference! maps! it! was! possible! to! detect! ventilation!defects!before!it!became!visually!apparent!on!the!spin!density!VFA!FLASH!images! in!Fig!5.9! (see! image!plate!at!end!of! the!Chapter).!By!comparison!the!OVA!challenged!lung!(Fig.!5.10L!see!image!plate!at!end!of!the!Chapter)!demonstrated! a! global! reduction! in! signal! intensity! across! the! sequence!with! small! regions! at! the! base! of! the! lung! and! both! apices! revealing! a!marginal! increase! in! signal! intensity.! However! comparing! the! fraction! of!hp! gas! signal! these! regions! contain! increasing! volumes! of! the! total! gas!inhaled.!!!
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5.4. Discussion(!The!BAL! and!histology!data!with!high! levels! of! airway! inflammation! and!large!numbers!of!eosinophils!demonstrate!that!the!OVA!model!used!in!this!study! has! resulted! in! an! antigen! induced! allergic! airways! inflammation,!replicating! some! of! the! features! of! human! asthma.! Intratracheal! (i.t.)!instillation! as! utilized! in! this! work! is! less! common! than! the! use! of!aerosolized! methods! [65,! 230,! 234].! Instillation! is! less! technically!demanding! than! aerosolized! methods! with! no! requirements! for!measurement!of!particle!sizes.!On!the!down!side,! i.t.!distribution!tends!to!be! less! homogenous! throughout! the! lung! [5]! however! this! was! not!considered!a!disadvantage!in!this!work!that!focused!on!MRI!methodology.!The! i.t.! OVA! dosages! used! in! this! study! are! higher! than! those! used! in!previous!experiments!in!the!rat![237,!341]!because!it!was!desired!to!have!a!reproducible! increase! in! airway! responsiveness! to! MCh! (known! to! need!higher! repeat! OVA! dosages! [55])! for! confirmation! of! the! ex! vivo! imaging!technique.! BAL,! histology! and! ex! vivo! hp! 129Xe! MRI! were! therefore! all!performed!within! 24! L! 36! hours! post! OVA! challenges!when! the!maximal!allergic!response!has!been!reported.!!As! documented! in! Chapter! 3,! Brown! Norway! rats! were! chosen! for! this!study! as! they! have! been! noted! to! have! a! pronounced! inflammatory!response! with! greater! degrees! of! airway! reactivity! on! OVA! challenges![230].! Additionally! rats! were! preferred! over! mice! because! the! larger!inhaled! volumes! allowed! for! imaging! within! one! breath! using! highly!polarized!hp!129Xe.!
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!Hp!129Xe!MR!imaging!was!performed!using!constant!pressure!inhalation!as!this! was! found! to! be! the!most! sensitive! to! changes! in! ventilation! and! is!similar! to! that! used! by! other! groups! in! vivo! [180]! although! this! is! not!routine! practice! in! the! mouse! where! reductions! in! tidal! volumes! (TV)!would!add!increasing!difficulties!to!imaging.!The!use!of!the!manual!method!(with!a!syringe!pull)!did!however!produce!some!variation!(±!2!cm!H2O)!in!the! inhalation! pressures,! which! could! be! improved! in! future! by! using!automated!devices.!!The! ventilation! protocol! and! MCh! administration! sequence! did! however!demonstrate!significant!degrees!of!bronchoconstriction!observed!through!hp! 129Xe! MRI! that! could! be! partially! reversed! through! salbutamol!administration! (Fig.! 5.4! and! 5.5).! It! should! be! noted! that! with! a! >50%!reduction! in! whole! lung! signal! intensities! (approximating! to! a! 50%!reduction! in! inhaled! gas! volumes),! the! ex! vivo! model! has! once! again!allowed! imaging! of! extreme! pathophysiology! unlikely! to! be! recorded! in!
vivo![291].!The!wide!separation!of!control!and!OVA!challenged!animals!on!cumulative! MCh! dosages! beyond! 160! μg! (Fig.! 5.8)! with! pLvalues!approaching! significance! further! demonstrates! the! utility! of! the! ex! vivo!technique.! Unfortunately! as! sample! sizes! were! small,! comparison! of!control! and! OVA! challenged! groups! remains! difficult,! although! it! would!seem!that!the!degree!of!reduction!in!hp!gas!signal! in!healthy!lungs!is! less!than!that!demonstrated!in!OVA!challenged!lungs.!Further!experiments!are!planned!to!increase!the!sample!sizes!particularly!of!the!control!group!and!also!to!study!the!effect!of!a!reduction!in!the!OVA!challenge!dose.!
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!The! regional! analysis! using! difference! maps! calculated! between! hp! gas!distribution! at! baseline! and! on! increasing! dosages! of! MCh! (Fig.! 5.9! and!5.10)! allows! for! the! visualization! of! changes! in! regional! ventilation! that!would!be!otherwise!difficult!to!identify.!It!has!been!shown!that!changes!in!ventilation!can!be!seen!before!they!are!visually!apparent!on!hp!129Xe!spin!density! images.! Furthermore! the! overall! reduction! in! inhaled! hp! gas!volumes! is! greater! in! OVA! treated! lungs! compared! to! control! lungs,!although! there! are! large! portions! of! the! lung! which! are! able! to! receive!higher!gas!volumes.!Whether! this! is! linked! to! the!degree!of! inflammation!present! at! each! of! these! regions! due! to! heterogeneity! in! the! OVA!model!was!however!beyond!the!scope!of!this!work.!!Previously,! Johnson! et! al.! studied! the! effect! of! high! doses! of! intravenous!(i.v.)!MCh!(30!µg)!on!healthy!SpragueLDawley!rats!using!hp!3He!MRI![286].!Images! with! similar! degrees! of! heterogeneity! in! ventilation! to! those!recorded! in! this! ex! vivo! work! after! MCh! administration! were! acquired.!However!the!use!of!a!constant!TV!resulted!in!significant!distension!of!the!major! airways,! resulting! in! four! animals! dying! from! pneumothoraces.! It!was!hypothesised!that!there!was!a!partitioning!in!the!lung!response!where!gas!destined!for! lung!regions!with!significant!constriction!was!shunted!to!less! constricted! zones,! with! associated! hyperinflation.! The! regional! data!contained!within! this! Chapter! shown! in! Fig.! 5.9! and! 5.10!would! tend! to!confirm! this! result! where! gas! is! seen! to! be! increasingly! shunted! to! less!constricted! regions! during! rising! dosages! of!MCh,! however! unlike! in! the!
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live! animal! where! the! total! dose! of! MCh! is! limited! due! to! systemic!concerns,!much!higher!dosages!can!be!administered!repeatedly.!!Other!studies!of!asthma!models!with!hp!gas!MRI!have!similarly!focused!on!regional! responses! to!MCh! in! healthy! and! asthmatic! animals! rather! than!the! aforementioned! whole! lung! data! contained! within! this! Chapter.!Driehuys! et! al.! reported! a! simple! pixel! counting! method! to! quantify! the!regional!changes!in!ventilation!recorded!in!OVA!sensitized!and!challenged!(asthmatic)!mice!post!MCh!(compared!to!baseline!images)![280].!Regional!measurements!focusing!on!the!lung!parenchyma!and!on!the!major!airways!were! studied! in! an! effort! to! quantify! the! variation! in! airway! response!between!the!two!tissues!and!amongst!different!lung!regions.!!Deninger!et!al.!had!however!previously!described!the!concept!of!fractional!ventilation,! defined! as! the! volume! of! ‘new’! (hyperpolarized)! gas! that!replaces! ‘old’! (nonLhyperpolarized)!gas!on!subsequent!ventilations! [342].!This!concept!was!subsequently!applied!to!an!Aspergillus!fumigatus!mouse!model!of!asthma![288]!where!there!was!noted!to!be!a!significant!reduction!in! fractional! ventilation! values! across! asthmatic! mouse! lungs! with!considerable! heterogeneity! between! different! lung! regions.! Subsequent!improvements! in! the! technique! have! resulted! in! image! datasets! being!acquired!using!less!hp!gas!and!faster!acquisition!times![180,!289].!!Finally!Mistry!et! al.! reported!a! similar!methodology! to! that! in!use!within!this!Chapter!where!each!voxel!within!a!hp! 3He! image!was!normalized!by!the!integral!of!the!signal!intensity!from!a!volume!within!the!trachea![343].!
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Images! were! thereby! less! dependent! on! total! image! signal! intensity! (as!reported!in!Fig.!5.9c!and!5.10c)!providing!a!measurement!of!the!fraction!of!hp! gas! signal! contained! within! each! voxel.! Subsequent! difference! maps!were! similarly! generated! between! baseline! images! and! on! increasing!dosages!of!MCh.! It!was! therefore!as!described! in! this!Chapter!possible! to!visualize! regions! with! reductions! or! increases! in! hp! gas! distribution.!Furthermore! quantification! of! changes! in! airway! diameters! was! also!possible.! While! these! methods! of! regional! analysis! are! similar! to! those!employed!within!this!thesis!there!are!noticeable!differences!namely:!in!the!previously!published!results!imaging!was!performed!in!vivo!over!multiple!breaths! with! the! possibility! that! ventilation! would! change! during! the!acquisition! period! of! 12! s! in! mice! that! breath! at! a! rate! of! 100!breaths/minute![344];!and!in!this!work!normalization!for!by!whole!image!total! signal! intensity! was! performed! as! tracheal! signal! intensity! on!increasing!MCh!dosages!would!be!expected!to!change.!
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5.5. Conclusions(!The!aim!of!this!work!was!to!demonstrate!the!ability!of!ex!vivo!functional!hp!
129Xe!MRI! to! detect! ventilation! differences! in! an! ovalbumin! rat!model! of!asthma.! The! validated! asthma! model! allowed! for! the! detection! of!significant! increases! in! airway! responsiveness! to! intravenous! MCh! as!detected!by!ex!vivo!hp!129Xe!imaging.!Large!alterations!in!ventilation!were!recorded!with!differences!between!control!and!OVA!challenged!animals!on!whole! lung! measurements.! Heterogeneity! in! ventilation! was! detected!across!lung!regions!on!delivery!of!MCh!and!on!reversal!images!with!the!ex!
vivo! lungs! showing! redistribution! of! hp! gas! on! increasing! MCh! dosages!with!differences! seen!between! control! and!OVA! challenged! animals.! This!work! has! therefore! shown! that! the! ex! vivo! model! allows! for! simplified!hyperpolarized! 129Xe! MR! imaging! with! useful! information! of! dynamic!changes!in!a!small!animal!model!of!human!asthma.!!
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!The!work! contained!within! this!Chapter! is! a! further!development!of! that!found! in! the! article! published! in! the! peerLreviewed! journal! Magnetic!Resonance! Imaging! entitled! “Pulmonary! MRI! contrast! using! Surface!Quadrupolar!Relaxation!(SQUARE)!of!hyperpolarized!83Kr”!by!Joseph!S.!Six,!Theodore!HughesLRiley,!David!M.L.!Lilburn,!Alan!C.!Dorkes,!Karl!F.!Stupic,!Dominick!E.!Shaw,!Peter!G.!Morris,! Ian!P.!Hall,!Galina!E.!Pavlovskaya,!and!Thomas!Meersmann![216].!This!journal!article!is!reproduced!in!Appendix!1! for! the! convenience! of! the! reader! and! to! ensure! familiarity! with! the!methodology!of!the!MRI!of!hp!83Kr!surface!quadrupolar!relaxation!in!the!ex!
vivo! rat! lung.! Within! this! Chapter! the! methodology! developed! in! the!publication!is!applied!to!the!study!of!a!rat!model!of!emphysema,!where!the!surfaceLtoLvolume! (S/V)! ratio! in! the! lung! parenchyma! is! decreased.!Experiments! were! performed! in! collaboration! with! the! Respiratory!Pharmacology!group!at!Imperial!College!London.!Credits!for!the!work!were!as! follows:! Dr.! Lilburn! and! Prof.!Meersmann! conceived! the! experiments;!Dr.! Lilburn,! Mr.! Six! and! Ms.! Lesbats! performed! the! MR! imaging!experiments;! Dr.! Birrell,! Mr.! Dubuis! and! Ms.! YewLBooth! handled! the!
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animals! and! processed! the! histology! while! Dr.! Lilburn! and! Dr.! Birrell!performed! the! lung! harvesting;! Dr.! Lilburn,! Ms.! Lesbats,! Dr.! Birrell,! Dr.!Shaw,!Prof.!Belvisi!and!Prof.!Meersmann!analyzed!the!data;!and!Dr.!Birrell,!Dr.!Shaw!and!Prof.!Meersmann!helped!Dr.!Lilburn!with!writing!the!report.!
6. (
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6.1. Introduction(!Emphysema! is! a! component! of! chronic! obstructive! pulmonary! disease!(COPD).!Worldwide,!COPD! is! the! fourth! leading!cause!of!death! [1].! In! the!UK!it!is!estimated!that!COPD!causes!25,000!deaths/year![345]!with!a!large!proportion!of!all!COPD!deaths!due!to!emphysema!in!particular![346].!The!development!of! emphysema! is!mainly! linked! to! cigarette! smoking!with!a!smaller! proportion! attributed! to! pollution,! occupational! exposure! or!intrinsic! factors! [246].!Over! time! there! is! significant! alveolar! destruction!with! the! resulting! reduction! in! surface! area! for! gas! exchange! with! an!accompanied!loss!of!lung!elasticity.!Sufferers!develop!increasing!dyspnoea!with! intermittent! symptom! exacerbations,! which! worsen! over! time! and!place! significant! limitations! on! physical! activity! and! quality! of! life! [347,!348].! Currently,! exposure! avoidance/reduction! is! the! only! effective!treatment! to! slow! or! stop! the! progression! of! the! disease! [246,! 349].!Unfortunately! current! routine! investigations! such! as! lung! function! tests!often! fail! to! diagnose! the! disease! until! the! later! stages! [350]! once! a!significant!amount!of!damage!has!been!done.!There!is!therefore!a!need!for!new! biomarkers! to! detect! the! disease! in! the! early! stages! and! to! help!separate!COPD!phenotypes![351].!!Investigations! of! COPD! and! emphysema! in! particular! have! however!developed! over! the! past! decade! with! human! studies! utilizing! both!computed!tomography!(CT)![352]!and!magnetic!resonance!imaging!(MRI)!based!techniques![126,!353].!High!resolution!CT!and!hyperpolarized!noble!
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gas!imaging!may!provide!the!opportunity!to!detect!the!disease!in!the!early!stages![186,!354].!Early!diagnosis!would!help!with!patient!management!by!providing!the!sufferer!timely!objective!information!that!they!should!cease!smoking! and! hence! limit! further! lung! damage.! Furthermore,! early!diagnosis!offers!the!opportunity!to!study!and!potentially!treat!the!disease!when! there! is! the! greatest! chance! of! preserving! a! significant! amount! of!lung!function.!!Hyperpolarized! noble! gas! MRI! using! 3He! and! 129Xe! is! able! to! provide!measurements!of!ventilation!and!is!able!to!delineate!poorly!ventilated!and!nonLfunctioning! lung! regions! [133].! Recently! visualization! of! delayed!collateral! ventilation! into! lung! regions! has! been! performed! [355]!providing! information! complementary! to! CT! based! techniques.!Nonetheless!hp!3He!and!hp!129Xe!have!been!used!to!provide!measurements!of!the!lung!microstructure,!that!is,!the!apparent!diffusion!coefficient!(ADC)!discussed! in! Chapter! 2! [187,! 356,! 357! ].! 3He! ADC! is! able! to! provide!measurements! of! transverse! and! longitudinal! diffusion!within! the! acinus!related! to! the! diameters! of! the! alveoli! and! the! terminal! bronchioles!respectively! [358,! 359].! ADC! is! however! insensitive! to! differences! in!surface! composition.! As! described! in! Chapter! 2,! the! 83Kr! nucleus,! unlike!
3He! and! 129Xe,! possesses! a! nuclear! electric! quadrupole! moment! and!therefore!may! be! used! as! a! probe! for! electric! field! gradients.! The! recent!development!of!hp!83Kr!surface!quadrupolar!relaxation!(SQUARE)!MRI!(as!described! in! Appendix! 1! and! ref.! [216])! may! therefore! provide! a!complementary! technique! allowing! for! additional! information! to! hp! 3He!
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and!129Xe!imaging,!such!as!regional!information!on!the!surface!composition!and!surface–toLvolume!ratio![134,!216].!!!As! mentioned! in! the! previous! Chapters,! new! techniques! often! require!significant!testing! in!animal!models!before!translation!to!human!subjects.!Preclinical!small!animal!models!are!an!ideal!starting!point!for!83Kr!SQUARE!contrast! development! due! to! the! small! volumes! of! hp! 83Kr! currently!available![145,!216].!The!elastase!model!is!an!established!rodent!model!of!emphysema! whereby! exposing! the! lungs! to! porcine! pancreatic! elastase!(PPE)!produces! initial! inflammation!with! the! subsequent!development!of!airspace!enlargement!and!destruction![249,!253,!263,!360].!The!purpose!of!the!work!in!this!Chapter!is!therefore!to!study!hp!83Kr!SQUARE!contrast!in!the!elastase!model!of!emphysema!in!the!experimentally!less!demanding!ex!
vivo! setup! and! using! the! recently! improved! methodology! [216]! before!development!towards!in!vivo!applications.!!
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6.2. Materials(and(Methods(
6.2.1. Model(CharacterizationJ(the(elastase(model(and(preparation(for
* ex*vivo*MRI(!Male! SpragueLDawley! rats! (260! L! 300! g,! n! =! 22)! were! purchased! from!Harlan!UK!Ltd.! (Bicester,!UK).!Home!Office! guidelines! for! animal!welfare!based!on!Animals!(Scientific!Procedures)!Act!1986!were!strictly!observed.!Experimental!emphysema!was!induced!by!instilling!one!dose!of!120!U/kg!pancreatic! porcine! elastase! (PPE,!Merck! Chemicals! Ltd,! Nottingham,! UK)!intratracheally! at! 1! mL/kg! directly! into! the! airways! under! general!anaesthesia!(inhaled! isofluorane!4%!with!medical!grade!oxygen! for!3!–!4!minutes)! [263].! Control! animals! were! similarly! treated! with! 1! mL/kg!sterile!saline!(Fresenius!Kabi!Ltd,!Manor!Park,!UK)!at!the!same!time.!At!28!days!after! intraLtracheal!dosing!animals!were!weighed!and!euthanized!by!overdose! of! sodium! pentobarbital! 200mg/kg! intraLperitoneal! (Merial!Animal! Health,! Harlow,! UK).! After! confirmation! of! death,! a! catheter! was!inserted! into! the! caudal! vena! cava! to! allow! flushing! of! the! pulmonary!circulation!with!20!mL!heparin!100!IU/mL!(Wockhardt!UK!Ltd,!Wrexham,!UK)!in!0.9%!saline!solution!(Baxter!Healthcare!Ltd,!Thetford,!UK)!followed!by!20!mL!Dublecco’s!phosphate!buffer!solution!(DLPBS,!SigmaLAldrich!Ltd,!Gillingham,!UK)!to!remove!residual!blood!from!the!pulmonary!circulation.!The!heart!and!lungs!were!subsequently!removed!en!masse.!!Lungs! for! ex! vivo! hp! 83Kr! imaging! had! a! polytetrafluorethylene! (PTFE)!adapter! tube! inserted! into! the! trachea! 5! L! 10!mm! above! the! carina! and!sutured! into! place.! The! heart! and! lungs! were! then! suspended! in! 5%!
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glucose!solution!(weight/volume)!with!the!trachea!pointing!downwards!as!in!the!previous!chapters.!The!ex!vivo!lungs!were!repeatedly!inflated!with!8!L!10!mL!of! room!air! to!check! for!gas! leaks!either! from!the!suture!around!the! trachea!or! the! lungs! themselves.!The! lungs!were! chilled! to!278!K! for!transportation! to! the! imaging! facility! during! which! time! they! were!repeatedly!inflated!with!8!L10!mL!of!air!at!30!–!60!minute!intervals.!Time!from! lung! harvest! to! the! start! of! imaging!was! no!more! than! 8! hours! for!each!lung.!!Of! the! 22! rat! lungs! harvested,! 4! were! used! for! histology! and! 15! of! the!remaining!18!were!suitable!for!ex!vivo!hp!129Xe!MR!imaging!with!the!others!being! rejected! due! to! the! development! of! leaks! either! at! the! time! of!extraction!or!during!transport.!! (
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6.2.2. Model(CharacterizationJ(alveolar(cross(section(measurements(!PPE!induced!changes!in!air!space!were!measured!in!both!a!satellite!group!of! rats! and! on! the! ex! vivo! lungs! used! for! hp! 83Kr! MRI.! Lungs! from! both!groups!were!similarly!prepared!by!inflating!to!forced!vital!capacity!(25!cm!H2O)!with!5%!formalinLsaline!solution!(SigmaLAldrich!Ltd,!Gillingham,!UK).!AirLspace! quantification! was! performed! using! an! Olympus! BX40!microscope! and! Zeiss! imageLprocessing! software! (Imaging! Associates,!Bicester,! UK)! [263].! Using! colourLthresholding! techniques! total!parenchymal! airspace! cross! section! in! μm2! and! the! total! number! of!airspaces! were! measured! from! 5! random! fields! per! lung! lobe.! Mean! air!space!area!for!each!field!were!quantified!allowing!for!calculation!of!mean!values! for! each! lobe.! During! image! analysis! fields! containing! airways! or!vasculature! were! excluded.! Details! of! control! and! PPE! treated! lungs! are!shown! in! Table! 6.1! with! average! measurements! of! mean! alveolar! area!(MAA)! in!the!satellite!group!and! in!those! lungs!processed!post!ex!vivo!hp!
83Kr!MRI.!! !
















E.1! 350! 44988.9!±!5444.2! Slice! 6.5!±!0.1! 31.7!±!4.2!E.2! 393! 36406.9!±!11162.7! Slice! 6.4!±!0.3! 25.5!±!1.0!E.3! 385! 46261.9!±!7083.2! Slice! 6.6!±!0.5! 27.2!±!2.4!E.4! 390! 62769.6!±!11162.7! NonLslice! 6.3!±!0.3! 26.0!±!0.0!E.5! 508! 68223.0!±10760.4! NonLslice! 6.1!±!0.6! L!E.6! 513! 36405.3!±!10352.7! NonLslice! 6.1!±!0.2! L!
E.7! 416! 57714.6!±!10036.8! Slice!and!NonLslice! 6.9!±!0.3! L!E.8! 440! 44804.2!±!5872.5! NonLslice! 7.3!±!0.4! L!E.9! 454! 27892.4!±!10898.2! Slice! 7.1!±!0.2! L!E.10! 382! 47670.8!±!14451.6! Histology! N/A! N/A!E.11! 436! 107926.5!±!61889.7! Histology! N/A! N/A!Table!6.1.!Demographic!data!from!satellite!subjects!(histology)!and!those!used!for!hp!
83Kr! imaging.! Summary! of! rat! weights,! whole! lung! mean! alveolar! area! ±! standard!deviation! of! the!mean,! inhaled! volumes! (Vi)! ±! standard! deviation! corresponding! to!inflation!(syringe)!volume!Vs!=!8!mL!with!associated!inhalation!pressures!±!standard!deviation! at! Vs! =! 8! mL.! *Recalculated! value! for! C.2! from! 3! lung! lobes! excluding! 2!outlier! values! =! 28514.2! ±! 3991.7! μm2.! Note! that! different! hp! 83Kr! imaging! was!performed!(slice!selective!or!nonLslice!selective!imaging)!on!lungs!as!indicated!in!the!
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Table.!No!values!for!Vi!were!determined!in!the!histology!groups.!Values!omitted!were!not!measured.!!
6.2.3. 83Kr(spin(exchange(optical(pumping,(compression(and(transfer(!Hp! 83Kr! was! produced! in! batch! mode! by! SEOP! as! described! in! detail! in!chapter!6!and!in!ref.![145].!All!MR!imaging!was!performed!using!enriched!
83Kr!(99.925%!83Kr,!CHEMGAS,!Boulogne,!France)!to!improve!the!available!signal! intensity.! A! 15%! krypton! 85%! N2! (99.999%! purity,! Air! Liquide,!Coleshill,! UK)!mixture!was! used! to! reduce! the! consumption! of! expensive!isotopically!enriched!83Kr.!SEOP!build!times!of!12!minutes,!corresponding!to!~92%!of! the!steady!state!polarization!were!once!again!used! to!reduce!the! experimental! duration.! The! extraction! unit! described! in! Appendix! 1!and!ref.![215]!was!utilised!to!allow!for!below!ambient!pressure!SEOP!with!enhanced!83Kr!spin!polarization![145]!(see!Fig.!6.1).!Further!reductions!in!the!transfer!container!volume!between!the!SEOP!cell!and!the!lungs!allowed!for!SEOP!at!55!–!65!kPa!with!an!increase!in!the!available!polarization!in!the!lower! concentration! 83Kr! gas! mixture.! Overall,! the! method! produced!approximately! 12! L! 16!mL! of! hp! gas! every! 12!minutes! for! lung! imaging!with! an! approximate! apparent! spin! polarization! of! ! =! 2.5%,! when!accounting!for!losses!during!the!extraction!procedure![145].!!! !
Papp




Fig.' 6.1.' Hp' kryptonW83' gas' extraction' and' transfer' from' the' SEOP' cell' in' the'
hyperpolarizer'to'the'lungs'(ambient'pressure).!(a)!A!preLevacuated!volume!Vextract!=!790!cm3! in! the!extraction!unit! (i)!was! filled! to!approximately!6!kPa!during!hp!gas!extraction! from!the!SEOP!cell! in! the!hyperpolarizer! (operating!at!90!–!100!kPa)! (ii).!(b)!The!extraction!unit!was!moved!to!the!MRI!scanner!and!the!N2!gas!operated!piston!pressurized!the!hp!gas!mixture!to!a!slightly!above!ambient!pressure.!The!hp!gas!was!then!pushed!through!connecting!tubing!into!a!storage!container!(VB).!(c)!Inhalation!of!the!hp!gas!was!accomplished!by!pulling!to!volume!Vs!=!8!mL!on!the!ventilation!syringe!to! expand! the! lung! as! has! been!previously! demonstrated.!Modified!with!permission!from!Fig.!1!in!Appendix!1!and!ref.![216].!
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6.2.4. Hp(gas(inhalation(!The!ventilation!chamber!described!in!Chapters!4!and!5!was!again!utilised!with! the! lungs! suspended! in! a! 5%! glucose! solution! (weight/volume)!(Baxter!Healthcare!Ltd,!Thetford,!UK).!The!chamber!was!then!placed!inside!the! bore! of! the! superconducting! magnet! and! the! temperature! was! kept!constant!at!295!K!throughout!the!experiments.!Active!inflation!of!the!lung!was!accomplished!by!pulling!to!a!ventilation!syringe!volume!(Vs)!of!8!mL!(Fig.!6.1a).!Corresponding!inhaled!volumes!(Vi)!were!measured!separately!using!the!water!displacement!technique!on!gas!exhalation!and!can!be!seen!in! Table! 6.1.! To! limit! gas! trapping! (particularly! noticeable! in! the! PPE!treated!lungs)!the!ex!vivo!lungs!were!deflated!over!30!L!60!s!from!Vs!=!8!mL!to!maximum!exhalation! (Vs!=!0!mL)!as!has!been! reported!elsewhere! [10,!309]!before!hp!83Kr!inhalation.!! !
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6.2.5. MRI(protocol(!MRI! experiments! were! performed! using! a! vertical! bore! 9.4! T! Bruker!Avance! III! microimaging! system! (Bruker! Corporation,! Billerica,!Massachusetts,!USA)!with!a!Bruker!30!mm!double! saddle!probe! tuned! to!15.40!MHz! corresponding! to! the! resonance! frequency! of! 83Kr! gas! in! the!lung.! Images! were! acquired! by! means! of! 32! phase! encoding! gradient!increments!using!a!variable!flip!angle!(VFA)!FLASH!protocol!(TE!=!1.8!ms,!TR! =! 12.6! ms)! [177].! The! imaging! protocol! had! a! total! acquisition! time!0.405!s!limiting!the!T1!decay!during!acquisition.!!!Coronal!images!were!acquired!into!64!×!32!matrices!resulting!in!a!field!of!view!(FOV)!of!50.9!mm!in!the!longitudinal!(frequency!encoding)!and!40.7!mm!in!the!transverse!(phase!encoding)!directions,!respectively.!To!acquire!a!nonLslice!selective! image,!0.3!ms!rectangular!hard!RF!pulses!of!variable!power!levels!were!used!for!excitation.!The!slice!selective!images!utilized!2!ms! sincLshaped! pulses! of! variable! power! to! selectively! excite! a! 3! mm!central!coronal!slice!of!the! lung,!resulting! in!resolution!of!0.80!×!1.27!×!3!mm3.!!To! obtain!T1Lweighted! images! and!demonstrate! SQUARE!pulmonary!MRI!contrast! two! schemes! were! utilised.! Scheme! 1! employed! the! paradigm!seen! in! Appendix! 1! with! each! imaging! sequence! started! after! a!programmed!time!delay!after!inhalation!td!=!0.0!s,!0.5!s,!1.0!s,!1.5!s!or!2.0!s.!The!inhalation!itself!was!accomplished!manually!by!reducing!the!pressure!in! the! artificial! pleural! cavity! using! the! ventilation! syringe! as! previously!
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described![214,!291].!Slight!alternations!in!the!timing!(approximately!±!0.2!s)!of!the!manual!inhalation!procedure!were!deemed!acceptable.!However!it!became!clear!that!images!taken!at!td!!=!0.0!s!showed!considerable!variation!due!to!timing!difficulties!and!were!thus!discounted!from!the!analysis.!As!a!result!of!this!finding,!five!images!were!performed!at!td!=!0.2!s,!0.7!s,!1.2!s,!1.7! s! or! 2.2! s! after! inhalation! in! later! experiments! (see! Fig.! 6.1).! In! all!imaging!experiments!in!scheme!1!each!individual!image!was!acquired!from!a!single!inhalation!cycle!and!subsequent!VFA!FLASH!acquisition!(NEX!=!1)!with! no! signal! averaging.! As! a! proof! of! principle! for! future! development!scheme!2!was!developed!to!allow!for!two!images!to!be!performed!during!one!inhalation!cycle!with!an!interLimage!duration!of!1.4!s!thus!abolishing!artefacts!as!a!result!of!interLbreath!volume!and!timing!differences!(see!Fig.!6.3aLb).! Due! to! the! need! for! larger! signal! intensities,! this! technique!permitted!only!nonLslice!selective!imaging!but!was!used!to!for!comparison!to! the! data! from! experiments! in! scheme! 1! where! nonLslice! selective!imaging!had!been!performed.!!! !




83Kr.!(a)!VFA!FLASH!MRI!with!no!slice!selection!in!control!lung!C.4.!.(b!–!e)!MR!images!as! in! (a)! with! a! relaxation! delay,! td,! between! hp! gas! inhalation! and! acquisition! as!indicated! in! the! figure.! Note! that! the!major! airways! are! less! affected! than! the! lung!parenchyma!by!increasing!td!values.!(f)!Resultant!T1!map!for!the!control!lung.!(g!–!k)!Similarly!acquired!VFA!FLASH!MRI!with!no!slice!selection!in!PPE!treated!lung!E.4!as!in!(a!–!e).!Note!the!heterogeneity!in!ventilation!displayed!in!the!elastase!treated!lungs!as!compared!to!the!control.!(l)!Resultant!T1!map!in!the!PPE!treated!lungs.!!
Figure' 6.3.' Series' of'
two'hp'83Kr'MR'images'
acquired' with' scheme'
2' and' the' resultant' T1'
map' from' the' PPE' treated' lung' in' Fig.' 7.1.' (a)! VFA! FLASH! MRI! with! no! slice!selection!in!the!PPE!treated!lung!shown!in!Fig.!7.1!(lung!E.4).!(b)!MR!images!as!in!(a)!with! a! relaxation! delay! of! td! =! 1.4! s! after! the! first! image.! (c)! Resultant! T1! map! for!images! in! (a! –! b).! The! reduced! quality! of! data! fit! results! in! significantly! higher! T1!values!than!that!produced!by!scheme!1.!Note!the!removal!of!nonLsensical!T1!values!<!0!s!from!the!resulting!T1!map.! !
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6.2.6. Image(reconstruction(and(analysis(!Images!were! once! again! processed! and! reconstructed! in! Prospa! (v.! 3.06,!Magritek,! Wellington,! New! Zealand)! with! a! sineLbell! squared! window!function! applied! to! the! raw! data! before! twoLdimensional! Fourier!transformation.! The! two!dimensional! image!data!were! then! exported! for!analysis! in! IGOR! Pro! (v.! 6.01,! Wavemetrics,! Lake! Oswego,! OR,! USA).!Intermittent!random!noise!was!at!times!problematic!with!occasional!noise!spikes!recorded!in!some!of!the!slice!selective!data!in!the!centre!of!the!FOV.!This!data!was!excluded!from!any!analysis!of!T1!values!and!later!improved!RF! shielding! prevented! further! problems.! Furthermore,! random! noise!around! 15.0! MHz! leaked! into! some! of! the! image! data! but! the! result! on!mean!T1! calculation!was!minimal! and! subsequent! analysis! of! regional!T1!measurements!avoided!these!regions.!!Using!scheme!1!T1!maps!were!created!using! the!set!of!either! four!or! five!images! at! increasing! delay! times! (depending! on! the! protocol)! combined!into!a!three!dimensional!matrix!as!in!Appendix!1.!T1!values!were!calculated!by! logarithmic! linear! regression! analysis! and! plotted! to! the! resultant! T1!matrix! (Fig.! 6.2f! and! 6.2l).! T1! values! calculated! outside! the! lung! region!were! masked! as! these! were! essentially! noise.! Thresholds! based! on! the!relative! signalLtoLnoise! ratios! between! the! nonLslice! and! sliceLselective!datasets!were!therefore!applied!for!the!masking.!The!threshold!was!set!to!15.0%!of!the!maximum!signal!intensity!at!td!=!0.2!s!for!nonLslice!selective!data!(SNR!approximately!60!–!70)!and!20.0%!at!td!=!0.2!s!or!0.5!s!for!slice!selective! (SNR! approximately! 45! –! 55).!Noise! far! removed! from! the! lung!
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remaining!after!the!mask!was!also!removed.!The!final!T1!maps!displayed!in!Fig.!6.2f!and!6.2l!were!then!overlaid!onto!the!lung!at!delay!time!td!=!0.2!s!for!clarity!of!presentation.!A!further!imageLprocessing!step!was!applied!to!the! T1! maps! of! the! slice! selective! images! where! the! discernable! large!airways!were!removed!from!any!subsequent!analysis!to!focus!on!the!lung!parenchyma.! T1! maps! were! similarly! created! using! the! images! acquired!under!scheme!2!with!logarithmic!linear!regression!analysis!across!the!two!images.!Calculation!of!the!image!threshold!using!the!two!images!acquired!in!one!inhalation!cycle!was!performed!similarly!with!a!threshold!of!20.0%!applied! to! the! image! at! td! =! 0.2! s! due! to! the! significant! drop! in! available!signal! to! noise! ratio! (SNR).! Further! image! processing! and! statistical!analysis!were!performed!using! IGOR!Pro!and!SPSS!(IBM,!New!York,!USA)!and! are! reported! in! the! Results! section.! Probability! (p)! values! less! than!0.05!were!deemed!significant.!
!
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6.3. Results((
6.3.1. Alveolar(cross(section(measurements(!Example!histology! from!control!and!elastase!treated! lungs! is!displayed! in!Fig.! 6.4.!Mean! alveolar! areas! ! (MAAs)!were! calculated! from! such! images.!The!average!whole!lung!MAA!for!the!control!group!was!26,641.2!±!1,844.9!μm2!(mean!±!standard!error)!compared!to!53,626.0!±!7,212.3!μm2!for!the!PPE! treated! group.! Both! the! MannLWhitney! ULtest! and! Kolmogorov!Smirnov!test!for!independent!samples!reached!significance!(p!=!0.003!and!
p! =0.007! respectively),! indicating! that! the! distribution! of! MAAs! was!different!between!control!and!PPE!treated!groups.!!However,! the!means! for! the! control! and!PPE! treated! lungs! in! the! imaged!sample! were! 28,910.6! ±! 1,360.9! μm2! and! 47,582.8! ±! 4,418.0! μm2!respectively,!with! the!samples!not!being!significantly!different!(p!=!0.064!for! the!MannLWhitney!ULtest! and!p! =! 0.057! for! the!Kolmogorov! Smirnov!test).!Representation!of!the!distribution!of!whole!lung!MAA!in!the!sample!of!control!and!PPE!treated!lungs!used!for!hp!83Kr!MRI!is!displayed!in!Fig.!6.5a.!!! !




of' a)' control' lung'
and' b)' elastase'
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Figure' 6.5.' Box' and'
whisker'plots'comparing'
a)' whole' lung' MAAs' of'
control' and' PPE' treated'
rats' lungs' used' for' hp'
83Kr'MRI'and'b)'regional'
(lobar)' MAAs' of' control'
and' PPE' treated' rats'
lungs' used' for' hp' 83Kr'
MRI.' Whiskers! represent!maximum! and! minimum!values.' Note! the! outLlying!regional! (lobar)! values!(asterisks)! in! the! control!lung! cohort! (both! from!lung! C.2L! see! text! for!details).'!Variation! in! lobar! values! was! higher! in! PPE! treated! lungs! in! both! the!histology!(satellite)!group!and!those!used!in!ex!vivo!hp!83Kr!MRI!(Fig.!6.5b).!The!control! lungs!showed!similar! lobar!values! in!all! lungs! (histology!and!imaged!groups)!with!the!exception!of!2! lobes!in!control! lung!C.2!(see!Fig.!6b).!As!these!lobar!values!were!clearly!outlier!values,!with!MAA!values!far!higher!than!the!maximum!of!any!of!the!PPE!treated!lobar!values,!they!were!discounted! from! subsequent! analysis.!These!high! values!were! thought! to!be! due! to! errors! during! tissue! processing! as! the! lungs! had! appeared!normal! at! the! time! of! tissue! harvest! and! on! imaging.! Examples! of! the!
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variation! in! both! the! lobar! MAA! measurements! with! corresponding! T1!maps!are!displayed!in!Fig.!6.6.!
'
Figure' 6.6.' Mean' regional' alveolar' area' (MAA)' values' with' corresponding' T1'
maps'demonstrating' range'0.5' –'4.0' s.! Schematic! of! rat! lung! anatomy! illustrating!principle! measurements! of! lobar! MAA! and! corresponding! T1! maps! produced! from!nonLslice!selective!datasets!as!in!Fig.!6.2.!Lungs!as!identified!in!figure!with!one!control!lung! (C.4)! and! three! elastase! treated! lungs! (E.4! –! E.6).! Note! that! E.6! has! similar!regional!MAA! and!T1! values! to! those! seen! in! lung! C.4!with! the! exception! of! the! left!upper!lobe!where!there!is!a!large!ventilation!defect!(white!arrow).!!!
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6.3.2. T1(map(histogram(analysis(!Data!from!T1!maps!were!then!used!for!histogram!analysis!with!frequencies!of!T1!values!within!0.15!s! intervals!calculated.!Normalization!for!the!total!number! of! voxel! values! in! each!T1!map! allowed! for! comparison!between!lungs! with! different! degrees! of! ventilation! on! MR! imaging.! Histograms!were! calculated! for! slice! selective! data! before! and! after! removal! of! the!major! airways! in! both! control! and! PPE! lungs! (Fig.! 6.7).! Furthermore!average!histograms!were!calculated!for!the!control!and!PPE!treated!groups!of! animals! and! used! for! comparison! of! the! slice! selective! data! where!sample!sizes!permitted!(Fig.!6.8).!
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Figure'6.7.'Histogram'analysis'of'T1' values.'Slice! selective!dataset! from! the! same!control! lung! (a)! before! and! (b)! after! removal! of! the! major! airway! values! with!accompanying! histograms! of! T1! values.! Mean! ±! standard! deviation! and! the! median!value!as!indicated.!(c)!Slice!selective!data!from!PPE!treated!lung!after!removal!airway!of! values.! Note! the! greater! spread! of! values! with! slightly! higher!mean! and!median!values!in!the!PPE!treated!lung.!
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!
Figure'6.8.'Histogram'analysis'of'average'T1'data'between'control'and'elastase'
(PPE)' treated' groups.' Note! the! shift! toward! higher! T1! values! with! the! elastase!treated!lungs!(red)!and!the!slightly!higher!mean!value!compared!to!the!control!lungs!(blue!and!with!dashed!outline).!Errors!are!±!standard!deviation.!
6.3.3. Whole(lung(MAA(and*T1(measurements(!Due!to!the!variation!in!the!MAA!of!the!PPE!treated!lungs!it!was!decided!to!compare!MAA!values!from!the!whole!sample!against!the!T1!values!obtained!from!ex!vivo!hp!83Kr!MRI.!It!is!possible!to!calculate!the!average!T1!values!by!integrating! across! the! entire! thresholded! T1! map! for! comparison! to! the!mean!histological!data.!Assuming!a!simple!spherical!model!of!the!alveolus,!
!S /V ∝R−1 ! (where!R! is! the!alveolar! radius)!with! !T1 ∝(S /V )−1 .!Therefore!as!!MAA∝R2 ,!it!would!be!expected!that!!T1 ∝ MAA .!Average!T1!values!for!nonLslice! and! slice! selective! datasets! (before! and! after! removal! of! the!major! airways! in! slice! selective! data)! are! displayed! in! Fig.! 6.9! with! the!corresponding! square! root! of! the! whole! lung! mean! alveolar! areas.! The!results!of! linear! regression!analysis!with!data!weighting!according! to! the!
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inverse!of!the!standard!deviation!of!the!T1!values!(!1/σ T1 )!are!displayed!in!Table!6.2.!




area.' (a)! NonLslice!selective! data!(squares);! (b)! slice!selective!data!including!airway! values!(triangles)!and!(c)!after!manual! removal! of!airways! (circles).!Values! of! linear!correlation! coefficient!and! significance! levels!of! the! least! squares!solutions! indicated! in!figure.! Note! error! bars!represent! the! standard!deviation! of! the! mean!
T1!values.!! !
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! Slope!(s/μm)! Intercept!(s)! r!NonLslice!selective!T1!data! 3.7×10L3!±!0.9×10L3! 0.64!±!0.18! r!=!0.909!(p!<!0.01)!Slice!selective!T1!data!including!major!airways! 5.4×10L3!±!2.3L×10L3! 0.84!±!0.45! r!=!0.694!(p!<!0.05)!Slice!selective!T1!data!with!major!airways!removed! 7.0×10L3!±!1.8×!10L3! 0.29!±!0.35!
r!=!0.849!(p!<!0.005)!
'
Table'6.2.'Results'of' linear'regression'analysis' in'Fig.'7.7.!Equation!of! the! linear!
regression! solution! has! the! form:! mean! T1! (s)! =! Slope! ×! ! whole!lung!MAA ! +!intercept,!with!accompanying!linear!correlation!coefficients!(r)!values.!
6.3.4. Regional(MAA(and*T1(measurements(!Due!to!the!significant!interLsubject!variation!in!whole!lung!MAA!in!the!PPE!treated! group! (as! seen! in! Fig.! 7.4),! lobar! MAAs! were! then! compared! to!regional!T1!values!from!20!voxel!regions!of!interest!(ROIs)!corresponding!to! each! lobe! in! all! lungs.! ROIs! were! selected! at! least! one! pixel! from!discernable!major!airways!and!the!outer! limit!of! the! lung!to!avoid!values!where! interLbreath!differences!could!have!affected! the!results.! If! the! lobe!could! not! be! identified! (as! in! the! case! of! the! accessory! lobe! in! all! image!data! sets)!or!was!not!present! in! the! image! then!no!value!was! calculated.!Areas! of! random!noise!were! similarly! avoided.! The! resultant! regional!T1!values!for!nonLslice!and!slice!selective!image!datasets!were!then!matched!to! the! corresponding! square! root! of! the! lobar! mean! alveolar! area! (Fig.!6.10).! The! two! outlier! lobar! MAAs! from! lung! C.2! mentioned! in! the!
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Materials! and! Methods! section! were! not! included! in! the! analysis.! The!results! of! linear! regression! analysis! with! data! weighting! according! to!!are!displayed!in!Table!6.3.!
!
Figure'6.10.' Correlation'between'mean' regional'T1' and' the' square' root' of' the'
lobar'mean'alveolar'area.'(a)!NonLslice!selective!regional!data!and!(b)!slice!selective!data!from!control!and!PPE!treated!animals!with!respective!least!squares!solution!and!linear! correlation! coefficients! (r).! Errors! represent! ±! standard! error! of! the! mean!values.! !
1 / σ T1
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! Slope!(s/μm)! Intercept!(s)! r!NonLslice!selective!T1!data! 3.0×10L3!±!0.4×10L3! 0.64!±!0.09! r!=!0.574!(p!<!0.005)!Slice!selective!T1!data!with!major!airways!removed! 3.3×10L3!±!0.9×!10L3! 0.70!±!0.18!
r!=!0.441!(p!<!0.025)!
'
Table'6.3.'Results'of' linear'regression'analysis' in'Fig.'7.8.!Equation!of! the! linear!
regression!solution!has!the!form:!mean!T1!(s)!=!Slope!×!! regional !MAA !+!intercept,!with!accompanying!linear!correlation!coefficients!(r)!values.!!
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6.4. Discussion(!The! previously! developed! methodology! of! hp! 83Kr! SQUARE! MR! imaging!has,!for!the!first!time,!permitted!meaningful!imaging!of!an!ex!vivo!model!of!respiratory!disease!and!measurement!of!regional!hp!83Kr!T1!values!within!lungs!displaying!a!spectrum!of!alveolar!degradation.!!
Variation.within.the.elastase.model.There!was!clear!variation!among!the!PPE!treated!group!demonstrated!by!the! four! times!greater!standard!error!of! the!mean!MAA! in! the!PPE!group!and!the!large!spread!of!whole!lung!MAA!displayed!in!Fig.!6.5!where!some!PPE! treated! rats! had! values! similar! to! control! animals.! Furthermore!significant! intraLsubject! variation! within! different! lung! regions! was!evident,! further! confounding! analysis.!However! histology! post!ex! vivo! hp!
83Kr! MRI! was! similar! to! that! from! non! imaged! lungs! showing! that! the!imaging! technique! itself!was!not! the! cause!of! this! variation!and! thus! is! a!valid!technique!for!study!of!changes!in!the!lung!microstructure.!!It!has!been!noted!in!prior!experiments!that!the!degree!of!emphysematous!damage!in!PPE!treated!animals!can!vary!depending!on!the!protocol![361],!including!delay!between!dosing!and! tissue!chararcterization! [362].! It!has!also!been!noted!that!young!animals,!as!have!been!used!in!this!study,!may!be!more!resistant! to! the!effects!of!endotracheal!PPE!with!Karlinsky!et!al.!noting! that! airspace!densities! in! young!hamsters! (less! than!3!weeks!old)!showed!less!reduction!in!airspace!densities!despite!being!treated!with!the!same!dosages!of!PPE!as!older!hamsters!(7!–!8!weeks!old),!possibly!due!to!
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higher!levels!of!endogenous!α1Lantitypsiin!and/or!the!ability!to!grow!new!alveoli! [363].! Therefore! further! analysis! of! hp! 83Kr! MR! imaging! results!focused!on! the!PPE! treated! and! control! animals! as! a! single! group!with! a!range!of!MAA! thus!allowing! for! confirmation!of! the! imaging! technique! to!detect!differences!in!MAA!rather!than!between!cohorts.!!Hp! 83Kr! spin! density! images! of! PPE! treated! lungs! with! significant!emphysematous! changes! revealed! significant! heterogeneity.! This! finding!was! not! unexpected! since! ventilation! defects! (lung! regions!with! poor! hp!gas!signal)!have!been!reported!in!human!emphysema![186,!188,!364]!and!animal!models!of!the!disease![127,!186,!365].!Emphysematous!regions!are!believed!to!either!fail!to!inflate!due!to!airway!obstruction!or!undergo!little!volume! change! during! normal! inhalation,! thereby! contributing! to! nonLventilated! dead! space! with! low! uptake! of! the! inhaled! hp! gas! [366].! The!pattern! of! ventilation! defects! with! hp! 3He! and! 129Xe! has! been! recently!studied![188,!357]!where!it!has!been!noted!that!larger!ventilation!defects!are!seen!on!hp!129Xe!spin!density!imaging,!thought!to!be!due!to!the!lower!diffusivity!of!Xe!(diffusion!coefficient! !D129Xe−Air =0.14!cm2s−1 !calculated!for!an! 83%! enriched! 129Xe! mixture! in! air! at! T! =! 310! K! and! atmospheric!pressure! using! a! LeonardLJones! 6! –! 12! potential! to! approximate! for!interatomic!interactions![367],!compared!to!!D3He−Air =0.86!cm2s−1 !for!pure!
3He! at! identical! conditions).! Indeed,! the! high! diffusivity! of! 3He! with! the!relatively! long! T1! time! of! hp! 3He! in! the! lung! has! recently! allowed! for!visualization!of!delayed!collateral!ventilation!of!obstructed!lung!regions!in!emphysematous!patients![355].!83Kr!by!comparison!has!similar!diffusivity!
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to! xenon! with! a! diffusion! coefficient! !D83Kr−Air =0.17!cm2s−1 ! (99.925%!enriched!83Kr!in!air).!It!is!therefore!unlikely!that!the!severely!affected!lung!regions!would! be! probed! as! effectively!with! hp! 83Kr!which! could! lead! to!underestimation!of!regional!T1!values.!!
Distribution.of.T1.measurements.Due!to!the!spread!of!PPE!induced!emphysematous!damage!with!a!range!in!MAAs,! total!T1! voxel!data!did!not!permit! separation!of! the! two!groups!of!animals! with! similar! means! and! distributions! albeit! with! a! trend! to! a!higher!regional!T1!values!in!the!PPE!treated!group!(Fig.!6.8).!!
Whole.lung.mean.T1.measurements!There! is! moderate! correlation! between! the! mean! T1! and!
! whole!lung!MAA ! in! the!nonLslice! selective! and! slice! selective!data!with!and!without! the!major! airway! values.! Removing! the! airways! to! focus! on!the!lung!parenchyma!increases!the!correlation!to!levels!obtained!with!the!higher! SNR! nonLslice! selective! images.! Interestingly! there! is! a! greater!
dependence!on!! MAA !(slope)!in!the!slice!selective!data,!particularly!after!removal! of! the! airways,! possibly! because! the! contribution! of! the! lung!periphery! (with! presumably! larger! amounts! of! healthy! lung)! is! removed!from!the!T1!value.!!The! theoretical! yLintercept! values! in! Table! 6.2,! that! is! the! minimum! T1!measurable! in! the! lung,! are! within! good! agreement.! Interestingly! all!intercepts!are!nonLzero!which! indicates! that! factors!other! than! the!mean!
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airspace! area! may! be! significant.! However,! as! would! be! expected,! by!reducing! the! contribution! of! the! airways! in! the! slice! selective! data! the!minimum! T1! is! also! reduced.! Possible! causes! of! this! nonLzero! intercept!could!be! the! contribution! from! the! small! airways!within! the! lung!and/or!the!lung!surface!composition!itself.!!!The! small! airways! would! permit! gas! diffusion! in! the! presence! of! a!reduction! in! alveolar! dimensions.! This! hypothesis! would! fit! with! the!measurements! of! nonLisotropic! ADC! measurements! [358,! 368]! where!during!experimental!durations!of!the!order!of!1.8!ms,!spins!are!expected!to!diffuse!out! of! the! alveoli! and! into! the! airways.!Therefore! the! situation! in!the!lung!with!an!extensive!network!of!terminal!bronchioles!would!produce!a!minimum!hp! 83Kr!T1! value!dependent!upon! the! airway! calibre.! Further!experiments!would! therefore! be! required! to! quantify! the! contribution! of!diffusion! within! the! acinus! during! the! experimental! timeframes! used! in!this! Chapter.! Faster! imaging! sequences! and! the! use! of! the! one! breath!method!(imaging!scheme!2)!would!produce!less!diffusive!attenuation!and!could!minimise!this!effect.!! !
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!
Regional.T1.measurements!By!comparing!the! lobar!measurements!of!MAA!to!corresponding!regional!
T1! values! it! can! be! seen! that! SQUARE! MR! imaging! is! able! to! detect!differences!in!regional!surfaceLtoLvolume!changes!in!small!amounts!of!lung!tissue.!The!technique!would!therefore!allow!for!the!use!of!smaller!numbers!of!animals!by,! for! instance,! inducing!disease! in!one! lung! (right!or! left)! as!has!been!performed!elsewhere![132,!316,!368].!!Elastase! rodent!models! of! emphysema! have! been! studied!with!microLCT![369,!370]!and!proton!MR!based!techniques![106,!371,!372].!Both!methods!have! so! far! been! able! to! detect! reductions! in! lung! tissue! density.!Retrospective! gated! microLCT! of! anaesthetized,! freeLbreathing,! nonLintubated! control! and! TIMPL3! knockout! mice! was! however! also! able! to!produce!measurements!of!major!airway!diameters!and!spirometric!indices!such!as! forced!residual!capacity!(FRC)!and!tidal!volume!(TV).!Proton!MRI!methods! however! have! suffered! from! lower! spatial! and! temporal!resolution! compared! to! the!microLCT!methods.! However,! using! an! ultraLshort!TE!radial!sequence!the!reduction!in!alveolar!surface!area!in!a!murine!elsastase!model!was! quantified! by! an! decrease! in! the!T2*! in! the! elastase!treated! mice! providing! information! beyond! simple! reduction! in! tissue!density![372].!!Hyperpolarized! noble! gas! MR! imaging! by! comparison! produces!information! on! gas! distribution! within! the! lung! and! is! therefore! able! to!delineate! ventilated! lung! regions.! Hp! 3He! and! 129Xe! MRI! have! been!
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similarly!studied!in!rodent!elastase!models!and!have!provided!information!of!spirometric!indices!and!regional!ventilation![316].!In!addition,!hp!noble!gas! imaging!has! sufficient! sensitivity! to!measure! lung!morphology! at! the!acinar!level!using!the!ADC!in!the!rat![127,!365,!373]!and!more!recently!in!the!mouse! [374].! 3He!ADC!has!also!been!able! to!detect! the!early!onset!of!emphysema!in!a!rat!elastase!model![362].!!ADC! is! however! insensitive! to! differences! in! surface! composition! and!therefore! the! technique! of! hp! 83Kr! SQUARE! with! its! ability! to! provide!additional! information! on! surface! composition! and! surfaceLtoLvolume!ratios! [134,! 216]! would! provide! another! tool! for! characterization! of! the!lungs.! Spatial! resolution! is! obviously! reduced! compared! to! hp! 3He! and!
129Xe!methodologies! with! nominal! hp! 83Kr! resolution! of! 0.80! ×! 1.27! ×! 3!mm3! but! as! mentioned! this! is! likely! to! improve! with! advances! in!hyperpolarization!and!imaging!techniques.!Nonetheless,!current!resolution!has!proved!sensitive!to!detect!regional!histological!differences!using!small!amounts!of!lung!tissue.!
.
MR.imaging.of.hyperpolarized.83Kr.SQUARE..The!value!of!performing! the! imaging!over!subsequent! inhalations! is! seen!when!comparing!the!resulting!T1!maps!of!scheme!1!and!scheme!2.!In!this!early! proof! of! principle!work! it! has! been! shown! to! be! possible! to! obtain!SQUARE! contrast! on! a! single! inhalation! as! in! ADC! measurements,! but!current! available!polarizations! and! imaging! strategies! only! allow! for! two!nonLslice! selective! images! per! breath! producing! poor! data! fits! of! nonLmonoexponential! T1! relaxation.! However! as! polarization! technology! and!
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imaging! strategies! improve! it! may! become! possible! to! acquire! higher!numbers!of!images!in!one!breath!to!combat!these!difficulties.!!Random! noise! was! occasionally! a! problem! in! the! nonLshielded! MR!laboratory! during! ex! vivo!hp! 83Kr! imaging!with! intermittent! noise! spikes!recorded!in!early!data!and!RF!leaks!on!one!of!the!imaging!days.!The!effect!on! T1! analysis! was! however! minimal! with! little! consequence! on! the!calculated! mean! T1! values! and! regional! T1! analysis.! Enhanced! hp! 83Kr!signal! intensities! and! further! improvements! in!RF! shielding! (including!of!the! MR! facility! itself)! would! however! mitigate! these! problems! in! the!future.!
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6.5. Conclusions(!The! aim! of! this!work!was! to! demonstrate! the! ability! of! hp! 83Kr! SQUARE!MRI!to!measure!the!reduction!of!surfaceLtoLvolume!ratio! in!a!rat!elastase!model!of!emphysema.!The!use!of!the!simpler!ex!vivo!model!has!allowed!for!rapid! confirmation! of! the! imaging! technique! to! provide! reproducible! T1!measurements! related! to! changes! in! the! lung! microstructure! in! both! a!global! and! regional! manner.! It! has! therefore! been! shown! that! hp! 83Kr!SQUARE!MRI!may!be!able!provide!additional!complementary! information!of!changes!in!surfaceLtoLvolume!ratio!and!surface!composition!to!the!other!lung!imaging!techniques!currently!in!use.!!
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Chapter(7:(Conclusions(
!Pulmonary! hyperpolarized! (hp)! noble! gas! magnetic! resonance! imaging!(MRI)!has!seen!increasing!development!and!utility!since!its’!inception!two!decades! ago! [125,! 375].! However,! as! described! in! Chapters! 2! and! 3,! the!application! of! this! relatively! new! lung! imaging!modality! to! small! animal!models! is! technically! challenging.! The! use! of! ex! vivo! lung! models! have!allowed! for! the! investigation! of! functional! respiratory! measurements! in!small!animals! [11,!16,!376,!377]!but!had!yet! to!be!utilized!with!hp!noble!gas!MRI.!!The!purpose!of! this! thesis!has!been!threefold:!1)!demonstrate!that! the!ex!
vivo! lung!model! allows! for!a! reduction! in! the!experimental! complexity!of!hp! noble! gas! MRI! in! small! animals! thereby! facilitating! the! development!and!testing!of!novel! imaging!protocols!and!technologies;!2)!establish!that!the! ex! vivo! rodent! lung! model! permits! the! study! of! lung! structure! and!function!in!healthy!and!disease!models!of!human!disease!with!hp!noble!gas!MRI!and!that!the!combination!can!provide!additional!benefits!and!insights!to!in!vivo!techniques;!3)!make!evident!the!utility!of!hp!noble!gas!MRI!as!a!tool! to! study! respiratory! physiology! and! improve! the! understanding! of!pulmonary!disease.!!!
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The! ex! vivo! lung! model! presented! within! this! work,! based! upon! that!developed! by! Stupic! et! al.! [214],! allowed! for! the! study! of! pulmonary!physiology! using! hp! 129Xe! and! hp! 83Kr! MR! imaging! in! intact! lungs! from!both!healthy! rodents!and!rat!models!of! respiratory!disease.!The!usage!of!the! ex! vivo! lung! model! reduced! the! regulatory! requirements! for! animal!care,! handling! and! monitoring! during! hp! gas! MRI! experiments.!Furthermore!the!ex!vivo!model!allowed!for!the!generation!of! lung!models!at!different!sites!to!that!where!the!imaging!took!place,!permitting!hp!noble!gas! imaging! experiments!which!would! otherwise! not! have! been! possible!during!the!term!of!this!thesis.!!Novel!hp!129Xe!imaging!protocols!were!developed!in!Chapter!4!to!provide!measurements! of! functional! respiratory! parameters! such! as! the! residual!volume! (RV)! and! to! gather! information! of! regional! gas! distribution! in!healthy! excised! rodent! lungs! on! increasing! inhalation! and! directed! small!probe!volumes!of!hp!gas.!Functional!measurements!of!changes!in!hp!129Xe!distribution! during! intravenous! deliveries! of! the! bronchoconstricting!agent! methacholine! (MCh)! to! the! pulmonary! circulation! were! also!acquired! in! rat!and!guinea!pig! lungs,!with! reversal! images!obtained!after!intravenous!delivery!of!salbutamol.!!The! latter! developed! methodology! then! allowed! for! the! study! of! whole!lung! and! regional! responses! in! an! ex! vivo! ovalbumin! (OVA)! model! of!human! asthma! with! hp! 129Xe! in! Chapter! 5.! Acquired! MR! image! data!provided! information! on! the! changes! in! whole! lung! and! regional!ventilation!on!increasing!dosages!of!MCh!and!on!reversal!with!salbutamol.!
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New! image! data! analysis! techniques! were! developed! in! an! effort! to!improve!the!functional!information!obtained!with!notable!differences!seen!between! the! control! and! OVA! challenged! lungs.! The!work! demonstrated!that! the! ex! vivo! model! allowed! for! simplified! hyperpolarized! 129Xe! MR!imaging! and! that! the! technique! could! provide! useful! information! of! the!dynamic!changes!in!a!small!animal!model!of!human!asthma.!!The! ex! vivo!model! also! provided! the! platform! to! develop! the! novel! lung!imaging! technique! of! hp! 83Kr! surface! quadrupolar! relaxation! (SQUARE)!MRI! (detailed! in! Appendix! 1! and! ref.! [216]).! The! developed!hyperpolarization! and! delivery! methodology,! with! improved! signal!intensity,!was!sufficient!to!produce!disease!specific!contrast!in!the!study!of!an! excised! rat! model! of! emphysema! in! Chapter! 6.! In! this! work! the! first!potential! application! of! hp! 83Kr! SQUARE! MRI! in! the! field! of! respiratory!medicine!was! demonstrated.! The! technique!was! noted! to! be! sensitive! to!both!interLsubject!and!intraLlung!differences!in!the!S/V!in!healthy!control!lungs!and!lungs!with!varying!degrees!of!emphysematous!damage.!The!use!of!the!simpler!ex!vivo!model!allowed!for!rapid!confirmation!of!the!imaging!technique!to!provide!reproducible!T1!measurements!related!to!changes!in!the!lung!microstructure!in!both!a!global!and!regional!manner.!!While! it! has! been! shown! that! the! ex! vivo! lung! model! allows! for! a!simplification! in! the!hp!noble! gas! experimental! complexity! and!has! been!seen!to!provide!additional!benefits!and!insights!beyond!those!available! in!
vivo,!it!is!not!the!author’s!contention!that!the!ex!vivo!model!should!replace!
in!vivo!hp!gas! techniques!and!measurements.!The!development!of! in!vivo!
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techniques!is!fundamental!to!the!development!of!safe!clinical!hp!noble!gas!MR! imaging!protocols! and! is!necessary! for! the!widespread!acceptance!of!the! imaging!modality.! It! is! however!hoped! that!ex! vivo!hp!noble! gas!MRI!has! a! potential! role! to! facilitate! the! rapid! development! of! both!translational!preLclinical!(small!animal!model)!and!human!in!vivo!methods.!!
Future.technical.developments.to.improve.hp.129Xe.and.83Kr.MRI..There! are! a! number! of! improvements! in! the! design! of! both! the!hyperpolazier!and!the!extraction!and!delivery!apparatus!that!would!allow!for! improvements! in!future!ex!vivo!studies!and!the!start!of! in!vivo!studies!using!both!hp!129Xe!and!83Kr!within!the!Translational!Imaging!group!at!the!University! of! Nottingham.! For! example,! a! compression! apparatus! made!purely!of!glass!as!opposed!to!acrylic!would! limit!depolarization!of!hp!gas!(particularly! surface! sensitive! hp! 83Kr)! increasing! available! signal!intensities!for!MR!imaging.!The!delivery!technique!itself!is!labour!intensive!and!subject!to!operator!error!and!would!therefore!benefit!from!computer!automation!to!reduce!variations!between!hp!gas!deliveries.!!Furthermore,! improvements! in! the! underlying! spin! exchange! optical!pumping! (SEOP)! process! using! the! low!pressure!method! are! required! to!produce! larger! quantities! of! hyperpolarized! gas! with! greater! levels! of!polarization!especially!if!larger!animals,!e.g.!rabbits!or!dogs,!are!to!be!used.!Also,! currently! hp! gas! imaging! frequency! is! limited!by! the! build! times! of!the!hp!gas!using!the!batch!mode!operation!of!the!hyperpolarizing!systems!(typically!6!–!8!minutes!between!image!with!hp!129Xe!and!8!–!12!minutes!with!hp!83Kr)!with!the!result!that!potential!functional!data!is!not!acquired!
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because! of! this! limiting! factor.! Therefore! improvements! with! larger! gas!volumes! (currently! up! to! 35! mL! hp! gas! is! produced! per! hyperpolarizer!cycle)!or!reduced!build!times!could!be!implemented!if!higher!laser!powers!beyond!the!23!–!30!W!used!in!this!work!are!utilized![216].!The!initial!steps!towards! this! end! have! already! occurred! with! a! new! hyperpolarizer!designed!and!constructed!by!Dr.!Stupic,!Mr.!Six,!Mr.!Dorkes,!and!Dr.!Lilburn!using!a!high!power!laser!(~100!W!output!at!the!SEOP!cell)!for!installation!in! the!small!animal!MRI!unit! located! in! the!Brain!and!Body!Centre!at! the!University!of!Nottingham!to!allow!for!high!quality!hp!noble!gas!MRI!in!vivo!with!both!hp!129Xe!and!hp!83Kr.!!
 There! are! also! a! number! of! improvements! in! the! hp! gas! MRI! protocols!used!within!the!context!of!this!thesis!that!would!increase!the!utility!of!the!
ex!vivo!model!and!potentially!provide!greater!amounts!of!functional!data.!A!notable!improvement!would!be!in!the!imaging!strategies!in!use.!Currently!limitations! of! the! variable! flip! angle! (VFA)! fastLlowLangleLshot! technique!using! simple! linear! kLspace! sampling! are! evident! with! difficulties! in!reducing! imaging! durations! beyond! those! used! within! this! thesis.!Therefore! further! improvements! would! need! the! use! of! either! faster!imaging!sequences!such!as!echoLplanar!imaging!(EPI)!based!techniques!or!partial! Fourier! kLspace! methods.! Alternative! kLspace! filling! trajectories!such!as! the! centric,! radial! or! spiral!methods!detailed! in!Chapter!2!would!also!be!of!benefit!in!hp!83Kr!imaging!due!to!the!short!T1!times!in!the!lung,!where! the!centre!of!kLspace!with! the! tissue!contrast!data!acquired!at! the!expense! of! the! periphery! of! kLspace,! with! significant! increases! in! the!signalLtoLnoise!ratio!(SNR)!of!acquired!hp!83Kr!images.!
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!Future! work,! particularly! with! hp! 83Kr,! would! also! benefit! from! the!construction! of! improved! imaging! coils.! The! currently! used! Bruker®!double!saddle!coil!has!poor!sensitivity! in! the!centre!of! the!coil!where!the!lung!is!located,!limiting!image!resolution.!Therefore!improved!volume!coils!such! as! those! employing! birdcage! or! quadrature! designs! would! help!increase! hp! 83Kr! image! quality.! The! use! of! phased! array! detection! coils!with! the! implementation! of! compressed! sensing! techniques! would! be!similarly!beneficial!for!hp!129Xe!imaging.!
.
Potential.human.usage.of.hyperpolarized.83Kr.SQUARE.MRI.A!final!note!is!required!on!the!potential!human!application!of!hp!83Kr!MR!imaging.! As! has! already! been! mentioned,! the! ultimate! the! purpose! of!developing! hp! 83Kr! MRI! is! to! produce! a! biomarker! of! lung! disease,!particularly! emphysema,! in! the! early! stages! when! there! is! the! greatest!chance!of! limiting!further!respiratory!decline.!To!this!end!it! is!prudent!to!discuss!the!potential!for!applying!the!developed!methods!in!humans.!!As! mentioned,! hp! 83Kr! MRI! is! technically! challenging! with! only! small!volumes! of! hp! 83Kr! with! sufficient! polarization! having! been! produced.!Furthermore,! the!MR!imaging! itself! is!difficult!due!to!the!rapid!relaxation!noted!in!the!rat!lung,!where!the!T1!is!on!the!order!of!1!–!2!s.!These!hurdles!are!not! insignificant! to!overcome!but,!as!has!been!documented,! steps!are!already!underway!to!deal!with!the!technical!issues!surrounding!them!with!improvements! in! hyperpolarizer! design! and! MR! imaging! techniques.!Furthermore,! it! should! be! remembered! that! in! humans! the! alveolar!
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diameter! is!on!the!order!of!270!μm![33]!as!opposed!to!approximately!90!μm!in!the!rat!lung![32].!As!a!result!of!this!increase!in!alveolar!geometry!it!should! be! expected! that! the!T1! of! hp! 83Kr! should! similarly! increase! by! a!factor! of! three! as! has! been! noted! in! model! systems! [378],! reducing! the!rapid!signal!loss!and!making!MR!imaging!more!feasible.!!!
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14!L297LL304![199]! Patz!S,!Muradyan!I,!Hrovat!M!I,!Dabaghyan!M,!Washko!G!R,!Hatabu!H!and!Butler! J!P!2011!Diffusion!of!hyperpolarized! (129)Xe! in! the! lung:! a!simplified!model! of! (129)Xe! septal! uptake! and! experimental! results!New!
Journal!of!Physics!13!015009![200]! Ruppert! K,! Brookeman! J! R,! Hagspiel! K! D! and! Mugler! J! P! 2000!Probing! lung! physiology!with! xenon! polarization! transfer! contrast! (XTC)!
Magn!Reson!Med!44!349L57![201]! Ruppert!K,!Mata! J! F,!Brookeman! J!R,!Hagspiel!K!D!and!Mugler! J! P!2004! Exploring! lung! function! with! hyperpolarized! XeL129! nuclear!magnetic!resonance!Magn!Reson!Med!51!676L87!
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[202]! Dregely!I,!Mugler!J!P,!Ruset!I!C,!Altes!T!A,!Mata!J!F,!Miller!G!W,!Ketel!J,!Ketel!S,!Distelbrink!J,!Hersman!F!W!and!Ruppert!K!2011!Hyperpolarized!XenonL129! GasLExchange! Imaging! of! Lung! Microstructure:! First! Case!Studies! in! Subjects! With! Obstructive! Lung! Disease! Journal! of! Magnetic!
Resonance!Imaging!33!1052L62![203]! Driehuys!B,!Moller!H!E,! Cleveland! Z! I,! Pollaro! J! and!Hedlund! L!W!2009!Pulmonary!Perfusion!and!Xenon!Gas!Exchange! in!Rats:!MR!Imaging!with! Intravenous! Injection!of!Hyperpolarized!XeL129!Radiology!252!386L93![204]! Albert!M!S,!Balamore!D,!Kacher!D!F,!Venkatesh!A!K!and!Jolesz!F!A!2000!Hyperpolarized!XeL129!TL1! in! oxygenated! and! deoxygenated! blood!
Nmr!in!Biomedicine!13!407L14![205]! Venkatesh!A!K,!Zhao!L,!Balamore!D,!Jolesz!F!A!and!Albert!M!S!2000!Evaluation! of! carrier! agents! for! hyperpolarized! xenon! MRI! Nmr! in!
Biomedicine!13!245L52![206]! Baumer!D,!Brunner!E,!Blumler!P,!Zanker!P!P!and!Spiess!H!W!2006!NMR! spectroscopy! of! laserLpolarized! XeL129! under! continuous! flow:! A!method! to! study! aqueous! solutions! of! biomolecules!Angewandte! Chemie^
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!The!work! in! this! Appendix! is! the! article! published! in! the! peer6reviewed!journal! Magnetic! Resonance! Imaging! entitled! “Pulmonary! MRI! contrast!using! Surface! Quadrupolar! Relaxation! (SQUARE)! of! hyperpolarized! 83Kr”!by!Joseph!S.!Six,!Theodore!Hughes6Riley,!David!M.L.!Lilburn,!Alan!C.!Dorkes,!Karl! F.! Stupic,! Dominick! E.! Shaw,! Peter! G.! Morris,! Ian! P.! Hall,! Galina! E.!Pavlovskaya,! and! Thomas! Meersmann! [1].! Credits! for! the! work! were! as!follows:!Prof.!Meersmann!conceived!the!experiment;!Mr.!Six,!Mr.!Hughes6Riley!and!Dr.!Lilburn!performed!the!experiments;!Dr.!Lilburn!handled!the!animals!and!completed!the!lung!extraction!process;!Mr.!Hughes6Riley!and!Mr.!Dorkes!designed!the!gas!extraction!unit!fabricated!by!Mr.!Dorkes;!Mr.!Six,!Mr.!Hughes6Riley,!Dr.!Lilburn!and!Dr.!Pavlovskaya!analyzed! the!data;!Dr.! Stupic! and! Dr.! Pavlovskaya! designed! and! constructed! the!hyperpolarizer;! Dr.! Shaw,! Prof.! Morris,! and! Prof.! Hall! were! greatly!consulted!on!the!design!of!the!experiments;!with!Mr.!Six,!Mr.!Hughes6Riley,!Dr.!Lilburn!and!Prof.!Meersmann!writing!the!manuscript.!!
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Inclusion! of! this! publication! as! Appendix! within! this! thesis! is! justified!because! the! thesis! author! performed! a! significant! amount! of! the! work,!including! writing! and! preparing! the! manuscript.! Furthermore! the!development!of!ex#vivo!hp!83Kr!MRI!detailed!in!the!publication!led!onto!the!research! contained! within! Chapter! 7! where! the! new! methodology! was!applied!to!an!ex#vivo!elastase!model!of!human!emphysema.!! !
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Pulmonary* MRI* contrast* using* surface* quadrupolar*
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Abstract*Hyperpolarized! 83Kr! has! previously! been! demonstrated! to! enable! MRI!contrast! that! is! sensitive! to! the! chemical! composition! of! the! surface! in! a!porous!model!system.!Methodological!advances!have!lead!to!a!substantial!increase! in! the! 83Kr! hyperpolarization! and! the! resulting! signal! intensity.!Using! the! improved! methodology! for! spin! exchange! optical! pumping! of!isotopically!enriched!83Kr,!internal!anatomical!details!of!ex#vivo!rodent!lung!were! resolved! with! hyperpolarized! 83Kr! MRI! after! krypton! inhalation.!Different!83Kr!relaxation!times!were!found!between!the!main!bronchi!and!the! parenchymal! regions! in! ex# vivo! rat! lungs.! The! T1! weighted!hyperpolarized! 83Kr! MRI! provided! a! first! demonstration! of! surface!quadrupolar!relaxation!(SQUARE)!pulmonary!MRI!contrast.!!
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1.*Introduction*!Pulmonary! MRI! with! hyperpolarized! (hp)! 129Xe! [1]! and! hp! 3He! [2]! are!emerging! techniques! for!spatially!resolved!measurement!of! lung! function!that! cannot! be! obtained! by! alternative! non6invasive!methods.! Both! non6radioactive!isotopes!have!a!nuclear!spin!I!=!1/2!that!can!be!hyperpolarized!through!laser6based!methods![3,!4]!to!obtain!sufficient!MRI!signal!intensity!for!high!resolution!imaging!of!the!lung.!Various!MRI!protocols!can!be!used!to!generate!complementary!contrast! from!the! two! isotopes.!For!example,!because!of!its!high!diffusivity,!3He!is!thus!far!preferred!for!contrast!relating!to!changes!in!alveolar!lung!structure!(i.e.!ADC!contrast)![568].!The!3He!spin!relaxation!is!more!affected!by!the!presence!of!paramagnetic!O2!than!that!of!any! other! noble! gas! isotope! and! the! 3He! T1! relaxation! can! therefore! be!used! for! partial! pressure! measurement! of! pulmonary! oxygen! [9611].! On!the! other! hand,! the! large! chemical! shift! range! of! 129Xe! leads! to!distinguishable!MR!signals!between!tissue!dissolved!and!gas!phase!xenon![12]! thus! enabling! the! visualization! of! gas! transport! through! the!parenchyma! [13].! The! isotope! 129Xe! generally! possesses! a! relatively! high!solubility,!has!a!relaxation!times!of!T1!=!13!s!in!oxygenated!blood![14],!and!can!be! functionalized!to!serve!as!a!biosensor! for!certain! target!molecules![15]! with! potential! applications! for! pulmonary! MRI! and! beyond.! The!development!of!hp!pulmonary!MRI!is!therefore!not!only!a!quest!for!higher!signal! intensity! and! better! spatial! resolution! but! also! a! pursuit! for! novel!sources!of!contrast!that!probe!different!structural!and!functional!aspects!of!lungs!in!health!and!disease![11,!16].!!!
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Using! a! third! noble! gas! isotope,! namely! 83Kr,! longitudinal! (T1)! relaxation!weighted! MRI! contrast! was! previously! shown! to! be! indicative! of! the!specific!surface!treatment! in!a!porous!model!system![17].!Unlike!3He!and!
129Xe,! the! 83Kr! nucleus! possesses! a! nuclear! spin! I! =! 9/2! and! thus! a! non6vanishing!electric!quadrupole!moment! that! serves! as! a!probe! for! electric!field!gradients!(EFGs).!The!EFGs!are!predominantly!generated!during!brief!collision! and! adsorption! events! of! the! noble! gas! atoms! with! the!surrounding! surfaces,! resulting! in! rapid! T1! relaxation! that! is! detected! in!the! gas! phase.! The! 83Kr! surface! quadrupolar! relaxation! (SQUARE)! MRI!contrast! is! affected! by! the! surface! to! volume! ratio! (S/V),! surface!composition,! surface! temperature,! and! surface! adsorption! of! molecules![16618].! On! the! down! side,! quadrupolar! relaxation! also! restricts! the! hp!
83Kr!signal!intensity!and!applications!of!hp!83Kr!MRI!were!limited!thus!far!to! conceptual! studies! showing! low! resolution! images! [17,! 19]! with! little!chance!to!provide!data!about!internal!structure!or!function!of!the!lung.!!In!recent!work,!spin!exchange!optical!pumping!(SEOP)!of!a!mixture!of!5%!krypton! with! 95%! N2! achieved! a! 83Kr! spin! polarization! of! P! =! 26%,!corresponding! to! a! 59,000! fold! signal! increase! compared! to! the! thermal!equilibrium! 83Kr! signal! at! 9.4! T! field! strength! [20].! SEOP! at! low! krypton!concentration! was! used! because! high! krypton! density! [Kr]! adversely!affects!SEOP!but,!unfortunately,!fast!quadrupolar!driven!83Kr!T1!relaxation!in! the! condensed! state!generally!prevents! the! cryogenic! separation!of!hp!krypton!from!the!gas!mixture![21].!The!high!gas!dilution!caused!a!20!fold!reduction! of! the!MRI! signal! and! it! is! instructional! to! define! the! apparent!polarization!Papp!that!takes!the!dilution!into!account![20]:!!
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P app= P ⋅ NG⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ Mi⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
i
∑ ! ! ![1]!
where![NG]!is!the!noble!gas!density!(here,!krypton)!and![Mi]!refers!to!the!density! of! other! components! in! the!hp! gas!mixture! (i.e.!N2! in! this!work).!The!apparent!polarization!provides!a!measure!of!the!expected!signal!from!a!diluted!hp!noble!gas.!The!example!above! (P!=!26%)! leads! to!Papp=1.3%!and!thus! to! the!same!signal!of!pure!krypton!gas!with!P!=1.3%!(assuming!identical!isotopic!composition).!!!As! an! alternative! to! dilution,! the! density! [Kr]! can! be! lowered! in!concentrated!krypton!mixtures!by!reducing!the!SEOP!gas!pressure![20].!In!the! current! work,! this! method! was! modified! to! extract! below! ambient!pressure! hp! gas!mixture! from! the! SEOP! cell! followed! by! compression! to!ambient! pressure! for! pulmonary! imaging.! Hp! 83Kr! produced! with! this!method!was!utilized!to!study!SQUARE!contrast!in!an!excised!rat!lung.!
*
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*
2.*Materials*and*methods*
2.1.*83Kr*spin*exchange*optical*pumping.**!Spin! exchange! optical! pumping! (SEOP)! with! rubidium! produced! hp! 83Kr!via! batch! mode! as! described! in! detail! elsewhere! [20].! Spin! polarization!measurements! used! natural! abundance! krypton! gas! (99.995%! purity;!11.5%!83Kr;!Airgas,!Rednor,!PA,!USA),!whereas!the!MR!images!presented!in!this!publication!utilized!enriched!83Kr!(99.925%!83Kr,!CHEMGAS,!Boulogne,!France)!for!improved!signal!intensity.!A!25%!krypton!6!75%!N2!(99.999%!purity,! Air! Liquide,! Coleshill,! UK)!mixture! was! used! for! SEOP! because! it!was!previously!proven! to! lead! to!high!hp! 83Kr! signal! intensities! [20]! and!allowed! for! economical! usage! of! the! expensive! isotopically! enriched! 83Kr!gas.!!!Spin!polarization!was!determined!by!comparison!of!the!hp!gas!signal!in!a!single!pulse!experiment!with!that!from!a!thermally!polarized!krypton!gas![20].!In!baseline!polarization!measurements!the!hp!gas!was!transferred!by!gas!expansion!directly! into!a!pre6evacuated!borosilicate!glass!cell! located!in! the! r.f.! detection! coil! without! usage! of! the! extraction! unit.! Spin!polarization! measurements! were! acquired! after! 8! minutes! of! SEOP! and!images!were!acquired!after!12!minutes!of!SEOP,! corresponding! to!~80%!and!~92%!of!the!steady!state!polarization!(reached!after!18!minutes![20])!respectively,!to!reduce!experimental!time.!! !
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2.2.*HP*gas*extraction,*compression*and*transfer.*To!utilize! the!enhanced!83Kr!spin!polarization!of!below!ambient!pressure!SEOP![20]!an!extraction!unit!was!designed!and!built!that!extracted!the!hp!gas!from!the!SEOP!cell!and!then!delivered!the!gas!for!pulmonary!imaging!as! shown! in! Fig.! 1.! At! 90! –! 100! kPa! SEOP! cell! pressure! this! method!produced!approximately!35! 6!40!cm3!of!hp!gas!mixture!every!12!minutes!for!lung!imaging.!Alternatively,!in!the!spin!polarization!measurements!the!hp! gas!was! injected! into! an!NMR!detection! cell! to!measure! the! 83Kr! spin!polarization!after!the!compression!process.!!! !
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!
Fig.*1.*Hp*krypton*extraction*and*transfer*from*the*SEOP*cell,*operating*at*90*–*
100*kPa,*to*the*lungs*at*ambient*pressure.!(a)!A!pre6evacuated!volume!Vextract!=!790!cm3! in! the! extraction! unit! (i)! was! filled! to! approximately! 6! kPa! during! hp! gas!extraction!(ii).!(b)!The!extraction!unit!was!moved!to!the!MRI!scanner!and!the!N2!gas!operated!piston!pressurizes!the!hp!gas!mixtures!to!a!pressure!slightly!above!ambient.!The!hp!gas!was!then!pushed!through!connecting!tubing!into!a!storage!container!(VB).!The!lung!was!located!upside!down!in!glucose!solution!within!the!breathing!apparatus!with! the! trachea! connected! to! VB.! (c)! A! slight! suction! on! the! breathing! apparatus!(substituting!for!the!pleural!cavity)!caused!the!lung!to!expand!and!to!inhale!the!hp!gas.!!! !
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2.3.*HP*gas*inhalation.*A!ventilation! chamber!with! the! lung! suspended! in! a!5%!glucose! solution!(weight/volume)!(Baxter!Healthcare!Ltd,!Thetford,!UK)!was!placed!inside!the! MR! magnet! and! kept! at! a! constant! temperature! of! 295! K.! Active!inflation!of!the!lung!was!achieved!by!producing!a!negative!pressure!above!the!glucose!solution!from!pulling!a!ventilation!syringe!to!10!cm3!as!shown!in!Fig.!1c!(see!further!explanation!in!ref.![27]).!The!corresponding!inhaled!volume! of! 8! cm3! was! measured! through! exhalation! causing! water!displacement!in!a!water!bell.!!
*
!
Fig.* 2.* (a)* The* apparent* 83Kr* spin* polarization* Papp* as* a* function* of* SEOP* cell*
pressure*using*the*extraction*unit* for*compression*(open*circles)*and*baseline*
data*without* the*extraction*unit* (filled*circles).!The!arrow!indicates!the!pressure!used! for! imaging!experiments.!Curve! fitting!was!adapted! from!ref.! [20].! (b)!Variable!flip! angle! (VFA)! FLASH! hp! 83Kr!MRI! of! an! excised! rat! lungs! at! 9.4! T!without! signal!averaging! (NEX! =1,! no! slice! selection,! SNR! =! 51)! using! isotopically! enriched! 83Kr!(99.925%).!!
*
2.4.*MRI*protocol*MRI! experiments! were! performed! using! a! vertical! bore! 9.4! T! Bruker!Avance! III! microimaging! system! (Bruker! Corporation,! Billerica,!Massachusetts,!USA).!Imaging!experiments!utilized!a!Bruker!30!mm!double!
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saddle! probe! tuned! to! 15.4002! MHz! corresponding! to! the! resonance!frequency! of! 83Kr! gas! in! the! lung.! Images!were! acquired! by!means! of! 32!phase! encoding! gradient! increments! using! a! variable! flip! angle! (VFA)!FLASH!protocol! (TE!=!4.2!ms,!TR!=!19.2!ms)! that!neglected!T1!decay;! the!
flip! angle!of! the! ith! increment! (θi)!was! calculated!by!
 
θi ≈ tan
−1 1 32 − i( ) !
[28].!The!imaging!protocol!had!a!total!acquisition!time!0.615!s!limiting!the!T1!decay!during!acquisition.!!Coronal!images!were!acquired!into!64!×!32!matrices!resulting!in!a!field!of!view!(FOV)!of!50.9!mm!in!the!longitudinal!(frequency!encoding)!and!40.7!mm!in!the!transverse!(phase!encoding)!directions,!respectively.!To!acquire!a! non6slice! selective! image,! 0.3! ms! rectangular! hard! pulses! of! variable!power! levels!were!used!for!excitation.!The!slice!selective! images!utilize!2!ms! sinc6shaped! radio! frequency! pulses! of! variable! power! to! selectively!excite! a! 3! mm! central! coronal! slice! of! the! lung,! resulting! in! a! nominal!resolution! of! 0.80! ×! 1.27! ×! 3! mm3.! To! obtain! T16weighted! images! and!demonstrate!SQUARE!pulmonary!MRI!contrast!the! imaging!sequence!was!started!with!a!programmed!time!delay!(td)!of!0.0!s,!0.5!s,!1.0!s!or!1.5!s!after!inhalation.! The! inhalation! itself! was! accomplished!manually! by! reducing!the!pressure!in!the!artificial!pleural!cavity!using!the!ventilation!syringe!as!described! in! ref.! [27].! Slight! alternations! in! the! timing! (approximately! ±!0.2s)! of! the!manual! inhalation! procedure!were! deemed! acceptable.! Note!that!the!uncertainty!in!the!exact!timing!of!the!images!can!be!eliminated!by!future! improved! MRI! protocols! that! record! multiple! images! within! one!inhalation!cycle.! In! this!work,!each! individual! image!was!acquired! from!a!
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single! inhalation! cycle! and! subsequent!VFA!FLASH!acquisition! (NEX!=!1)!with! no! signal! averaging.! Slice! selective! images! demonstrating! SQUARE!MRI!contrast!(Fig.!3a6d)!and!the!resulting!T1!map!(Fig.!3e)!were!acquired!using!a!single!animal.!!!
!
Fig.* 3.* Series* of* hp* 83Kr* MR* images* demonstrating* SQUARE* contrast.! A! new!delivery!of!hp!83Kr!was!provided!for!each!image!shown.!(a)!VFA!FLASH!MRI!as!in!Fig.!2b!but!with!3!mm!slice!selection.!(b!–!d)!MR!images!as!in!(a)!with!a!relaxation!delay,!td,!between! hp! gas! inhalation! and! acquisition! as! indicated! in! the! figure.! The! major!airways! are! visibly! less! affected! than! the! alveolar! space! by! increasing! td! values.! (e)!Graphical! representation!of! the!T1!values!calculated! from!the!signal!decay! in! (a!–!d)!for! each! volume! element! (voxel).! Decay! curves! for! each! of! the! voxels! located! at!positions!i!–!iv!in!(e)!are!shown!in!Fig.!4.!!
2.5.*Image*reconstruction*and*analysis*Images! were! processed! and! reconstructed! in! Prospa! (v.! 3.06,! Magritek,!Wellington,!New!Zealand)!by!applying!a!sine6bell!squared!window!function!to! the! raw!data!before! two6dimensional!Fourier! transformation.!The! two!dimensional!image!data!were!exported!for!further!analysis!using!IGOR!Pro!(v.!6.01,!Wavemetrics,!Lake!Oswego,!OR,!USA).!!!
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To!construct! the!T1!map!shown! in!Fig.!3e! the! image!data!were!combined!into! a! three!dimensional!matrix! having! two! spatial! dimensions! (the! slice!selective! images)! and! one! time!dimension! (the! delay! before! acquisition).!Data!were!then!converted!into!a!half!logarithmic!scale!for!linear!regression!analysis!of! signal! intensity!as!a! function!of! time! that! resulted! in! spatially!resolved! T1! values! (Fig.! 4).! T1! values! calculated! outside! the! lung! region!were! composed! solely! of! background! noise! and! are! consequently!insignificant.!Therefore,!these!data!were!removed!by!applying!a!threshold!set!to!15.4%!of!the!maximum!signal!intensity!on!the!lung!image!for!td!=!0!s!and!then!applying!the!resulting!mask!to!the!T1!map.!It!is!important!to!note!that! noise! far! removed! from! the! lung! remaining! after! the!mask!was! also!removed.!The!final!T1!map!was!then!overlaid!onto!the!lung!at!delay!time!td!=!0!s!for!clarity!of!presentation.!! !
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!
Fig.*4.*Selected*T1*decay*data*from*representative*locations*indicated*in*Fig.*3e.!Position! (a)! trachea! corresponding! to! point! (i)! in! Fig! 3e,! (b)! major! bronchus!corresponding! to!point! (ii)! in!Fig.!3e,!and!(c! 6!d)! lung!parenchyma!corresponding! to!points!(iii)!–!(iv)!in!Fig.!3e.!Data!are!displayed!with!the!natural!logarithm!of!the!signal!intensity! (S)! as! a! function! of! time.! The! resultant! least! squares! linear! regression!solution! with! linear! correlation! coefficients,! r,! and! 1/T1! rates! (i.e.! slopes)! for! each!location!are!also!shown.! !
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2.6.*Animal*care*and*preparation**Male!Sprague6Dawley!rats!(350!6!400!g,!Charles!River!UK!Ltd,!Margate,!UK)!were! euthanized! by! overdose! of! pentobarbital! (Sigma6Aldrich! Ltd,!Gillingham,! UK)! in! accordance! with! local! animal! welfare! guidelines! and!A(SP)A! 1986! (Animals! for! Scientific! Procedures! Act! 1986).! Immediately!after! confirmation!of! death,! a! catheter!was! inserted! into! the! caudal! vena!cava! to! allow! flushing! of! the! pulmonary! circulation! with! 20! –! 30! cm3!heparin! 100! IU/cm3! (Wockhardt! UK! Ltd,! Wrexham,! UK)! in! 0.9%! saline!solution! (Baxter! Healthcare! Ltd,! Thetford,! UK)! followed! with! phosphate!buffer! solution! (PBS,! Sigma6Aldrich! Ltd,! Gillingham,! UK)! in! order! to!remove!residual!blood!from!the!pulmonary!circulation.!!!The! heart! and! lungs! were! removed! en# masse.! A! polytetrafluorethylene!(PTFE)!adapter!tube!was!inserted!5!6!10!mm!above!the!carina!and!sutured!into! place.! The! heart! and! lungs! were! suspended! in! 5%! glucose! solution!(weight/volume)!with! the! trachea!pointing!downwards! in! a! custom6built!acrylic! ventilation! chamber,! as! detailed! in! Fig.! 1.! The! ex# vivo! lungs!were!repeatedly!inflated!with!8!6!10!cm3!of!room!air!to!check!for!leakage!either!from! the! suture! around! the! trachea! or! the! lungs! themselves.! For! the!presented!work!the!lung!harvesting!procedure!was!completed!with!100%!success!of!removing!the!lungs!intact.!Normally!with!a!skilled!operator!the!
ex#vivo! technique!results! in!over!90%!of! lungs!being!suitable! for! imaging.!The!lungs!were!chilled!to!278!K!for!transportation!to!the!imaging!facility.!!
* *
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3.*Results*and*discussion*!The!pure!gas!phase!relaxation!time!of!83Kr!is!sufficiently!long!with!T1!times!of! several!minutes! at! ambient! pressure! [16]! to! permit! hp! gas! extraction!and! transfer.! However,! as! the! 83Kr! relaxation! is! accelerated! by! the!presence! of! surfaces,! the! contact! of! the! hp! gas!with! any!material! during!this! process! needs! to! be! minimized.! Pumps,! that! have! been! used! for!extraction! and! compression! of! 3He! after! metastable! exchange! optical!pumping! (MEOP)! [22],! typically! require! many! compression! cycles! to!transfer! the! entire! hp! gas! volume! [22625].! For! the! extraction! and!compression!of! the!quadrupolar!hp! 83Kr!a!pneumatically!operated!piston!within!a!large!volume!cylinder!was!designed!that!used!a!single!extraction!–!compression!cycle!as!shown!in!Fig.!1.!!This! design! is! conceptually! similar! to! the! gas! pressure! driven! ‘syringe’!using! a! Teflon! piston! as! applied! previously! by! Rosen! et! al.! [26]! for! the!transfer! of! hp! 129Xe! following! cryogenic! gas! separation.! However,! the!extraction! unit! in! this! work! needed! to! attain! vacuum! conditions! of! less!than!0.2!kPa!prior! to!hp!gas!extraction! from!the!SEOP!cell!and,! following!extraction,! was! required! to! compress! the! hp! gas! to! ambient! pressure.!Therefore,! this!unit!operates!at!a!high!pressure!differential!and!an!O6ring!seal! equipped! acrylic! piston! provides! gas! tight! isolation! of! the! two!compartments!of!the!extraction!unit.!The!setup!allowed!for!the!extraction!of! about! 3/4! of! the! hp! gas! from! the! SEOP! cell! in! a! single! expansion! 6!compression! cycle.! The! losses! in! polarization! caused! by! compression,!shown!in!Fig.!2a,!were!negligible!at!SEOP!pressures!above!75!kPa!and!were!
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still!acceptable!down!to!50!kPa.!Using!a!25%!krypton!6!75%!N2!mixture!for!a! SEOP!duration!of!8!minutes! at! a!pressure!of!50!kPa,! the! apparent! spin!polarization!Papp!=!2.9%!was!found!after!extraction!and!transfer!of!the!hp!gas!into!a!sample!cell!as!seen!in!Fig.!2.!!For!the!MRI,!an!SEOP!cell!pressure!of!90!–!100!kPa!was!used,!even!though!the!attained!apparent!polarization!of!Papp!=!2.0%!was!only!about!2/3! the!maximum! possible! value! (Fig! 2a,! red! arrow).! The! higher! SEOP! pressure!ensured! that! the! quantity! of! the! produced! hp! gas! (i.e.! 40! cm3! hp! gas! at!ambient!pressure)!was!sufficient! to!match! the!actual! inhaled!volume!and!the!dead!volume!in!the!gas!transfer!system.!!After! SEOP! with! isotopically! enriched! 83Kr! followed! by! extraction,!compression,!and!delivery!of!the!gas!mixture! into!the!(ambient!pressure)!storage!chamber! (VB)! located!underneath! the!breathing!apparatus,!8! cm3!of! the! hp! gas! were! inhaled! by! the! excised! lungs! using! the! breathing!apparatus!shown!in!Fig.!1b!and!1c!(see!also!ref.![27]).!The!signal!intensity!was!sufficient!to!provide!anatomical!details,!such!as!the!shape!of!the!lung!lobes!and!the!distinction!of!major!airways,!using!a!variable!flip!angle!(VFA)!FLASH!MRI! protocol! [28]! without! slice! selection! but! also! without! signal!averaging! having! SNR! =! 51! as! shown! in! Fig.! 2b.! Further! experimental!details! of! the!MRI! protocol,! animal! usage! and! SEOP! are! described! in! the!
Materials*and*methods!section.!!After!the!addition!of!3!mm!slice!selection!to!the!VFA!FLASH!MRI!protocol,!the!major!airways! could! clearly!be! recognized! in!a! single!acquisition! (i.e.!
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NEX!=!1)!as!show!in!Fig.!3a.!Furthermore,!the!obtained!signal!intensity!was!sufficient!to!permit!the!proof!of!principle!study!of!83Kr!SQUARE!contrast!in!lungs.!Fig.!3b!–!3d!show!the!same!3!mm!slice!selective!hp!83Kr! images!as!Fig.!3a,!but!with!a!delay!period!td!between!inhalation!and!start!of!the!image!acquisition!ranging!from!0.5!s!–!1.5!s!(td!=!0!s!in!Fig.!3a).!A!new!bolus!of!hp!
83Kr! was! delivered! for! each! of! the! images.! As! a! clear! trend! observed!directly!in!these!four!images!(Fig.!3a!–!3d),!the!signal!originating!from!the!major!airways!was!less!affected!by!the!delay!time!than!the!rest!of!the!lung.!The!cause!for!the!slower!relaxation!was!presumably!the!smaller!surface!to!volume!(S/V)!ratio!in!the!airways!as!opposed!to!the!alveolar!space.!!Smaller!airways!were!not!resolved!but!contribute!to!the!contrast!observed!in!the!MR!images.!Fig.!3e!shows!a!T1!relaxation!time!map!obtained!from!the!td! dependent! signal! decay! of! each! volume! element! in! Fig.! 3a! –! 3d.! The!longitudinal!relaxation!time!(averaged!over!20!voxel)!for!the!trachea!is!T1!=!5.3±1.9!s!and!T1!=!3.0±0.9!s!for!the!main!stem!bronchus.!The!relaxation!times!measured!in!lung!parenchyma!adjacent!to!the!major!airways!and!in!the!periphery!of!the!lung!are!T1!=!1.1±0.2!s!and!T1!=!0.9±0.1!s!respectively.!The!observed!T1!data!are!in!reasonable!agreement!with!previous,!spatially!unresolved! bulk!measurements! of! 83Kr! T1! relaxation! in! excised! rat! lungs!that! also! demonstrated! that! the! addition! of! up! to! 40%! of! O2! did! not!significantly!alter!the!T1!times![27].!!!SQUARE!originates!from!surfaces!but!its!effect!is!detected!in!the!gas!phase!due!to!rapid!exchange.!It!is!however!not!known!to!what!depth!the!alveolar!surface,! that! is! comprised! of! surfactant!molecules! and!proteins,! followed!
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by!a!water!layer,!cell!tissue,!and!the!vascular!system!(filled!with!phosphate!buffer! solution! in! this! work),! is! probed! by! the! SQUARE! effect.! The!relaxation!of! the!water!dissolved!krypton! is! too! slow,! i.e.!T1!=!100!ms!at!298! K! [29],! to! be! a! major! contributor! to! the! observed! T1! values! in! the!alveolar! region,! given! the! small! quantity! of! water! dissolved! krypton.!SQUARE!may! therefore! originate! from! a! deeper! layer! (i.e.! cell! tissue)! or!from! the! outer! surfactant! layer.! The! answer! to! this! question! could! have!profound!impact!on!potential!usage!of!SQUARE!for!disease!related!contrast!but!its!exploration!is!beyond!the!scope!of!this!work.!!As!Figs.!2!and!3!demonstrate,!the!extraction!technique!from!low!pressure!(90!–!100!kPa)!SEOP!cells!works!well,!generating!reproducibly!Papp!=!2.0%!with!a!line!narrowed!laser!providing!23.3!W!of!power!incident!at!the!SEOP!cell.! This! resulted! in! an! approximately! 10! fold! increase! in! MR! signal!intensity!as!compared!to!the!previously!published!results!on!hp!83Kr!MRI!in!excised!rat!lungs![19].!An!additional!factor!of!8.7!improvement!in!signal!to!noise!ratio!was!achieved!by!using!isotopically!enriched!to!99.925%!83Kr!gas.! Not! surprisingly! for! a! spin! system! with! Papp! =! 2%,! the! obtained!resolution! fell! short! compared! to! ventilation! hp! 129Xe!MRI.!However,! the!
83Kr! signal! intensity! was! strong! enough! to! allow! for! surface! sensitive!contrast! in! excised! lungs!while! retaining! structural! resolution.! The! voxel!resolution!obtained!with!the!slice!selective!hp!83Kr!MRI!is!0.80!X!1.27!X!3!mm3,!(SNR!=!23.8!for!td!=!0!s)!and!is!therefore!similar!to!dissolved!phase!
129Xe! pulmonary! MRI! that! uses! the! small! fraction! (typically! 1! –! 2%)! of!inhaled!xenon!dissolved!in!tissue!and!blood.!!
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The! applied! laser! power! of! 23.3! W! (incident! at! the! SEOP! cell)! can! be!increased! significantly! due! to! recent! advances! in! solid! state! laser!technology!and!may!thus!improve!the!quantity!of!the!produced!hp!gas!and!its! spin!polarization.! Larger! volume!SEOP! cells! could!be!used! to!produce!larger!quantities!of!hp!gas!volumes!at!lower!pressures!if!the!power!density!of! the! laser! irradiation! is! maintained! across! the! larger! cross! section.!Alternatively,! the!volume!of!hp!gas! can!also!be! increased! if! several! SEOP!units! of! the! current! cell! size! and! laser! power! operate! in! parallel.! The!amount!of!hp!gas!needed!per!inhalation!cycle!may!additionally!be!reduced!by!optimizing! the! ambient!pressure! storage! container! (VB),! consequently!allowing! for! lower! SEOP! cell! pressures! that! result! in! higher! spin!polarization!with!the!current!setup.!!A!potential!drawback!of!the!presented!methodology!is!that!the!lungs!may!become!contaminated!by!rubidium!vapors!during!the!rapid!delivery!of!hp!gas!from!the!SEOP!cell.!Therefore,!the!extraction!unit!was!tested!at!various!locations! for! rubidium! residues! through! pH!measurements! (ColorpHast).!Although!more! elaborate! testing! is! required,! and! it! appears! that!most! of!the!rubidium!tends!to!condense!in!the!tubing!located!before!the!extraction!unit.! The! use! of! additional! rubidium! filters! that! make! use! of! the! high!reactivity!of!the!alkali!metal!may!improve!the!situation!further!but!was!not!explored.!
*
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4.*Conclusions*!Using! improved! hp! 83Kr! production!methodology,! SQUARE!MRI! contrast!was!demonstrated!between!airways!and!alveolar!regions.!Lung!pathology!related!contrast!was!not!attempted!as!animal!models!of!pulmonary!disease!were! beyond! the! scope! of! this! proof! of! concept! study.! However,! the!produced! signal! intensity! will! be! sufficient! to! attempt! disease! specific!contrast! in! pathophysiology! and! to! explore! whether! hp! 83Kr! is! of!supplemental!diagnostic! value! to!hp! 3He!and!hp! 129Xe!MRI.!The!potential!usage! of! hp! 83Kr! as! a! novel! contrast! agent! should! be! investigated! for!disorders! such! as! emphysema! where! the! lung! surface! to! volume! ratio!(S/V)!is!reduced![30,!31],!or!generally!for!the!broad!spectrum!of!diseases!which! exhibit! significant! changes! in! lung! surface! chemistry,! for! example!acute!lung!injury!(ALI),!acute!respiratory!syndrome!(ARDS)![32]!and!cystic!fibrosis! (CF)! [33].!Two! final!notes!with!regard! to!practicalities!of!hp! 83Kr!MRI:! (1)! Krypton! gas! (natural! abundance! of! 11.5%! 83Kr)! is! a! renewable!resource! generated! as! a! by6product! of! air! liquefaction,! available! at!approximately! €! 1! per! liter! (at! ambient! pressure).! Unfortunately,!isotopically! enriched! 83Kr! is! costly! (approximately! €! 4000/L)! at! the!current! low! demand! for! production.! (2)! There! are! little! toxicological!concerns!for!future!clinical!applications!as!krypton!is!chemically!inert!and!does!not!exhibit!anesthetic!properties!at!ambient!gas!pressure![34,!35].!!
* *
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